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Foreword to regional conversion
There have been substantial changes in the development of the defence sector during the last
decade. The global changes of geopolitics are particularly visible in Europe in which the bipolar
position has changed into deeper integration on both the political and economic level. An example
of this is the recent acceptance of Hungary, Poland and the Czech Republic into NATO despite
the fact that these countries were partners of the opposing Warsaw Pact in the 1980s. The same
integrating development is taking place with the enlargement of the European Union towards the
northern and eastern part of the continent. International politics is an important setting to be discovered here in relation to the supranationalizing of defence policies. The changes in the complex
web of geopolitical and geo-economic relationships have also been experienced within the western
part of Europe. There are specific aspects of globalization in the economy, which have been described in various studies that indicate an industrial shift from the traditional territorially highly
concentrated Fordist type of mass production into the post-Fordist type of production. Characterized by vertical disintegration, subcontracting of component production and the creation of flexible networks and alliances through the merging of large enterprises into global transnational
companies. This is particularly evident in relation to the defence sector and in particular the defence industries, whose internationalization has changed their relations to national economic development profoundly. The economy is one key factor in understanding the defence sector.
As indicated above, there is a clear global dimension to the restructuring of the European defence sector. However, there are also specific regional aspects to the restructuring and conversion
of the sector. The consequences of defence changes are experienced at the local and regional
level. Furthermore innovations developed in defence industries could be spun-out at the local and
regional level. Although serious doubts have been raised regarding the success of this. The social
aspects of restructuring and conversion are felt in localities which experience the costs of unemployment, stress and depression after the closure of military activities. These factors also need to
be addressed as key topics of research into defence restructuring and conversion. However, the
major concerns of previous studies have been on politics and the economy. Several institutions,
including the European Union, national governments, defence ministries, regional and local authorities, private enterprises, trade unions, are involved in this interplay between the global and
local level.
The general situation resulting from the end of the Cold War was positively welcomed in
Europe. Hope was raised on the belief that the former defence industries could be converted into
the civilian sector and that dual-use technologies would replace the diminishing defence production. However, many researchers, and also the European Commission, recognized rather quickly
the negative aspects which defence restructuring was causing in many localities and the very limited achievements of conversion. The situation led to discussings, both in the political and the scientific arena, by the Commission and specific social instruments were developed to respond to the
problems. In the early 1990s a particular Community Initiative KONVER was launched to help
the process of economic adjustment in defence-dependent regions. Other programs under European Regional Development Funds (ERDF) Article 10, such as RECITE and Demilitarized Network, were also promoted to tackle the outcomes of restructuring and to investigate best practices
of conversion. Other large sources of assistance were generally obtained from the existing European Structural Funds and through national governments’ regional development policies. The active role of localities in the design of conversion policy was limited with the issue being regarded
as one for higher levels of government - if a matter for government at all. The UK Conservative
Government regarded the matter as one for companies and the market rather than government.
Although KONVER will be officially finished in 1999, there will be a number of other possibilities within the new European Union budget for the period 2000-06, which defence dependent localities could apply under for assistance.
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COST A10, situated under Social Science section of the European Co-operation in Science
and Technology, was initiated in 1996 to last for a period of five years. COST A10 discussed the
issues of defence restructuring and conversion in the phase when there had already been one
round of research around the changes in the European defence system. COST A10 became a
European network of scholars to address the complexity of defence restructuring and conversion.
The main objective of the network is to maximize the social and economic benefits of defence restructuring and conversion, by giving added value to ongoing national research on the economic,
social, technological and cultural elements shaping this process.
COST A10 activities are based on existing research which is enhanced by comparison and
generalization, however, under-researched areas have been identified and approached. After three
years of activities, there are several countries around Europe which are involved in the network.
COST A10 is divided into three working groups: industrial restructuring, social and cultural aspects of conversion, and regional aspects of conversion. It is in this latter working group that this
particular work has been developed as a collaboration between different partners in six European
countries: Belgium, Finland, France, Germany, Hungary, and the United Kingdom.
The aim of the publication ‘Regional conversion: cases from six European countries’ is to discuss and compare the regional aspects of defence restructuring and conversion in different European contexts. A general approach is needed to be able to find best practices to overcome the
problems in defence-dependent localities and regions. In this book it is argued that to properly
understand the regional outcomes of defence restructuring and conversion, one should look as a
starting point into the different territorial systems of governance existing in Europe and the role of
the defence sector within them. The legislative setting creates a framework for operation in the
field and the territorial institutions also influence on the practices. This is true even if defence issues have traditionally been a matter of national policy-making, nevertheless, in recent years there
has been a more active involvement of subnational and supranational actors in this process, too.
This is the reason why territorial governance is a fundamental issue with respect to conversion
and why it is dealt with some caution in this collection of articles.
In many cases research on conversion has been concentrated on particular localities and on too
narrow concentrations of specific geographical area or specific companies, this has created difficulties when attempting to transfer the research outcomes into practices in other geographical areas. The overall picture on defence restructuring in Europe has been neglected. The emphasis of
this publication is to rectify this situation by presenting the general setting of defence restructuring and conversion in Belgium, Finland, France, Germany, Hungary, and the United Kingdom focusing both on defence industries and on military areas. The structure of these articles are
broadly the same, discussing the general structure of defence organization and territorial governance, development of defence budgets, import/export relations, and trends in defence industries
and military bases during the last decade. This provides the comparative aspects which the authors consider to be important in understanding the possibilities for and experience of knowledge
transfer in conversion.
The study was conducted by six members of the COST A10 working group ‘Regional Conversion’ and was funded in partnership with the European Union DGXII and GRIP (Groupe de
Recherche et d’Information sur la Paix et la Sécurité / Bruxelles). The study begins with a study
by the editor of the publication, Mr Luc Mampaey who provides the case of Belgium, a country
actively taking part in defence production and export. The research illustrates interestingly the
relationship between the different territorial authorities in the federal system of governance in
which regions play a fundamental role. It also indicates that despite the extended devolution of
political powers of regions, their position remains still quite weak in respect of the global defence
industry enterprises. This is explained in detail with the case of one defence industry enterprise in
Belgium. The article regarding Germany, provided by Dr Joachim Schuster, continues the explo-
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ration of federal countries and the role of regions in conversion. Germany is among the major defence industry producers in Europe and the country was affected profoundly after the geopolitical
changes in the late 1980s. The German defence restructuring was territorially uneven and created
difficulties when attempting to find general solutions to the problems of defence-dependent regions. Despite many positive aspects restructuring brought along, it also created serious economic and social problems in defence-dependent localities. Schuster explores what differences the
regions have experienced in conversion policy-making and practice and how in specific conditions
there have been reasonably good possibilities of conversion.
Prof. Roland de Penanros discusses the case of France in his informative study about this key
player on the European defence structures. The case reflects also about one country that has a
relative centralised system of governance which is further emphasized when the issues are linked
to defence topics. The case of Brest and the conversion of specific enterprises there show how the
long-term traditions in the military activities create a particular, and sometimes problematic condition of economic and social dependence on defence. Mr Ian Goudie reflects is his article about
changing governance in the United Kingdom and the particular role Scotland is taking in the defence-related issues. The devolution of power does not mean, however, that the new Scottish Parliament would be fully sovereign regarding the defence policy and development of defence industries. The industrial sector is multinational and changes in the global economy influence on a territory which is wider than just the location of the single defence company. The impact of restructuring on the production chain and the changes in subcontracting and in employment are to be
approached properly when developed new conversion policies.
Prof. Pál Tamás presents an interesting study regarding Hungary, a recent entry into membership of NATO and a candidate for entry into the European Union. Because of the particular political past, there have been enormous changes in the country both in territorial administration and
defence during the 1990s. The conversion of defence industries and military bases have been a
difficult task, resulting from the collapse of the Soviet Union and the country’s search for new
markets in the West. The formulation of conversion policy and practices will still continue in the
near future.
Prof. Jussi S. Jauhiainen writes about Finland, a recent member of the European Union and a
minor player on the international scene of defence industries. Despite this the pattern of restructuring is surprisingly similar: out-sourcing, internationalization and mergers. The recent focus on
technology might bring possibilities for dual-use in the defence production and lead to a stronger
international position. The geopolitical changes and extending technologization of the defence
forces mean that several military bases are currently being closed. The better re-use possibilities
seem to be linked to the location of the sites regarding surrounding built environment.
The publication closes with a conclusion by Dr Joachim Schuster which indicates the next
steps in regional aspects of conversion: a deeper encounter of the role and possibilities of different
territorial authorities in the process of defence restructuring and a deeper analysis of the relationship between the global and local levels in conversion. These will undoubtedly be be some of the
aspects which the working group will agree to address in the future.

Jussi S. Jauhiainen
Chairperson, COST A10 working group ‘Regional Conversion’
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Defence and regional conversion: the case of Belgium
By Luc Mampaey

The defence activities in Belgium have undergone, for 15 years, a long and difficult process of
adjustment. This article aims to describe the principal stages and incidences of this process by
successively approaching three aspects of the organization of defence. The first part will examine
the institutional and budgetary aspects of defence. The second part will analyse the industrial effects of the process of adjustment, marked as early as 1984 by an early crisis more related to internal factors than to geopolitical changes. The third part will stress on the territorial dimension
of the reorganizations, dominated by a unprecedented reduction of the size of the armed forces
involving important closures of military bases.

1. Institutional and budgetary aspects
1.1. Territorial administrative system
Belgium gained its independence in 1830. In recent years, the country has rapidly evolved, via
four sets of institutional reforms (in 1970, 1980, 1988-89 and 1993) into a federal structure. The
decision-making power in Belgium is no longer exclusively in the hands of the Federal Government and the Federal Parliament. The redistribution followed two broad lines. The first concerned
linguistics and, more broadly, everything relating to culture. It gave rise to the Communities, a
concept which refers to the population groups, their language and culture. Thus Belgium has
three Communities today: the Flemish Community, the French Community and the Germanspeaking Community. The second main line of the State reform is historically inspired by economic concerns, expressed by Regions who wanted to have more autonomous power. This gave
rise to the founding of three regions: the Flemish Region, the Brussels Capital Region and the
Walloon Region. The country is further divided into ten provinces and 589 communes 1.

Figure 1. The Regions and the Communities
The Brussels-Capital Region
The Flemish Region
The Walloon Region
The Flemish Community
The French Community
The German-speaking Comm.

Source : GRIP DATA 1999.

1. More detailed information on the Belgian institutions can be found on http://belgium.fgov.be/
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Table 1. Main economic indicators
Belgium

Brussels-Cap.

Flemish Reg.

Walloon Reg.

30,518

161

13,512

16,844

Population (1.000) [1993]

10,084.5

949.7

5,835.8

3,298.9

Density (hab/km²) [1993]

330

5,884

432

196

9.4%

13.3%

6.9%

12.9%

112

180

113

90

Superficy (km²)

Unemployment rate [1995]
GDP per capita (EUR15=100)

ème

Source: Statistiques de base de l'Union européenne, EUROSTAT, 33

édition, 1996.

Figure 2. Territorial units for EUROSTAT statistics

Level 1 : 3 Units

Level 2 : 11 Units

Level 3 : 43 Units

Source: EUROSTAT.

1.2. Competencies as regards defence
1.2.1. ‘The King controls the armed forces’
Article 167 of the new Belgian Constitution adopted on February 17, 1994 stipulates that ‘the
King controls the armed forces, and notes the state of war as well as the end of the hostilities’.
One will underline on this occasion that the old text indicated in its article 68 that ‘the King declares the war’. The Chamber and the Senate however estimated that this old formulation did not
match anymore the international law, which condemns the war, and thus adopted a new constitutional text expressing that Belgium is not a quarrelsome State 2.
The supreme command of the armed forces thus belongs to the King, who cannot however act
without the counter-signature of his ministers under the terms of article 106 of the Constitution
which specifies that ‘No act of the King can have effect, if it is not countersigned by a minister,
who, by that only, is made responsible from there’. There is therefore no doubt, according to the
constitutionalists, that the supreme command of the armed forces, i.e. the decision to resort to
them as well as the decision to withdraw them, does not belong on a purely personal basis to the
King but must be exerted by the executive power in accordance with the rules of the ministerial
counter-signature 3.

2. D’ARGENT Pierre, ‘ Le Roi commande les forces armées ’, in Revue Belge de Droit International 1994/1, Editions Bruylant,
Bruxelles, p. 213.
3. Id. p. 212.
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The federal legislative power, collectively exerted by the King (subjected to the ministerial
counter-signature) and by the Chamber of Representatives, annually determines the budget and
the intake of the army.

1.2.2. The organization of the department
The Minister of National Defence is the political leader of the Defence Department. The Chief
of the General Staff (JS) is the main adviser of the Minister for military questions. The Chiefs of
Staff of the Land Force, the Air Force, the Navy and the Medical department assist him for the
specific aspects of their Force. On their level, they are responsible for the conditioning and the
management of their units. The Chief of the Civil General Administration is the legal adviser of
the Minister and the person in charge of the administration of the civil personnel of the department. The Chiefs of Staff form, with the Chief of the Civil General Administration and the Principal private secretary of the Minister, the College of the Chiefs of Staff which constitutes a nonpermanent committee chaired by the Minister and instructed to advise him on important issues.
The General Staff includes, in addition to the Staffs of the Forces and the Civil General Administration, five divisions of Staff and three services attached. Divisions of Staff are in charge
on the level of interforces with the planning and the administration of the personnel (JSP), the
management of the budget (JSB), the development of the defence policy and the co-ordination of
operations (JSO) as well as planning of the equipment to be procured (JSM) and the management
of the inheritance (patrimony) in the field of infrastructure (JSI). The attached services are executive bodies directly controlled by the General Staff and include: General Service of Purchases
(SGA), General Service of the Intelligence and Security (SGR) and Information Service of National Defence (SID).

1.2.3. The policy of defence
After the second World War, Belgium gave up its national policy of defence and security in
favour of a collective approach founded on an engagement within the framework of international
organisations of security. Belgium has been a NATO member since 1949 and has hosted its
Headquarter in Brussels since 1966. All of Belgium’s armed forces are available to NATO and
are also at the disposal of the WEO (Western European Union) which Belgium has been a member of since its creation in 1948 (Treaty of Brussels). Belgium also places military means at the
disposal of the UN for the realization of peacekeeping operations, within the framework of the
concept ‘Standby Forces Arrangement’. Lastly, in 1993, Belgium joined the Eurocorps created
by France and Germany in 1992. This European body can be engaged within the framework of
NATO according to methods defined by the agreement with the SACEUR in January 1993,
within the framework of the WEU following the Joint Declaration of November 1993, or at the
request of the UN or the OSCE on common decision of the five participating nations (France,
Germany, Belgium, Spain and Luxembourg).

1.3. Means allocated to defence
1.3.1. Defence expenditures
NATO definition of defence expenditures is slightly different from the concept of defence
budget of the Ministry of National Defence (MoD). For Belgium, military expenditures according
to the NATO definition correspond roughly to the budget of the Ministry of Defence increased by
the cost of the pensions and the Funds of the Widows and Orphans of military personnel as well
as some other minor additional items. Since 1992, after the decision of the Minister of Defence
Léo Delcroix, Belgium has engaged in an unprecedented reorganization of its armed forces. The
Delcroix plan, however, only accentuated the important restrictions which the public finances crisis had imposed from the very beginning of the eighties: since the peak reached in 1981 up to
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1997, the defence budget (according to the definition of MoD) decreased by some 38% in real
terms. Belgian defence expenditures (according to the definition of NATO) decreased by 39% in
real terms between the top of 1981 and 1997. Expressed as a GDP percentage, Belgian defence
expenditures went down from 3.1% in 1975 to 1.4% of the GDP in 1998, with a peak of 3.5% in
1981.
Budgetary restrictions, new missions and evolution towards a professional army severely influenced the functional distribution of defence expenditures. In 1994, the White Book of defence
translated this evolution correctly: ‘Whereas in 1985 the distribution of expenditures still approached the traditional distrtibution holding 50% of the budget to the personnel, 25% to functioning and 25% to investments, the situation completely changed thereafter, especially as from
1989’. For the year 1997, the staff costs accounted for 58.8% of the total, functioning mobilized
23.7% of the means, while only 17.4% remained available for investments, which is far from the
traditional 50-25-25 %. Outside the budget, the Defence Department also has the authority to assign to new investments receipts coming from the sale of equipment and surplus sites. Quantified
to approximately 3 billion BEF for 1998, these additional resources obviously do not compensate
for the budgetary restrictions for the purchase of equipment.
NATO distributed its Member States defence expenditures into four distinct categories: personnel, equipment, infrastructure and ‘other items’. In an envelope in constant contraction, this
distribution has also changed with the passing of years. The staff costs, less compressible, now
largely dominate. While decreasing in real terms, they gradually increased from 63.0% in 1985 to
69.3% of the total in 1997. Conversely, equipment expenditures saw their relative share of the
total expenditure cut down considerably, decreasing from 12.7% of the total in 1985 to 6.2% in
1997.

Table 2. Defence expenditures (in million BEF or EURO)
Defence Expenditures
GDP
EURO

Total Defence Expenditures
BEF

EURO

(1990 prices) (current prices) (1990 prices)

1989
1990
1991
1992
1993
1994
1995
1996
1997
1998

as % of GDP
(1990 prices)

Personnel

Equipment

Infrastruct.

Other

as % of

as % of

as % of

as % of

total expendit. total expendit. total expendit. total expendit.

157,696
162,479

152,917
155,205

3,718
3,658

2.4
2.3

67.1
68.4

9.9
7.9

3.0
3.8

20.0
19.9

165,077
167,541
165,090

157,919
132,819
129,602

3,609
2,927
2,747

2.2
1.7
1.7

68.9
65.3
69.6

8.2
8.2
7.0

2.8
5.2
2.9

20.8
18.7
23.2

169,337
173,296
175,532

131,955
131,156
131,334

2,735
2,679
2,639

1.6
1.5
1.5

69.3
71.1
69.0

7.8
5.4
5.3

2.6
3.9
4.5

20.3
19.6
21.2

181,715
187,058

131,859
134,146

2,611
2,632

1.4
1.4

69.3
68.0

6.2
5.4

4.0
4.3

20.4
22.3

Source: GRIP DATA 1999.
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1.3.2. Policy of equipment acquisition
The acquisition or replacement of major (particularly weapon systems) and associated equipment (related equipment necessary to use major equipment) are subjected to a multi-annual financial planning including:
• a long-term plan (PLT), covering a period from 25 to 30 years corresponding to the lifespan of the equipment;
• a medium-term plan (PMT), covering a period of 5 years or less, inspired of the PLT, established from allowed budgetary assumptions by the Federal Government, and subjected
to the approval of the Council of Ministers.
Over the period 2000-2030, the replacement or modernisation of major equipment represents a
total amount of 431 billion BEF, that is an annual average expenditure of 14.5 billion (in 1998
francs). The Belgian programmes of equipment acquisition lie as much as possible within the
scope of an international co-operation which offers the advantage, in addition to the standardization with the allies and the economies of scale, to allow Belgian industries to reach technologies
which they are not able to develop by themselves. The co-operation can take the form of bilateral
contacts in specific fields, or can be integrated into multilateral programmes within the framework of the CAPS planning system (Conventional Armament Planning System) of NATO. In the
future, some programmes could also develop within the framework of the Equipment Replacement Schedule (ERS) of the WEU, even of the ‘Organisation Conjointe de Coopération en
matière d’Armement’ (OCCAR) to which Belgium remains a candidate.

Table 3. Financial planning of major equipment
<1970

1970

1980

1990

2000

2010

2020

V

29 b.BEF

Chars LEOPARD + chars dépanneurs et du génie

6 b.BEF

V

Véhicules blindés de reconnaissance
Véhicules blindés transporteurs de troupes

38 b.BEF

V
9 b.BEF

V

Armes antichars
Obusiers d'artillerie

>2020

+2 b.BEF

17 b.BEF

V

Hélicoptères A109

+7 b.BEF
V

Armes antiaériennes (MISTRAL)
Véhicules à roues Tpt de troupes et de Mat
RITA

28 b.BEF

+6 b.BEF

+6 b.BEF

Radios VHF

V 12 b.BEF

Hélicoptères ALOUETTE 2 + transport

V

6 b.BEF

Avions F-16
Avions de transport C-130

V 101 b.BEF
+14 b.BEF
V

Autres Aéronefs de la Force Aérienne
Frégates

+4 b.BEF

Dragueurs de mines
Chasseurs de mines
Bâtiments de soutien logistique
Matériel interforces
Lifespan of the equipment
Extension of the lifespan by overhaul and upgrade programs
V

8 b.BEF

V

Outset of the replacement program (until 2020)

V

V

35 b.BEF

V

26 b.BEF

7 b.BEF
V
11 b.BEF

+3 b.BEF
V

4 b.BEF
24+5 b.BEF
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1.3.3. Defence force structure
Ratified by the Council of Ministers of July 3, 1992, the plan worked out by the Minister of
Defence Léo Delcroix (CVP) imposed on the Belgian armed forces the deepest reorganization of
its history. In addition to the freezing of the budget to 98 billion BEF until 1997, the Delcroix
plan also decided the suppression of the obligatory military service from 1994 lifting and limiting
the number of regular military functions to 40,000 units for January 1, 1998, including 12.5% of
officers, 37.5% of warrant officers and 50% of volunteers, that is a reduction in manpower of
53% in 5 years. These functions are distributed between the three forces according to the following key: 68.75% to the land force (FT), 25% to the air force (FAé) and 6.25% to the naval force
(FN). Of these forces, a part never exceeding 22.5% of the total can be assigned to the Territorial
Interforces Command (CTI) or to international organisations. To these 40,000 soldiers in active
service are added 2,500 pupils in a period of initial formation and 4,850 civil posts distributed
between the AGC and the various Forces units.
Since the government had agreed not to have compulsory redundancies, the releases primarily
operated on a voluntary basis or by naturalturnover with retirement. An obvious solution would
have consisted in stopping recruitment. Such a measure was not however possible without causing durable damage on the population pyramid. Indeed, the group of people from 30 to 40 years
prevailed and was accentuated in the population pyramid. It is thus on this age group that the incentives for voluntary departure focused in order to guarantee a sufficiently young personnel for
the operational and fighting functions. By 1999, objectives were practically achieved, in spite of a
light surplus in military personnel and a deficit in civil employment.

Table 4. The Belgian Armed Forces
1990

1993

1997

1998

Objectif

Officers
Non com. officers
Volunteers
Conscripts
Candidates (school)

5,641
18,590
23,157
38,184
6,754

5,865
18,088
19,689
26,383
4,475

5,492
18,590
19,004
2,318

5,293
17,902
18,628
1,929

5,000
15,000
20,000
2,500

Total

92,326

74,500

45,404

43,752

42,500

Civilian

6,496

5,692

3,083

2,789

4,850

TOTAL

98,822

80,192

48,487

46,541

47,350

Military

Source: Belgian MoD.

2. Defence industries
2.1. Background
2.1.1. A variable and virtual sector
The production of armament in Belgium is not, and never has been, a privileged instrument to
express sovereignty or the State power. Belgium does not have an industrial policy specific to defence, nor geostrategic interests which could support and justify it.
Statistically, there is no classification corresponding to the ‘sector of defence’ in the national
accounts. Disseminated between the various branches of the manufacturing industry, mainly in
the sector of the metal workings, companies which produce defence equipment constitute a virtual
sector, difficult to circumscribe and evaluate.
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Moreover, the share of defence in the total production is strongly variable, from one company
to another, but also from one financial year to another within the same company. Indeed, except
for some companies mainly military such as FN HERSTAL or MECAR, a great number of firms
are diversified and are less and less dependent on military orders. Lastly, some prefer to dissimulate as much as possible their military activities, an attitude characteristic of Flemish companies
in the electronics sector (BARCO, ALCATEL BELL) in which it is difficult to determine the
weight of the military activity. In the Flemish Region, leaders of companies as well as public authorities remain anxious to post a image of a pacifist people in contrast with the caricature of an
arms dealer Wallonia.

2.1.2. Regional and sectoral structure
The Belgian defence equipment production can be divided into two parts, both sectorally and
geographically. One pole of activity is specialised in light weapons, ammunition and mechanical
construction. This pole is nearly totally localised in the Walloon Region, a traditional home base
for Belgian defence industry. It is highly dependent on exports to developing countries and suffers
from the sharp decline of their demand and from the increasing competition from newly industrializing countries. It also has great difficulties to diversify into civil markets.

Figure 3. Belgian defence industries by NUTS 3 region

Source: GRIP DATA 1999.
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In 1992, the Walloon Region had about 62% of the defence industry employment, whereas
only one third of the Belgian population lives in this region; 0.74% of the Walloon working
population was employed in the defence industry, as compared to 0.37% in Belgium and 0.50%
in the European Union. Both in the Walloon Region, Charleroi (1.84%) and Liège (1.33%) are
the two NUTS 3 regions with the heaviest dependence on defence industry. In this old industrial area in structural crisis, defence employment is worth to support for the public authorities,
which explains an attitude definitely more interventionist than in Flanders.
MECAR, in the north of Charleroi, has been since the seventies the principal producer and
exporter of ammunition in Belgium. It exports more than 90% of its turnover to the MiddleEast, primarily in Saudi Arabia. This ensures it a certain stability of employment but, however,
the loss of this single major customer would involve more than probably the bankruptcy of the
company. In the region of Liège, FN HERSTAL (weapons and ammunition) and FORGES DE
ZEEBRUGGE (rockets) have been going for more than 15 years through reorganizations and
job losses, without any prospect for improvement. Only PB CLERMONT, subsidiary of the
French group SNPE and the single surviving entity of the bankruptcy of the POUDRERIES
REUNIES DE BELGIQUE, has shown for a few years a clear willingness to emerge gradually
from the military explosives sector.
The other pole of the Belgian defence industry belongs to the aerospace and electronics sectors. Located both in the Walloon and the Flemish Region, although the aerospace sector is
more concentrated in the Walloon Region, these sectors are generally involved in defence business through off-set orders from the Belgian Ministry of Defence.
In the Walloon Region, TECHSPACE AERO, SONACA and ALCATEL ETCA seem to
have definitively come out of the reorganizations storm. They considerably reduced their dependence on defence during the last 15 years and have fewer difficulties in diversification, on
the one hand thanks to the strongly dual character of the technologies they control, and on the
other hand thanks to governmental support which enabled them to integrate big European or international programmes (Airbus, European Space Agency, civil engine CFM-56...) as early as
the end of the Seventies, when the important equipment programmes for the Ministry of Defence were completed. SABCA, up to now dependent on about 50% on the military orders, announced in February 1999 its intention to engage more in civil aeronautics. In spite of good results, SABCA prefers to play prudence and accompanies its turn towards the civil sector with a
plan of reorganization which will cost a loss of 250 employment on the sites of Gosselies
(Charleroi) and Haren (Brussels) 4. In the field of defence electronics, THOMSON CSF ELECTRONICS BELGIUM also tries to explore the market of the civil avionics, in spite of the reticences of the French direction of THOMSON CSF which traditionally regards the Belgian subsidiary company as exclusively military within the group strategy. There are also some small
companies arrived belatedly in the defence sector. Specialized in industrial packing, INSERCO
found an interesting outlet in the field of the packing adapted to the rigours of military specifications such as the sealing or resistance to extreme temperatures and chemicals. INSERCO
counts customers such as the Royal Air Force or BOEING, and provides in particular packing
of the Tomahawk missiles of US Navy as well as those of the C-130 engines of LOCKHEED.
It is similar for SABIEX International specialized in the maintenance and repairs of military
vehicles, in particular T55, T72, Léopard, M-109, M-113, etc.
In the Flemish Region, the last mono-producing armament company, the POUDRERIES
REUNIES DE BELGIQUE (PRB carried out two thirds of its activity in Flanders) disappeared
in 1990. The Flemish industrial and political officials readily deny the existence of a defence
industry in Flanders. Some companies, whose BARCO is the best illustration, generate nevertheless an increasingly important turnover in the defence sector, primarily with productions
4. Le Soir, 27 février 1999.
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with high added value in the field of electronics and optronics of defence. The German group
SIEMENS A.G. decided, in October 1997, to yield its defence activities to the British Aerospace (BAé) and Daimler-Benz Aerospace (DASA) groups. In Belgium, this decision will affect
the division SIEMENS-SI, located at Oostkamp, which directly occupies 323 persons 5 in the
field of electronics of defence. SIEMENS-SI will remain however under the control of SIEMENS N.V., Belgian subsidiary company of the German group, and a contract signed with the
buyer DASA provides that SIEMENS-SI will remain a privileged supplier for the five years to
come. SIEMENS counts, in Belgium, other partially active subsidiary companies in the defence
sector, among which ADB in Zaventem, specialized in the beaconing equipment and airport
control equipement, and SIEMENS ATEA in Herentals in the field of telecommunications. Another significant company in defence: ALCATEL BELL, an Antwerp subsidiary company of
the French group ALCATEL. More discrete than ALCATEL ETCA, its Walloon sister of Charleroi, ALCATEL BELL occupies some 200 people in its space and defence division located at
Hoboken (Antwerp). The firm took down in 1998 a contract of 1.7 billion francs (45 million
USD) from the aeronautical manufacturer BOEING for the delivery of communication systems
of high technology within the framework of the modernization of radar-planes AWACS (Airborne Warning and Control System) 6. OIP (Optronic Instruments and Products), subsidiary of
the Dutch holding Delft Instruments, is specialized in the opto-electronic systems of observation and aiming, while the activity of SEYNTEX depends to approximately 50% on the production of specifically military clothing and personal equipment (behaviours NBC, camouflage,
etc). Lastly, let us note that the Council of Ministers of February 6, 1998 allotted the phase of
engineering for the construction of four minesweepers to shipyards of Antwerp SKB, alone on
the military market since the bankruptcy of Béliard Polyship in 1994 and the liquidation of
VSM in 1995.
Flanders is thus completely absent from the sector of weapons and ammunition strictly
speaking, but its implication in the armaments resorting to advanced technologies is obvious
today. However, while the market of the Walloon companies in the field of conventional weapons and ammunition will probably continue to be reduced under the pressure of competition
and a more constraining legislative framework, that of the weapons, control and information
systems based on high technologies of telecommunications or electronics is promised with a
beautiful future. In this context, the undeniable Flemish dynamism and popular pacifism will
not be able to resist a long time the fatal attraction of these new military markets.
The Brussels-Capital Region counts only two significant companies in the field of electronics of defence or military aeronautics: the Brussels site of SABCA still mainly dependent on
military orders, and SAIT Electronics, more diversified, for certain telecommunication equipment and data processing.

2.1.3. A primarily exporting sector
Although a small country, Belgium is far from being a minor actor on the international
scene. FN HERSTAL has even a position of leader on the world market of light weapons. Belgian enterprises in the defence sector are especially exporting: the share of production intended
to answer the national demand for equipment of defence is marginal while customers are primarily countries in the process of development. Companies FN HERSTAL and MECAR are
two examples of firms which export more than 90% of their production. Moreover, Saudi Arabia is the principal customer of Belgian industries of the sector and represents alone between 45
and 60% of the Belgian weapons and ammunition exports every year. Such a proportion illustrates the weakness of a market where the failure of only one customer can put in danger a
whole sector.

5. L'Echo, 19 décembre 1997.
6. Financiële Economische Tijd, 9 janvier 1998 et L'Echo, 10 janvier 1998.
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In Belgium, the imports, exports and transits of weapons, ammunition and of material of
military use and of related technology, are governed by the law of August 5, 1991. The law
provides that the Government annually reports to the Parliament on the policy of Belgium as
regards armaments exports. In spite of this legal obligation, there are no complete or reliable
statistics on the conventional armaments trade: the provided data only concern exports referring
to weapons and ammunition in a strict sense, the only kind of armament which is the subject of
a precise identification in the statistics of the industrial production and the foreign trade. For a
whole series of double-use products, the legislation on weapons transfers – telecommunication,
optical and aeronautical systems, transfers of know-how – national statistics do not allow to differentiate the military or civil destination.
Conversely, the sum of the export licences granted for equipment subjected to the law of
August 5, 1991 leads to an over-estimate of exports of defence equipment. Some equipment of
civil use but considered as sensitive – civil air transport aircraft, radar systems, some telecommunication equipment, explosives intended for mining – are indeed also subjected to this law.
The high figures of these last years are due to the sale of the surplus material of the Belgian
army (25 Mirages downgraded in Chile in 1994 and 29 tanks in Brazil in 1997). Let us recall
finally that, consequent to a serious Community crisis which occurred in 1991, the grant of
arms exports licences is decided according to a complex system by regional interdepartmental
committees composed of federal ministers. More clearly, requests for licences introduced in
French (Walloon Region and requests introduced in French by companies of the BrusselsCapital Region) are treated by a French-speaking federal minister, currently the Minister of
Foreign Affairs. Requests introduced in Dutch (Flemish Region and requests introduced in
Dutch by companies of the Brussels-Capital Region) are examined by a Dutch-speaking federal
minister, currently the Minister of Foreign Trade.

Table 5. Belgian Arms Exports (in million BEF)
mio BEF

Exports Licences (all defense equipments)

Arms Exports
Armoured Vehicles,
Small Arms and
Ammunitions

in French

in Flemish

MoD

Total

1989
1990

10,090
7,300

:
:

:
:

:
:

:
:

1991

15,371

:

:

:

:

1992
1993

15,116
11,684

:
13,475

:
2,705

:
:

:
16,180

1994

11,403

29,186

2,539

:

31,725

1995
1996

8,230
8,180

20,449
19,406

6,975
7,078

:
:

27,424
26,484

1997

7,460

50,928

6,065

6,875

63,868

Source : GRIP DATA 1999.

2.2. Early 1990s
The Belgian defence industry has undergone a restructuring as early as the 1980s. The employment dropped from 30,000 in 1980 to 13,162 in 1990 (-56%). Turnover fell with 30% in
the same period.
Take-overs and mergers are clear outcomes of the restructuring process. Such much that today, one cannot speak no of ‘Belgian industry of defence’, the majority of the companies being
controlled by foreign groups. This foreign seizure took place in two times. In the Sixties, sev-
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eral companies were acquired by foreign groups which sought to secure an privileged access to
the Belgian military market in strong growth. It was the time when Dassault acquired SABCA.
The American group Allied Research Corporation, benefiting especially from the lax legislation
of the moment for armaments exports, created MECAR. One second wave of foreign acquisitions occurred at the beginning of the Nineties when the General Company of Belgium sold its
armament companies at the edge of bankruptcy (FN, PRB, FORGES DE ZEEBRUGGE).
France seized the advisability of acquiring at handsome price of the companies emptied of their
personnel. Group FN yielded its aeronautical division, future TECHSPACE AERO, with
French group SNECMA in 1989, while GIAT Industries took again the other activities of the
group in 1990. After the bankruptcy of the Poudrières Réunies de Belgique (PRB) in 1989, it is
still a French group, the SNPE, which started again part of the activities by constituting PB
CLERMONT. The French group THOMSON-CSF controls directly its Belgian subsidiary
company THOMSON-CSF ELECTRONICS BELGIUM, and indirectly via Thomson Brandt
Armament, the company FORGES DE ZEEBRUGGE of Herstal.
This delocalization of the decision-making centres, in France and to a lesser extent in the
Netherlands and the United States, is a real handicap which does not facilitate reorganizations.
Conflicts can emerge between strategic interests of the multinational group and Belgian entities
objectives of development. In addition, the distance with the decision-making centre weakens
the socio-territorial inscription of the company and can oppose regional initiatives: the subsidiary company must answer the global objectives of the group before contributing to the endogenous regional development. However, the recent history of FN HERSTAL shows paradoxically
that the repatriation of the decision-making centre not automatically drags the return of proper
initiative, dynamism and creativity.

2.3. Late 1990s
Estimated at some 30,000 units in 1980 and to 13,162 units in 1990, direct employment in
the Belgian defence industry was still reduced of more than 50% between 1990 and 1997. In
1997, the Belgian Defence and Security Industry Group, the main lobby organisation for Belgian defence companies, estimated the sector at some 7,000 direct employment. This figure is
over-estimated since it does not take into account yet the most recent job losses, in particular in
FN HERSTAL and SABCA. A few hundreds of employment would not however modify anything of the wide disaster: in 18 years, 75% of direct employment were lost in the Belgian defence industry. The situation is even bitter in the Walloon Region: estimated at 15,660 units in
1983, direct employment in the Walloon defence companies was no more that of 4,622 units in
1994 and is located around 3,000 in 1999, taking into account the social plan decided for FN
HERSTAL and SABCA. That is a reduction of more than 80% in 15 years.
Adjustment strategies of the defence sector in Belgium are thus characterised above all by a
spectacular collapse of employment. Substitution between civil and military activities is weak:
the fall of the military share was not compensated by an increase corresponding in civil activities, but led to a global contraction of activities. Strongly showing a deficit at the end of the
Eighties, the sector joins again gradually with the benefits. Not surprisingly, that it is, once
again, the workers who made the expenses of the various restructurings, whereas ‘peace dividends’ were obviously not lost for everybody.
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Table 6. The 15 main Belgian defence industries (in million BEF)
Name

Sector

1990

Mother Cy, Country, Share

Alcatel ETCA

Total Sales

Defense Share

1997

1990

1997

Total Employment
1990

1997

Profit (aft. taxes)
1990

1997

El, Ac

3,146

3,929

20%

10%

655

692

9

83

El, Ac

354

100

100%

95%

36

27

4

-59

SA/O

150

54

100%

100%

48

116

5

0

MV

7,821

6,974

5%

5%

1,465

1,182

93

-387

SA/O

5,509

3,686

98%

100%

1,516

1,206

-4,976

-1,041

O

920

612

100%

100%

90

35

60

70

O

1,004

3,838

100%

100%

206

256

79

304

El, Opt

949

224

90%

90%

91

61

11

-87

O, Expl

244

568

90%

75%

220

121

4

9

EL, Ac

5,486

6,465

71%

48%

1,698

1,475

495

307

Seyntex

Oth

1,326

1,858

56%

52%

326

207

0

10

SONACA

Ac

3,318

5,252

32%

26%

1,355

1,206

44

138

Ac, Eng

7,701

7,925

57%

40%

1,710

1,190

-1,355

95

El

65

1,143

100%

90%

221

159

1

41

MV

62

23

17

4

-5

Alcatel, FR, 55%

BATS
Eltem Holding, NL, 51%

Canons Delcour
CMI
FN Herstal
Forges de Zeebrugge
Thomson Brandt Arm., FR, 100%

MECAR
Allied Research Corp., USA, 100%

OIP
Delft Instrument, NL, 100%

PB Clermont
SNPE, FR, 100%

SABCA
Dassault, FR, 53%

Techspace Aero
Snecma, FR, 51%

Thomson CSF Elec. B.
Thomson CSF, FR, 100%

Widney Europe

:

49%

:

Source: GRIP DATA 1999.

2.4. A case of conversion
2.4.1. From defence to civil activities
Whereas in Flanders diversification often takes the direction of a development of the activities
related to defence, the example of equipment supplier ASCO conversely deserves to be quoted.
Founded in 1954, in Zaventem, for the production of mechanics of precision in the automobile
sector, ASCO gradually slipped towards production of armoured vehicles for the army. In 1977,
ASCO constitutes the transitory BMF (Belgian Mechanical Fabrication) whose only production
was that, in Aubange (Wallonia), of the 1.039 armoured combat vehicles for infantry (VBCI) ordered by the Belgian army between 1980 and 1988. Currently, ASCO was repositioned in the
field of high resistance alloys (treatment of titanium, steels containing cobalt and nickel) and
holds a participation of 35% in the consortium BELAIRBUS 7. Airbus currently fills 70% of the
workload of ASCO, the essence of the balance being ensured by programmes of executive aircraft (Global Express, Gulstream 5, Falcon 900 and 2000) and subcontracting (in particular for
the parts of Embraer 145 for SONACA). ASCO thus seems to carry out successfully an almost
total withdrawal from the military sector.

7. Le Soir, 13 juin 1997.
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2.4.2. From civil to defence activities
Originally dedicated exclusively to general public electronics, BARCO was saved from
bankruptcy by the Flemish Executive in 1981. The GIMV 8, Flemish regional company of investment, invested 27 billion francs in this public operation of rescue and held up to 74% of the
capital in 1989. In March 1998, the GIMV held a 33.75% more of the capital and its President,
in addition a Chairman of the board of the BARCO group, recalled his firm intention to maintain the participation of the GIMV to its current level9. In the Eighties, BARCO gradually developed a significant military activity thanks to its control of the technology involved in the
flat-faced high-resolution screens, and with its capacity to harden its civil products to adapt
them to the particular conditions of the military environment (mil-tailored products). BARCO
is thus able to propose screens in conformity with the military specifications at a price 2 to 6
times lower than that of a screen designed specifically for the soldiers. Since, in spite of denials
of the direction and of the regional authorities 10, BARCO did not cease developing its defence
activities that some sources currently estimate at 30% of the annual sales11. From the very beginning of the Nineties, BARCO equipped Belgian F-16 as well as the Rafale hunters and won
Atlantic markets for the US Air Force Missile Army Center. More recently, in January 1997,
BARCO acquired the company XENIA in Ohio with an aim of increasing its share in the market of flight simulators. Mid-1997, the group of Courtrai won a market of 90 million francs for
the equipment of the multifunction consoles of the Spanish firm SAINSEL which will be installed on three new frigates F-100 of the Spanish Naval Force. BARCO also forms part of the
Flabel consortium (with in particular SABCA, SONACA and ASCO) for the preparatory activities of the launching of the military transport aircraft of the future FLA (Future Large Aircraft).

2.4.3. Back to the defence core business
The FABRIQUE NATIONALE DE HERSTAL was created in 1889 by ten arms manufacturers of the region of Liège in order to produce 150,000 Mauser rifles for the Belgian army.
Practically from the beginning, the enterprise launched out civil productions close to armaments
(shotguns) or more distant (motor bikes, trucks, cars, farm equipment), and throughout its existence, the FABRIQUE NATIONALE maintains in parallel to civil activities the production of
light weapons and ammunition. Gradually however, the diversification activities will be given
up and the company is folded up on its ‘core business’: weapons and ammunition.
On December 31, 1990, the French group GIAT INDUSTRIES takes the control of 92% of
the shares, the Walloon Region preserves 2% of them, with a right of veto for strategic decisions. The French interlude will be however of short duration. Financially bloodless, incompetent of capitalizing the group (1996 shows a consolidated loss of 2,6 billion BEF for Group
HERSTAL S.A., and a loss of 831 million BEF for FN Herstal alone), the French group will
seek as early as the summer 1996 to disengage itself. The year 1997 thus will be primarily remembered the search for and negotiations with possible buyers, from which the American holding Colt Manufacturing Company will end up being singled out. Fearing a future delocalization
and the dismantling of the sites of Liège, the Walloon Regional Government will end up rejecting the American offer, and will propose, against what was expected, to repurchase itself the
92% of the shares held by GIAT INDUSTRIES. This unexpected choice was presented by the
public shareholder as a temporary operation of bearing, waiting to find an agreement with one
or more industrial operators. On November 20, 1997, for 1 symbolic French franc but at the
price of a capitalization of 2.5 billion BEF to finance the reorganization and the social plan, the
Walloon Region took the control of the 100% of the HERSTAL group.
8. GIMV: Gewestelijke Investerings-maatschappij voor Vlaanderen.
9. L'Echo, 26 mars 1998.
10. In October 1991, the Flemish regional Minister for the Economy De Batselier, Socialist (SP), affirmed with insistence that the
objective of BARCO was not to position on the markets military (De Morgen, 24 October 1991).
11. Defence News, 3 février 1997.
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After a short investigation into the possible distortions of competition which this Walloon
decision would generate, the European Commissioner in charge of competition Karel Van Miert
indicated at the beginning of February 1998 that the operation would not pose a problem. The
Walloon Executive is the only master of the play today and imposed a severe social plan for
‘resize’ the company. Of the 1,400 posts that the Belgian subsidiary companies of the group
still counted at the end of 1996, the social plan removed 502 ones. Reduced to less than 900
employment, the future of HERSTAL s.a., and singularly of the defence activities of FN HERSTAL, remains nevertheless dubious. FN HERSTAL showed a loss of 800 million BEF in
1996; the 1997 results indicate a loss of more than 1 billion BEF. One thus remains puzzled in
front of the optimism of the financial plan worked out by the Société Régionale
d’Investissements Wallonne (SRIW) which plans a profit of 800 million as early as 1999. More
especially as the reorganization does not envisage any reorientation of the activities, but rather
an anchoring in the traditional production of weapons and ammunition of war, confirmed by
Philippe Tennesson, president and administrator of the HERSTAL group, in an interview with
the newspaper Le Soir in December 1997 12 : ‘One thing is clear: we must invest full-time in
our trade, i.e. the design, the production and the marketing of civil and military weapons. No
more, no less. Nobody speaking of diversification to me, I throw him away! GIAT lost a billion
(French francs) in the adventure, it is time to stop tergiversating.’ Let us recall however that in
twenty years, FN HERSTAL lost several billion Belgian francs, and some 8,000 employment,
while persisting in an exclusively military production.
More than one year after the repurchase of the FN Herstal by the Walloon Regional Government, no other re-taker appeared. It is the status quo.

3. Military bases
3.1. Background
The reduction of the armed forces, together with the reorganization and suppression of the
conscription decided by Léo Delcroix in 1992, had involved an important surplus of air bases,
garrisons, training facilities, warehouse or proving grounds. This phenomenon is not new nor
proper to Belgium. Shortly after the Treaty of 1990 on the reduction of the conventional forces
in Europe, the reductions of military manpower of the whole of Europe involved the closing of
a certain number of military establishments, primarily following the withdrawal of American,
British or ex-Soviet forces based abroad. But Belgium encounters a particular situation considering the width and the brutal and precipitated character of the measures decided by the Minister Delcroix. Some of these condemned bases are often the engine of the local economy and are
located in areas which already suffer from an important unemployment rate: their closing can
have a serious impact for the military personnel concerned as for indirect civil employment and
the purchasing power which feeds the local economy.

3.2. Early 1990s
For the whole of Belgium, the surface of the military fields will decrease by 8% and built
surface by some 20%. The province of Liege, although having the greatest number of transferable military fields, is in spite of that the province in which the reduction of the military field is
weakest in term of surface. This is explained by the fact that the transferable fields are essentially small built surfaces, generally less than 1 hectare. Percentages are much more significant
for the provinces of Hainaut and Luxembourg, where the abandoned fields are fewer but relate
to non built grounds of large surfaces.

12. Le Soir, samedi 6 et dimanche 7 décembre 1997.
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The reductions of the defence estate thus place the regions in front of problems of various
natures, which will require different approaches for the reassignment policies. The province of
Liege will encounter especially problems of town planning, with a great number of constructions, on narrow grounds, frequently in inhabited zones. Hainaut and Luxembourg are on the
other hand confronted with problems of environment, with vast grounds, virgin, but often contaminated and devastated by the many military exercises and manoeuvres.

Table 7. Closure of military facilities
1991

1998

diminishing

3.450
504
3.205
2.240
3.200
3.440
7.270
250
920
24.479

2.796
471
3.180
2.178
3.161
3.222
6.707
216
607
22.538

19,0%
6,5%
0,8%
2,8%
1,2%
6,3%
7,7%
13,6%
34,0%

1.348
153
905
424
339
730
713
198
539
5.349

1.171
146
746
352
312
439
610
164
385
4.325

13,1%
4,6%
17,6%
17,0%
8,0%
39,9%
14,4%
17,2%
28,6%
19,1%

184
51
15

111
33
13

39,7%
35,3%
13,3%

Defence estate, Total area (in hectares)
Brabant (walloon + flemish)
Hainaut
Liège
Luxembourg
Namur
Antwerpen
Limburg
Oost-Vlaanderen
West-Vlaanderen
TOTAL

7,9%

Built sites (in thousand square metres)
Brabant (walloon + flemish)
Hainaut
Liège
Luxembourg
Namur
Antwerpen
Limburg
Oost-Vlaanderen
West-Vlaanderen
TOTAL
Type of facilities
Barracks
Depots
Proving grounds, shooting ranges
Source: Belgian MoD.

3.3. Late 1990s
The majority of the transferable military fields were already evacuated by the soldiers and
were given for sale to the administration of the VAT, the recording and the fields of the Ministry of Finances. The conditions of alienation are attached to individually, by mutual agreement,
by the qualified administration of Finances and National Defence. By this handing-over, the
destination of public utility ceases existing and the good is transferred from the public domain
to the private field of the State. Under the terms of the royal decree of 17 July 1991 bearing on
the co-ordination of the laws concerning the accountancy of the State, the Ministry for Finances
is authorized to alienate the fields, publicly, privately or by way of exchange.
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The military installations in excess have a commercial value which, incorporating the cost of
decontamination and the dismantling of the specific military equipment not having a salvage
value, will reflect their value for other uses. The development of the sale is done according to
the number of amateurs, privately, until the more offering. After the signature of a commitment
to sell and the payment of an advance of 25% of the purchase price, the amateur becomes owner
of the ground and the building; the 75% due and the expenses of the sale being settled within
three months.

Figure 4. The main military facilities

Source: GRIP DATA 1999, based on MoD data.

The problem of the cleansing of the old military sites is dealt with by the cell ‘Inspection of
the Environment’ of the Service of the Employment Protection of the Ministry of National Defence. The first mission of this cell is to establish a general inventory of the state of the various
districts and fields. The pollution located, for example shooting ranges and places of hydrocarbons storage and distribution, will have thereafter to be the object of cleansing, in particular
when they constitute a danger to the ground water. This work can take several years and there is
to date no specific budget for these controls, nor even statistics. The necessary means are currently disengaged from the investment loans for the infrastructure. In the absence of coordinated standards for the three Regions of the Kingdom, the general policy is the systematic
application of the most restrictive standard to the whole of the fields of National Defence.
As regards regional planning, the future destination of the military sites to put on sale (on
sector maps, military fields are not coloured but are marked on white with the letter M) is the
subject of a dialogue between the Ministry of National Defence and the Regions. Ultimately, it
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is within the various regions that a decision concerning the town planning and the regional
planning is to be made.

3.4. Experiences of military sites conversion
In 1999, several projects of conversion of old military sites follow their course painfully, but
none has demonstrated its ability to provide additional employment or its positive impact on the
regional economy. It is thus too early to draw up an assessment, except perhaps on the environmental level, since some sites will not receive new economic assignments but will be returned to nature after cleansing.
In the Flemish Region, the entire budget allocated the Community initiative KONVER, that
is approximately 4.8 m.Euro covering 40.67 % of the total expenditure, is affected to conversion projects of military sites in the district of Brugge, Leuven, Turnhout, Tongeren and Hasselt. All stress the improvement of the economic infrastructure (for the future reception of SME
for example) and/or the cleansing of the environment, even the classification of the zone in
natural reserve.
Some initiatives, comparable but more modest, are also in development in the Walloon Region, in the districts of Arlon (Callemeyn barracks in Arlon), of Bastogne (Ratz barracks in
Vielsalm) or of Liege (military deposit of Alleur). In the Region of Brussels, the KONVER
programme finances with 1.7 m.Euro (30% of the total cost) the restoration of the barracks
Prince Baudouin, on the territory of the commune of Schaerbeek. This operation of safeguard of
the architectural heritage (in particular restoration of the frontage of the building) also envisages
the creation of utility services, the development of cultural poles and associative equipment as
well as the promotion of artisanal activities and small trade.

4. Conclusions
The conversion of the sector of defence was never a prior concern of the Federal State. The
economy, employment and environment being competencies of the Regions, it is on their level
that are worked out the strategies of adjustment and conversion for industries of defence and
military sites. The Regions leave however on unequal bases. Indeed, the distribution of the
budget of the Community initiative KONVER, single source of financing for the reorganization
of the defence sector, took place according to a scale which more translates the traditional balance of force between Flanders and Wallonia rather than the real needs of these areas. As a result, Brussels has a budget of 1.7 m.Euro for a single project of conversion of a barracks, while
the Flanders and Walloonia divide the remainder in quasi equal shares (4.92 m.Euro, either
42.98% for Wallonia, and 4.8 m.Euro, or 41.93 % for the Flanders). Flanders is favoured; being
unaware of the problems of conversion of obsolete industries or in surplus production capacity,
it can concentrate the assistance on a small number of solid projects relating to the cleansing of
the environment and the reassignment of military bases. Conversely, equipped with a similar
budget, the Walloon Region did not resist temptation to powder the funds on a multitude of
small scattered projects.
In addition, the fact that the Federal Governmental is qualified for the grant of licences of
weapons export and for the planning of military equipment purchases can lead to divergences
between regional and federal capacities, insofar as the interests of the foreign and defence policy do not necessarily coincide with those of the industrial policy of the Regions. Similarly,
whereas the town planning and the regional planning are regional competencies, the reassignment of military bases, federal properties, concern a complex procedure of transfer of properties
which penalizes local initiatives.
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Nevertheless, in spite of the Community and institutional obstacles, the conversion remains
a necessary challenge. In the sectors of electronics and aeronautics, the majority of the companies already showed that they were able to produce ‘other things’ than military products. But it
remains that this diversification of the economic situation must evolve to a structural and durable conversion of the activities. On the other hand, in the sectors which do not have the sufficient markets nor a sufficient technological base to ensure their transition towards a civil production, singularly the sector of the weapons and ammunition, the investment of the public authorities is the only means to come out of the sinking and to start again a dynamics of innovation and creation. After the not very conclusive experiment of the delocalization of the decisionmaking centres of Belgian defence industries, one will however never insist enough on the need
for initially basing the initiatives of regional development on the endogenous potential of the
economic and social forces, but also for accompanying these initiatives with a strategy of territorial anchoring which guarantees the durable insertion of the companies in the area.
Lastly, the private and public partners of the weapons and ammunition sector cannot be unaware in their strategies of the signals sent by the International Community, in particular the
Brussels Call for Action of October 13, 1998. The message was clear: governments must act in
a restrictive way in the international transfers of weapons and adopt codes of conduct, to avoid
transfers that undermine safety and development or susceptible to lead to humans rights violations. The Belgian sales of weapons and of licences of production to Indonesia, offering to the
whole world the picture of a bloody repression with Belgian weapons in the hand, definitely
showed the sordid consequences of the too great dependence of the Belgian defence industry
towards exports to unreliable countries. These elements will ineluctably have a negative impact
on the future dimension of the market of light weapons and ammunition. The Walloon industry
will suffer from it, but it is necessary to have a long-term vision and to cease returning constantly back-to-back ethics and employment: there cannot be a sustainable development without
a sustainable disarmament.
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Defence and regional conversion: the case of Germany
By Joachim Schuster

1.1. Civilian and Legal Administrative System
The development of the German forces and the German security policy was substantially determined by the special conditions after World War II. Not until the sharpened Cold War at the
beginning of the 1950s was Germany allowed by the western allies to build up her own army. The
integration of German forces into western alliance structures was the condition for this. After the
planned European Community of Defence had failed, NATO became the central reference point
of the forming Bundeswehr. Since then the German forces have been almost entirely integrated
into alliance structures, with little ability to act autonomously.
Another outcome of Germany’s crimes in World War II was the prohibition, embodied in
Constitutional Law, of waging an offensive war. This law helped to restrict arms production in
Germany for many years. The treaty of the West European Union embodied extensive prohibitions of the production of heavy arms. In principle these limitations were not lifted until the middle of the 1980s. Even then this did not lead to a basic change in arms production. Additional
limitations were added as a result of Germany signing the non-proliferation treaty.
The Bundeswehr is a compulsory military service. In times of peace the minister of defence is
the supreme commander. In case of defence – a case of war is originally not intended – the supreme command passes over to the Chancellor. The case of defence itself will be stated by a parliamentarian procedure. It is also necessary to get the provided endorsement of the German parliament for other actions of the Bundeswehr, for example in the context of UN peacekeeping missions. Under certain conditions, embodied in the Constitutional Law, it is also possible for the
Bundeswehr to be used in a ‘national crisis’.
Responsibility for defence and security policy issues lie only with the Federal Government.
The Bundesländer have no formal say in defence matters and no right of co-determination. The
following figure shows the development of military expenditures of the Federal Government.

Table 1. Defence Expenditures in Germany (in billion DEM or EURO)
Budget
of Defence

Military Expenditures

Personnel

Equipment

Infrastruct.

Other

Single Plan 14

DEM

as %

DEM

DEM

EURO

as % of

as % of

as % of

as % of

current prices

current
prices

of GDP

at 1990
prices

at 1998
prices

at 1998
prices

total

total

total

total

1991

53.6

65.58

2.3

62,64

77.36

38.00

56.6

15.6

4.9

22.9

1992

52.8

65.58

2.13

59.31

73.27

37.45

58.6

13.3

4.5

23.6

1993

49.6

61.58

1.94

53.50

66.08

34.14

59.4

11.1

4.6

24.9

1994

48.5

58.98

1.77

50.09

61.86

32.47

60.8

10.9

4.7

23.6

1995

47.9

58.98

1.71

49.03

60.55

32.14

61.6

11.4

4.6

22.3

1996

48.2

58.67

1.67

48.25

59.59

30.61

62.1

11.1

5.0

21.8

1997

46.5

57.60

1.59

47.06

58.12

29.41

62.7

10.8

4.8

21.7

1998

...

58.14

1.55

47.08

58.14

29.73

61.4

12.6

4.9

21.1

Source: GRIP DATA 1999.
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For future years the Ministry of Defence plans to change the structure of the defence budget.
This will reduce, both in relative and absolute terms, expenditure on personnel, operations and
maintenance, whilst increasing expenditure on procurement.

Table 2. Planned Military Budget according to Bundeswehrplan 1999
1998

1999

2000

2001

2002

billion Share billion Share billion Share billion Share billion Share
DM
%1)
DM
%
DM
%
DM
%
DM
%
Planned Fund.
Single Plan 14

46.68 100.00

47.52 100.00

48.30 100.00

48.60 100.00

49.00 100.00

Total Operating
Expense

35.57

76.21

35.32

74.32

35.25

73.00

35.19

72.40

35.21

71.90

Personnel

23.97

51.35

23.87

50.24

23.82

49.30

23.85

49.10

23.90

48.80

Maintenance

4.14

8.86

4.18

8.79

4.11

8.50

4.10

8.40

4.08

8.30

Other Operating
Expense

7.47

15.99

7.27

15.29

7.31

15.10

7.24

14.90

7.23

14.80

Total Investment
Expenditures

11.17

23.93

12.25

25.78

13.18

27.30

13.52

27.80

14.28

29.00

R&D & Trial

2.53

5.42

2.52

5.31

2.77

5.70

2.77

5.70

2.77

5.60

Procurement

6.38

13.66

7.42

15.61

8.07

16.70

8.35

17.20

8.95

18.30

Military Plants

1.86

3.98

1.87

3.94

1.94

4.00

1.10

4.10

2.09

4.30

Other Investment
Expenditure

0.40

0.87

0.44

0.93

0.40

0.80

0.40

0.80

0.40

0.80

1) Share in % of planned fund.
Source: (BMVg, 1998a), Wehrdienst 37/98, own calculation basing on Küchle 1999, p. 38.

1.2. Territorial Administrative System
Germany is a federal republic. Technically, the Bundesländer are unified in a Federal Government but still have a form of sovereignty. Federalism in Germany is determined by an interlocking of competencies of different levels. In most of the public responsibilities, the Bundesländer and the Federal Government work in co-operation. Only a few policy areas are exclusively the responsibility of the Federal Government (Monetary sovereignty, defence policy, etc.)
or in the competence of the Bundesländer (Culture sovereignty). The Federal Government has the
function of a co-ordinator in nearly all public responsibilities. Federalism in Germany is illustrated most clearly by the existence of the Bundesrat as a representation of the governments of the
Bundesländer. In many public concerns, Federal laws need the endorsement of both the
Bundestag and the Bundesrat before they can be implemented.
Municipalities, towns and districts also exist in Germany as levels of public administration.
The local right of self-government is also guaranteed by the Constitutional Law.
The federal national organization is also reflected in the financial constitution. The Federal
Government has sovereignty for taxation issues. Apart from a few minor taxes, it is the Federal
Government which fixes tax levels. However the distribution of taxes is organized by a collective
system. Inland revenue is distributed by a fixed key on different levels. In this context, the constitutional regulation for the equality of life circumstances is important. This regulation was especially important after German Unification, when redistribution was required to harmonize large
income differences among the Bundesländer and between the Federal Government and certain in-
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dividual Bundesländer. Eastern Bundesländer especially benefited from this redistribution but
Bremen and Saarland also benefited.
The Bundesländer have sovereignty of regional and structural policy. The Federal Government
only takes a co-ordination role in the context of the ‘United initiative for amelioration of regional
economic structure’, which the Federal Government and the Bundesländer co-operate in. In the
same way, regional planning is normally the responsibility of the Bundesländer, however some of
these, such as Niedersachsen, delegate responsibility to their districts.

1.3. Defence force structure
The Bundeswehr is subdivided into three parts: standing army, navy and air force. The army
as the largest part and is subdivided into three corps (I. multinational corps with headquarter in
Münster, II. corps with headquarter in Ulm and IV. corps with headquarter in Potsdam) and
‘Kommando Luftbewegliche Kräfte’ with headquarter in Regensburg. The army command, as the
superior command level is situated in Koblenz. The III. corps which had been headquartered in
Hannover was run down and disbanded. The IV. corps integrates the army forces in Eastern
Germany. The army is also functionally divided into the main defence forces for defending the alliance and crises intervention forces. This two different forces are allocated among the different
corps.
The airforce with its superior command in Köln is subdivided into ‘Kommando Süd’ (headquarter in Meßstetten) and ‘Kommando Nord’ with the headquarter in Kalkar. Both commands
are also subdivided into two airforce divisions. The navy is subdivided into three naval formations in Wilhelmshaven, Flensburg and Warnemünde, within which different flotillas are integrated.

2. Defence industries
2.1. The German Military Industry
The end of confrontation of the two antagonistic political and economic systems resulted in a
decrease in turnover for the German military industry. In the time between 1989 and 1998 the defence budget was reduced from 52.5 billion DM to 46.7 billion DM. This was a real reduction of
25 %, ‘which means a considerable loss of funds for the Bundeswehr. This loss of funds had only
consequences for the share of the defence budget used for investment, because the other part of
the budget, operating expenses, which consisted mostly of labour costs, was not allowed to be
cut’. (BMVg 1998a, p. 3, own translation). Military procurement spending was particularly effected and reduced from ca. 12 billion DM to 5.3 billion DM. However this is now planned to increase to 9 billion DM by the year 2002.
These figures help to illustrate the scale of the changes on the military industry, especially as
the market for military goods still is almost a national market. Furthermore as reductions in defence spending had also taken place in all the other member states of NATO it is clear, that the
option of increasing exports would not in itself be a sufficient strategy to counteract the loss of
orders to the German military firms.
The German military industry consists in private enterprises, respectively enterprises with a
privet executive management. ‘Beside large enterprises which offer complete systems, there are
also a significant number of middle-sized firms, primarily offering technology, which are also a
basic element of the German military industry. Whilst many firms, in principle, have a dual-usecapability, in concrete isolated case, even in the medium- or long-term, they could hardly transfer
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personnel from one sector into the other (civil/military).’ (BMVg 1998a, p. 3-4, own translation)
In recent years, the main response of military companies to decreasing orders has been internal
rationalization, business concentration, or to sell the enterprises and liquidate either the firms or
parts of them. In total this has lead to a loss of some 180,000 jobs in the military industry, which
has decreased in size to around 100,000, or nearly 0.4 % of all employees in Germany.
The ministry of defence regards preserving an efficient German military industry as one of
their most important responsibilities. ‘To take part as a partner who has equal rights, Germany
has to have autonomous capabilities, a modern, competitive and efficient military industry. The
preservation of military capacities and competencies in the right qualitative and quantitative dimension guarantees, in the European and transatlantic context, Germany’s voice in important security issues, and ensures the countries capacity to participate and co-operate. (...) The aim of a
concerted effort by the government, having the function of the customer, and the military industry
therefore has been to preserve and develop the technological efficiency and competence of the industry in a way, which maintains it as a technological attractive and industrially essential partner
for the realization of weapon systems in international co-operation.’ (BMVg 1998a, p. 2, own
translation)

Table 3. German Enterprises among the 100 biggest military industries
in the OECD 1996
Arms sales Total sales Share of arms Profit in

Employment

Rank of
the TOP
100

Company

12

Daimler Benz DASA)

3,360

70,667

5

1,861

290,030

35

Siemens

1,060

62,586

2

1,655

379,000

42

Thyssen

910

25,700

4

233

123,750

51

Preussag

650

16,643

4

182

65,470

56

Diehl

620

1,790

34

12,590

61

STN Atlas Elektronik

560

930

61

4,700

64

Rheinmetall

540

2,429

22

91

Wegmann Group

330

665

50

93

Mannesmann

320

23,048

1

in million $ in million $

sales in %

million $

30

14,320

401

11,710

Source: SIPRI Yearbook 1998.

2.1.1. Ship Construction
After years of continued decline and staff reductions the German shipyard situation had stabilized by the end of the 1990s. From 1990 to 1996 about 40,000 of 60,000 jobs were lost in the
German shipbuilding sector. This reduced the level of employment by 66 % in eight years. Shipyards in Eastern Germany were most severely effected by this reduction. During this period they
had a staff reduction of over 80 %, whilst West German shipyards ‘only’ had a staff reduction of
some 50 %. However for the first time in many years, there were no job losses planned for 1999.
A boom in orders, which is partly due to the continuous increase in world trade in the last few
years, has been responsible for this. The industry was operating at 98.6 % capacity in 1998, the
highest level in the last decade.
However the improvement in orders does not remove the sectors serious problems. ‘Many
shipbuilding markets, faced with high over-capacities, are exhorting downward pressure on
prices. Often the value of orders do not even cover the costs and many shipyards are making a
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loss or going out of business.’ (Heseler / Dietrich 1998, p 6, own translation) Recent press reports have once again expressed alarm about the performance of German shipyards. In the beginning of 1999 the level of orders placed was substantially decreased. One of the most powerful
shipyard alliances, the Norway Kvaerner Group had reported that it would dispose of its entire
ship construction operations. As a consequence of this announcement the shipyard in RostockWarnemünde was placed on the market. (see Weser Kurier, 15.04.99) Such developments indicate that Europe will have to expect severe regroupings and changes in shipbuilding industries.
However no major mergers have yet taken place in the German shipbuilding industry. Although a clearing of the German shipyard sector has occurred with the bankruptcy of the Bremer
Vulkan yard. During this bankruptcy, parts of the Schichau Seebeckwerft were transformed into
a new company whilst the Lloydwerft in Bremerhaven was basically preserved, the main shipyard
in Bremen Vegesack was closed. The bankruptcy resulted in a serious loss of staff.
The military shipbuilding sector in Germany is strongly connected with the civil sector. After
World War II Germany was not allowed to build military ships and concentrated on civil shipbuilding. Military shipbuilding only became possible after the founding of the Bundeswehr tied
up in NATO, however this agreement introduced different restrictions on the industry. The severe
restrictions placed on the industry were slowly relaxed over the years and have now been completely removed. As a consequence of these constellations the German naval shipbuilding industry
has two special qualities: first the military and civil sectors of the industry are interlocked and
second, the industry has experience and expertise in certain specialized ship types.
There are no separate statistics on naval shipbuilding. However only 19 out of 120 members
of the Alliance of shipbuilding and navy technology (VSM), an industrial alliance, build warships. According to a report of the Ministry of Defence on the performance of the German military industry only 15 shipyards were involved, with only 6 firms building new ships. (BMVg
1998a, p.11). The military sector accounts for between 15 and 20 % of shipbuilding turnover and
this share is known to seriously fluctuate. This phenomenon may mainly be caused by particularities in production time and the mode of payment concerning the building of new ships. The figures available for the whole shipbuilding sector indicate that the military share of firms producing
warships is likely to be much higher than 20 %.
According to VSM’s data, preserving planning security of long-term procurement plans was
successful, and resulted in key qualifications in naval shipbuilding being preserved. Although
there were restrictions in budget, ‘important procurement plans for the navy could be continued,
but extended as a condition. Current plans are:
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø

4 submarines of class 212 with execution in 2003
3 frigates of class 124 and an option on a 4. frigate with execution until 2005
Modification of 5 fast minesweepers of class SM 343 into mine-fighting-boats of Class MJ
333
Modification of 5 other fast minesweepers of class SM 343 into the class HL 352
Start of the definition phase of the planned procurement of 15 units of corvette-class 130
Procurement of a first lot of a task forces provider of class 702’ (VSM, referred by Küchle
1999, p. 74)

These procurement plans illustrate a new German strategy of security policy. The Navy will
be rebuilt in order to have the possibility of being military engaged and also be able to operate
over long geographical distances.
Even with these orders, the present capacity will not be fully utilized and exports will therefore play an important role in utilizing the production capacities. Nearly 75% of conventional
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submarines have been exported in some years. However naval shipbuilding is extremely competitive, with some nations, offering ships at prime cost. This has resulted in many export expectations being disappointed. Nevertheless: ‘Orders of the Bundeswehr aren't enough for a sufficient
use to capacity, but they are important as a reference for export. Export guarantees economic existence and therefor the preservation of system and subsystem capability.’ (BMVg 1998a, p. 11,
own translation).
It is believed that the orders of the Bundeswehr will only guarantee full use of capacity in the
production of combat ships. This will be the case from 2002 to 2006, when the procurement of
the frigate F125 order will take place. However in the submarine building and combat boats/
minesweepers sectors it is believed that existing capacities can only be fully utilized by winning
export orders.
In Germany naval shipbuilding is dominated by three main shipyards: Howaltswerke Deutsche Werft AG (HDW) in Kiel; Blohm & Voss, owned by Thyssen, in Hamburg; and
Thyssen Nordseewerke GmbH in Emden. There has been much talk about merging these three
shipyards into a Deutsche Werft AG (German Shipyard L.C.) which would employ more than
6,000 staff. Such a company would clearly dominate shipbuilding in Germany. These three shipyards often have a leading position, by their own or in a consortium, in bidding for naval procurement orders. Although no merger is imminent, it is known that Preussag wants to sell his
50% share HDW to Deutsche Babock, which recently refused to merge with Thyssen. Although
the management of Babock are prepared to discuss co-operation in military shipbuilding, they are
not prepared to consider merger options. (see Weser Kurier, 21.04.1999, ‘Werf-tenverbund gescheitert’)

2.1.2. Army Industry
After the end of the Cold War the level of turnover and employment of the army industry fell
sharply. In tank building alone (incl. sub-suppliers) the number of employees decreased by about
30,000 people to 15,000 (see Küchle 1999, p. 90). This dramatic drop was the result of the
changed priorities in security policy. During the Cold War the German army was prepared
mainly for land warfare, however the new situation and the near complete absence of any threat
towards German territory has resulted in an evident surplus in arms stock. At the same time the
army industry has had limited benefits from the changes in security policy and the creation of
rapid reaction forces requiring products from the shipbuilding, aviation and aerospace industries.
The necessary capacity reduction not only lead to the closure of plants but also to the introduction of changes in the structure of and concentration in arms companies. These changes are
ongoing. Examples of significant mergers include the buying up of tank builder MAK by
Rheinmetall and the purchase of Henschel-Wehrtechnik by IWKA. IWKA is situated in
Karlsruhe and is also the only companion of KUKA-Wehrtechnik GmbH in Augsburg. The two
other system firms involved in tank building: Krauss-Maffei AG in München, which was 100 %
owned by Mannesmann, and Wegmann & Co GmbH in Kassel, announced their merger in 1998.
Some co-operation had previously existed between these firms, concerning single procurement
projects. A consortium, consisting of Krauss-Maffei, Wegmann and MAK was awarded the procurement contract for the German Army’s armoured transporter. This contract was the largest
procurement project placed in the army industry and is expected to run until 2005.
Whether these three system firms will jointly build the proposed tanks for the German Army is
uncertain. Mannesmann, as the owner of Krauss-Maffei, and Rheinmetall, as the owner of MAK,
are both seeking to be the lead partner for the contract. Both companies are still strongly compet-
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ing with each other. Rheinmetall, in particular, is also seeking to ameliorate its market position by
forging new international and European co-operations and joint ventures.
Further restructuring in the industry is almost certain. ‘For now the current and planned orders from the Bundeswehr and current foreign procurement projects provide the opportunity to
economically use the capacity of the separate companies. But with the existing capacities there
cannot be 100 % use of total capacity. System and sub-system capabilities are still existing.’
(BMVg 1998a, p. 5, own translation)

2.1.3. Aviation and Aerospace Industry
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Figure 1. Development of Turnover and Employment
in German Aviation and Space Industry
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‘The aviation and aerospace industry is responsible for about 50 % of defence products (incl.
aviation and aerospace electronics). Without this capability of developing necessary aviation and
aerospace products and to produce them efficiently, there would be an evident reduction in the
sovereignty of formulating an independent defence policy.’ (EU-Commission 1997, p. 11, own
translation) This statement of the Commission describes the relevance aviation and aerospace industry (AAI) has under the changed circumstances and strategies of security policy.
Although the German AAI was restricted after World War I, by the Versailles Treaty and by
deconstruction and nearly fifteen years of ‘compulsory pause’ after World War II, the German
AAI today is the third largest in Europe after France and Great Britain. But there is a clear distance. In employment terms the British AAI is twice as big and the French 1.5 times bigger than
their German counterpart. Following Germany’s integration into NATO, the German AAI was
allowed to participate in transnational programmes and to expand systematically their capabili-
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ties. However the European AAI is much smaller than its USA equivalent, which was responsible
for nearly 60 % of global turnover in 1997, compared to the Europeans 30 %.
With a turnover of 21.24 billion DM in 1997, the AAI in Germany is a relatively small sector,
representing 1 % of the turnover of the manufacturing industry. In the first half of the 1990s there
was a continuous decline in turnover. This was the result of a strong fall in military aeroplane
contracts on one hand and on only modest increases in civil aeroplane sales on the other hand.
Not until 1996 did a change in this trend occur, when a boom in orders, caused by the action of
the aeroplane companies took place. The companies had delayed aeroplane buying in the beginning of the 90s in order to minimize their costs as competition increased. The higher demand in
the second half of the 90s reflects the backlog built-up during the early 90s.
Employment in the avionics and aerospace sector decreased continuously until 1997. From
1990 to 1997 more than a third of jobs in the sector were lost. This illustrates the enormous increase in productivity, which was realized at the time. Although turnover is set to increase prognostications expect a stagnating level of employment.

Figure 2.

Turnover Shares of Civil Aircraft, Military Aircraft/Military
Production and Aeronautics in Percent
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*since 1997 calculations only include the members of BDLI

Source: BDLI, 1999 Internet, 26.04.1999.

In Germany civil and military aerospace production are neatly interwoven. Until the beginning
of the 1990s military production had dominated, however in 1991 civil production exceeded military production. By 1997 the share of civil aeroplane building was 54.6 %, military production
being 27.9 % and space 17.5 %. These shares are expected to change in the next few years as the
industry moves towards military production. The expected stagnation in orders of a high level for
civil aeroplane building, the production of Eurofighter, which has recently started, and the probable realization of the big troop carrier aircraft ‘Future Large Aircraft’ (FLA) will increase the
share of military production. However the realisation of the FLA is still uncertain as there is still
the option of either purchasing a cheaper American troop carrier aircraft or the further develop-
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ment of the Russian-Ukrainian aircraft – ‘Antonov AN 70’ as an alternative in procurement in
discussion. (Weser-Kurier, 15.4.99 ‘ASL: Kooperation mit Antonov’).
In the last few years a far-reaching process of concentration has taken place. In total, the federal agency of statistics register 52 enterprises of German AAI. By far the biggest firm in this
branch is Daimler-Chrysler Aerospace (DASA), which has about 75 % of the branch turnover
and employees. Daimler-Chrysler Aerospace is involved in all of the various segments of the
market (military aircraft, civil aircraft, aeronautics...). It has emerged during the transformation
of the national AAI, which had started in the end of the 1970s. The most important last step was
the take-over of MBB by Daimler-Benz. ‘The foundation's target was a creation of a national
monopoly in sector of aviation and aerospace, to be able to compete with other European suppliers.’ (Salot 1999b, p. 1, own translation)

2.2. Regional Distribution of military production
There is only limited data available concerning the regional distribution of military production.
Naturally shipbuilding is concentrated in the northern part of Germany, at the coasts. The predominant shipyard locations with military production are Kiel, Flensburg, Hamburg, Bremen and
Emden. The military part of aviation and aerospace industry is concentrated in the southern part
of Germany. The dominant company of the German AAI is Daimler Chrysler Aerospace, renamed after the merger of Daimler-Benz and Chrysler, has its head office in München. The company is divided into an independent subsidiary and five business parts with the following locations:
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø

Commercial aircraft (Airbus GmbH), head quarter in Hamburg-Finkenwerder and plants in
Bremen, Nordenham, Stade and Varel, and also two subsidiaries, 100 % owned by Airbus
GmbH, in Dresden and Laupheim
Military aircraft with plants in Ottobrunn, Manching and Augsburg
Antriebe with plants in Hannover-Langenhagen, Ludwigsfelde and München-Allach
Aerospace-Infrastructure with plants in Bremen (almost civil production), Friedrichshafen,
Lampoldshausen, Ottobrunn, Rostock, Stuhrbaum, Trauen
Satellites with plants in Friedrichshafen, Ottobrunn and Jena
Defence and civil systems with plants in Friedrichshafen, Ulm, Unterschleißheim, Ottobrunn, Schobenhausen, Kiel and Aschau/Inn

Other indicators for the regional distribution of military production are the separate Bundesländer's shares on the procurement orders of the ministry of defence, which also show a concentration of military industry in southern Germany.
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Table 4. Net expenditures of federal agency of military technology
and procurement break down to Bundesländer (in thousand DEM)
Bundesland

1990

1991

1992

1993

1994

1995

1996

Baden-Württemberg

2,148,602

2,042,799

1,855,009

1,518,346

1,354,798

1,420,386

1,587,263

Bayern

3,974,106

3,919,488

3,387,918

3,419,526

2,998,093

2,627,974

2,647,833

3,282

3,978

9,832

16,833

17,457

16,852

14,832

Berlin
Brandenburg

4,324

9,021

51,069

135,732

170,998

167,849

46,872

Bremen

842,523

814,660

661,098

740,173

605,824

492,432

455,076

Hamburg

474,674

457,424

473,423

674,378

692,440

805,734

593,164

Hessen

573,960

631,477

588,934

635,944

543,803

519,712

709,279

6,191

32,426

23,248

18,263

24,052

38,158

176,40,

230,466

248,782

216,767

210,264

288,089

304,024

1,408,838

1,262,989

1,221,195

1,042,899

984,239

1,314,029

1,421,092

156,460

196,187

195,403

181,015

161,815

157,260

217,554

71,376

89,786

114,228

93,502

94,000

94,470

100,325

8,715

44,015

74,464

101,469

116,364

136,938

Mecklenburg
Vorpommern
Niedersachsen
NordrheinWestfalen
Rheinland-Pfalz
Saarland
Sachsen
Sachsen-Anhalt
SchleswigHolstein
Thüringen
in total

1,761

11,592

9,955

18,551

21,017

27,791

621,781

556,027

570,115

582,397

356,104

384,153

427,848

21

825

19,082

41,314

48,981

48,138

41,782

10,456,35
1

10,231,79
4

9,484,121

9,406,493

8,377,199

8,498,511

8,769,831

Source: BMVg, based on Peter Schaaf 1997, S. 10.

Table 5. Conventional Weapons Exports in Germany 1990-1997
(in million USD)
U.S. Arms Control
and Disarmament Agency
current prices

1996 prices

SIPRI

CRS Report for
the Congress

1990 prices

current prices

1997 prices

1990

1,700

1,988

1,656

1,600

1,913

1991

2,300

2,587

2,520

2,400

2,742

1992

1,400

1,533

1,527

1,200

1,345

1993

1,700

1,814

1,562

1,700

1,851

1994

1,600

1,667

2,392

1,600

1,703

1995

1,700

1,732

1,255

1,700

1,775

1996

825

825

1,399

1,000

1,022

1997

...

...

569

300

300

Source: GRIP DATA 1999.
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2.3. Military Exports
Both military exports and imports are significant to Germany. In 1995 Germany was the fifth
largest exporter of weapons in the world. In 1993 Germany had been the third largest and in 1994
the second largest. Germany has maintained a high level of exports despite the absence of a major
export offensive by the military industry. The data includes the purchase of redundant equipment
resulting from the unification of Bundeswehr and Nationale Volksarmee (the army of the former
GDR). Weapon imports are very volatile and have been drastically restricted since 1993.
In relation to Bundeswehr's military orders it is clear that exports are relevant, with an average
share of about 20 %. It should be noted that this data only includes purchases and sales of complete weapon systems and not the delivery of components.

2.4. Company's Support of Conversion in Bremen
At the end of the 1980s the defence dependence of the Bremen industry was, compared with
whole Germany, exceptionally high. In total there was a 7,167 jobs directly dependent on armaments manufacture and according to Elsner and Voß, between 3,584 and 7,167 indirectly dependent jobs. Altogether between 3.7 and 4.9 % of all employees in Bremen worked in the defence industry or depended on it. (compare Elsner/Voß, 1991)

Table 6. Number of Jobs in Bremen depending on armament in firms
with more than 100 employees, 1989
Region

Absolute number
of Jobs
in defence industry

Share of defence
production
in enterprises (in %)

Bremerhaven

4,450

11.5

510

Bremen (total)

14,505

36.2

5,247

Bremen Nord

4,359

29.5

1,285

Bremen Stadt

10,155

39.0

3,962

Land Bremen

18,955

30.4

5,757

Number of jobs ,
depending directly on
defence production

with:

Source: Elsner/Voß 1991, p.29.

In Bremen, defence production is mainly concentrated in three branches: shipbuilding and
AAI, both with a dependence of 35 %, and electrical engineering with a dependence of 20 %. In
comparison with other Bundesländer, Bremen had a particularly high degree of armament dependence. In their article, Elsner and Voß compared the proportion of firms of the single Bundesländer on armament orders in relation to GDP. As a result they produced an indicator which
compares the armament dependence of Bundesländer. The comparison shows that Bremen had
exceptionally profited from the armament business.
Knowing that armament orders would heavily decline from the beginning of the 1990s and
that as a result important companies in Bremen would suffer from a reduction of demand, the
Bundesland in Bremen introduced a programme to support conversion.
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The conversion programme sought to support the conversion process in firms and also to sustain the conversion of military plants. The programme cost a total of 50 millions DM from 1992
to 1999 and was financed by Bremen funds with EU ‘match funding’.
The company's support measures included:
1. reducing their armament dependence
2. diversifying into civil sectors and improving competitiveness.
At the same time the development of
3. compensating civilian jobs for lost military jobs would be maintained.
At least
4. the structure of the Bremen economy and the quality of Bremen's performance – though the
necessary deep process of adaptation – should be ameliorated. (Elsner 1996)

Table 7. Orders and dependence on military production
of Bundesländer 1980-89
Bundesland

annual average shares
in orders of
Bundeswehr (1980-89)

annual average shares
in nominal GNP
(1980-89)

dependence
relation

Schleswig-Holstein

7.22

3.54

2.04

Hamburg

4.50

4.61

0.98

Niedersachsen

4.28

9.89

0.43

Bremen

6.84

1.43

4.78

15.57

26.76

0.58

Hessen

6.20

9.93

0.62

Rheinland-Pfalz

2.41

5.27

0.46

Baden-Württemberg

18.02

15.79

1.14

Bayern

NRW

33.63

17.51

1.92

Saarland

1.30

1.53

0.85

Berlin (West)

0.01

3.72

0.00

Source: Elsner/Voß 1991, p.32.

Despite the conversion programme, there was no success in keeping the number of jobs in armament industry constant. In all firms, the reduction of these jobs took place in times of problems
and crisis which were specific for the branch and independent strategies of rationalization. Therefore those firms affected also reduced substantially civil jobs. The 1995 interim results are illustrated in Table 8 below.
Nevertheless as far as jobs were concerned the conversion programme was not without success. Although the programme could not stop the reduction of jobs in general, by 1996 just under
800 military jobs had been converted into civilian jobs. Furthermore, a total of 53 company projects had been supported, some of which showed remarkable conversion success stories. For example the Motoren-Werke Bremerhaven reduced significantly its dependence on armament production and built up a new civil production line; the Institut für angewandte Materialforschung
(IFAM), which almost exclusively dealt with armament production completely converted; and
some conversion projects at STN Atlas Elektronik led to small outsourced firms being established
which have worked successfully.
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Table 8. Job development in manufacturing industry
and in the armament sector in Bremen
Time à

1.1.1990

31.12.1993

31.12.1995

Indicator â

1990-1995
change in %

Employees in manufacturing industry

82,380

73,780

70,452

-14.5

Employees in armament industry

15,237

14,117

11,058

-27.4

civil

9,260

9,380

7,354

-20.6

military

5,977

4,737

3,704

-38.0

Source: Elsner 1996a, p. 12.

In a bulletin of the Senate, about the importance of armament production for Bremen, of 3.
February 1998, the Senate identified 9 Bremen firms engaged in the military sector, plus some
small Bremish firms which were sporadically subcontractors of armament production. In 1997 a
total of 8,700 people were employed in these firms, of which approximately 3,200 were directly
involved with armament orders. This represented a share of about 4 % of all 81,000 industrial
employees or 1.15 % of all social insured employees in Bremen. Herewith the importance of armament industry modestly decreases and, compared to 1990, significantly diminished. Although
the direct dependence – measured by the share of jobs – remained significantly higher than the
Federal average with at just under 0.4 %.

3. Military bases
3.1. Background
Particularly in Germany a gigantic process of disarmament had taken place following the end
of the cold war. In 1987 nearly 1,5 millions of soldiers were stationed in both parts of Germany –
Nationale Volksarmee, Bundeswehr and their allies. Today the Bundeswehr has about 340,000
soldiers. Although there are also about 110,000 allied soldiers stationed in Germany. In total the
German forces were reduced by about one million people. This far-reaching reduction resulted in
the closures of a large number of military bases and a reduction of forces at those bases which
remained open.

3.2. Base Closure in Germany
See map on page 39.

3.3. Cases of base closure
Rheinland Pfalz, with its just under 4 million inhabitant, is one of the Bundesländer which
were most affected by troop reduction. At the end of the 1980s 127,000 soldiers were stationed
there and a further 49,000 civilians worked there. By 1998 some 100,000 of these nearly 180,000
civil and military jobs had been cut. These figures illustrate the scale of troop reduction. The
main share of this reduction was bore by the American forces with 43.8% , followed by the
French army (31.4 %) and the Bundeswehr (24.8 %).
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With this retrenchment a total of 491 military sites were released for a variety of civil uses.
These consisted of some quite different projects – from airports to housing estates for soldiers.
Assistance to the conversion of military sites had, in order to the dimension of problems in
Rheinland Pfalz, a notable position. Costing over 250 million DM from 1991 till 1996.
By 1997, 109 of the 388 released projects had been taken up by private companies. These
concerned primarily house-building or partly manufacturing projects. A further 26 private companies were also involved in projects, especially large-area-projects – such as airports, depots,
etc. These were mainly maintained under government control, often in joint-ventures with private
companies.
However military site conversion still have a number of problems including the need for a long
planning time, uncertainty of the financing of projects, unclear ownership and the question of
economic feasibility.

4. Conclusions
In the 1990s a substantial retrenchment of capacity and a sincere process of changes in structures have taken place in the German armament industry. With it, employment has more than
halved. Only singular conversion to civil production has been successful. Generally companies
had pursued defensive strategies of adaptation, such as closure or selling of concerned companies
or parts of enterprises. The importance of dual-use-technologies and dual-use projects has increased in this time. Military industry's transformation is not yet complete. In the context of increasing competition in the military market and in the process of European Unification, further
reductions in capacity are predicted, which could lead to the closure of further production plants.
In Germany, troop's size has radically diminished in the last few years. Nearly one million soldiers have been cut and many military plants closed. In the future, further troop reductions have
not been ruled out, defence faces further Federal budget savings. At the moment there is an open
discussion as to whether savings will only be made in armament procurement or will also concern
military personnel. Meanwhile the government has established a commission responsible for military structure. This commission will define the future function areas of the Bundeswehr and will
also suggest a new military structure. This is thought to be necessary to reduce costs and take account of troop reduction. The commission is also discussing the transformation from a compulsory military service to professional army.
The transformation of the Bundeswehr and also of the armament industry is now occurring at
a slower pace than in the first half of the 90s but it is not complete. The question of how the process can be planned to allow conversion to sustain as social adaptation as possible remains an
important one.
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Map 1. Troop reducing in Germany, the most concerned regions (source: BICC)
Bremen
All closed sites:
US forces:
German forces:
Lower Saxony
All closed sites:
German forces:
British forces:
US forces:
Frensh and
Dutch forces:

180 ha
125 ha
55 ha

3.120 ha
Personnel reductions
2.205 ha
military:
42.480
700 ha civilian:
5.400
115 ha
100 ha

North Rhine-Westphalia
All closed sites:
7.000 ha
British forces:
3.650 ha
Belgian forces:
2.200 ha
German forces:
770 ha
US forces:
350 ha
Dutch forces:
30 ha

Hesse
All closed sites:
US forces:
German forces:

Personnel reductions
military and civilian: 3.380

7.400 ha
6.100 ha
1.300 ha

Personnel reductions
military:
50.000
civilian:
11.550

Personnell reductions
military:
56.360
civilian:
9.100

Rhineland-Palatinate
All closed sites:
US forces:
German forces:
Frensh forces:

8.600 ha
6.000 ha
1.400 ha
1.200 ha

Personnel reductions military:
41.550
civilian:
11.240

Saarland
All closed sites:
German forces:
US forces:

300 ha
280 ha
20 ha

Personnell reductions
military:
65
civilian:
65

Baden - Württemberg
All closed sites:
6.400 ha
US forces:
3.600 ha
Frensh forces:
2.150 ha
German forces:
630 ha
Canadian forces
20 ha

Personnel reductions
military:
62.000
civilian:
14.150

Schleswig-Holstein
All closed sites: 2.600 ha
German forces only
Hamburg
All closed sites: 530 ha
German forces only

Personnel reductions
military and civilian: 40.800

Personnel reductions
military: 2.600
civilian: 420

Mecklenburg-Western Pomerania
Personnel reductions
All closed sites: 28.760 ha
military and civilian: 89.600
Russian forces: 14.800 ha
NVA forces: 13.960 ha
Berlin
All closed sites: 1.900 ha
US forces: 840 ha
German forces: 530 ha
French and
British forces: 530 ha

Personnel reductions
military: 4.700
civilian: 5.270

Brandenburg
All closed sites: 160.000 ha
Russian forces: 105.000 ha
NVA forces: 55.000 ha

Personnel reductions
military: 222.700

Saxony-Anhalt
All closed sites: 40.240 ha
Russian forces: 36.080 ha
NVA forces: 4.160 ha

Personnel reductions
military and civilian: 99.000

Saxony
All closed sites: 20.300 ha
Russian forces: 14.900 ha
NVA forces: 5.400 ha

Personnel reductions
military: 90.560
civilian: 22.400

Thuringia
All closed sites: 16.800 ha
Russian forces: 11.200 ha
NVA forces: 5.600 ha

Personnel reductions
military: 73.240
civilian: 7.250

Bavaria
All closed sites: 22.600 ha
US forces: 21.000 ha
German forces: 1.600 ha

Personnell reductions
military:
61.130
civilian:
8.680
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Defence and regional conversion: the case of France
By Roland de Penanros

In France, as in the majority of the industrialized countries, the last decade is characterized by
a strong contraction of the defence activities. The adjustment of the defence system of France to
the new geopolitical environment brought about by the dislocation of the Eastern bloc has been
however late. It is only as from 1994-95 that France has really measured the changes and engaged in a policy of reduction of its defence budgets. Hitherto, throughout the first Nineties, the
watchword which prevails is ‘not to lower its guard’. In spite of the global changes and the economic crisis, it has, for all this period, justified the maintenance of the effort of defence.
The analysis of the defence system of France and its evolution during the last decade, which is
the subject of this article, will be carried out with a view to compare the French situation with
that of other European countries. To this end, a particular place will be reserved for the institutional aspects of the defence activities and their adjustment to the new context in which they are
exerted today.
Three points will be successively approached. The first point will treat institutional and budgetary aspects of defence. The two following points will relate to the industrial and territorial incidences of the withdrawal of the defence activities.

1. Institutional and budgetary aspects of defence
1.1. The organization of defence 13
The contemporary organization of defence rests on two legal texts established forty years ago:
the Constitution of the Fifth Republic of October 4, 1958 which defines the principal responsibilities as regards defence and the Decree of 5 April 1961 on the creation of one delegation for the
armament.

1.1.1. Persons in charge of the defence policy
- The President of the Republic
Elected by the universal vote, he is guaranteeing national independence. He is the only judge
of the possible use of the nuclear forces. Chief of the armies, he chairs the councils and committees of defence which exert the overall direction of defence.
- The Prime Minister
As the person in charge of national defence, he ensures the setting in place by the government
of the decisions taken by councils and committees of defence.
- The Minister for Defence
As the person in charge of the execution of the military policy, he is in charge of the conditioning of use of the armed forces and to provide for the needs for their operations. He is assisted by
a civil and military cabinet joining together the secretary-general for the administration, the gen-

13. Are presented in this section only the structures of decision which, at the top of the State, work out and implement the defence
policy. The territorial organisation of defence which, partly, results from these structures is treated in appendix. (Appendix I)
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eral delegate for the armament, the Chief of Staff of the armies, and the Chiefs of Staffs of the
various armies (land, sea, air). He has authority on all the forces and services of the armies.
- Parliament
Constituted of the National Assembly and the Senate, the Parliament adopts, within the
framework of the vote of the multiannual laws of military programming, the fundamental principles of defence. Members of Parliament also fix, within the framework of the annual vote of the
finance law, the means of the defence policy. Lastly, it is on the Parliament that rests the decision
to declare the war.

1.1.2. The key role of the DGA
Concerned to free itself from the American supervision as regards defence, Charles de Gaulle,
first president of the Fifth Republic, decided in 1959 to equip France with an autonomous system
of defence based on a proper nuclear deterrent power. This will of autonomy will lead France a
few years later – in 1966 – to leave the structure of the integrated command of NATO.
In order that France reaches quickly a minimum threshold of credibility regarding dissuasion,
most of its industrial and research potentials has been put at the service of this priority project.
This ambitious protect needed a leader able, within the framework of controlled programming, to
assemble and maintain a network of powerful industrialists who can bring as soon as possible a
response to the requirements – that he would have the responsibility of co-ordinate – of equipment for the Staffs.
To this end, in 1961, a Ministerial Delegation for the Armament (DMA) was created which
became in 1975 the General Delegation for Armament (DGA).
The DGA, whose delegate has the rank of Chief of Staff of the armies, has played since then
the role of interface between the Staffs which state the requirements in military equipment and the
industrial groups, arsenals and laboratories, in charge of the design, and production of the weapons and their systems. At the head of the DGA, the delegate – until very recently – and the persons in charge of his many services and directions come from the military body of the engineers
of the armament sector. At the intersection of the military sphere and industry, they have a high
strategic importance within the defence system. The Delegation, which gathered at its creation
more than 100,000 people, has provided since then four principal functions:
-

Control of the programs of armament.
Manufacture in its own services of defence materials.
The maintenance of the materials of the armies.
Preparation of the future.

Lightened during the thirty last years of whole sides of its industrial activity (powders and explosives, land materials), the DGA counts today less than 40,000 jobs (39,263 as of December
31, 1998 according to the report of activities 1998 of the DGA). Because of history, of the
importance devoted to the construction of an independent defence whose deterrent force would be
the floret, of the assignment for this purpose of 30 to 40 % of the government R&D appropriations of research 14, via the action of the DGA, one can easily consider that during all this period,
it is within the ministry of defence, or from its priorities, that the industrial policy of France has
been built and is still being built today.
14. Cf. J.P. Hébert Stratégie française et industries d'armement, p. 156, for the period 70-90 and the reports of
the Observatoire des Sciences et des Techniques (OST). It should be noted that according to the last report (1998),
the ratio would be from now of 29,8 %.
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1.2. A budgetary approach of the withdrawal of the defence activities
From the finance laws voted during the last decade and the projections established in the last
law of military programming (1997-2002), it is possible to appreciate the evolution of the activities of defence during this period, the state of the forces of defence today and the level to which
they should be established in 2015.

1.2.1. Evolution 90-99 of the appropriations of defence

Table 1. Budgets of defence and appropriations of military equipment
of 1990 to 1999
(payment appropriations voted in initial finance laws, in million FRF 1990)
Year

Total Budget

Total Budget

Budget*

Titre V**

Titre V

Titre V

(with pensions)

(without pensions)

/ GDP

Total

Nuclear

R.D.E***

1990

231 911

189 443

3.56%

102 120

32 089

:

1991

233 239

188 331

3.56%

99 853

30 033

28 950

1992

226 206

184 913

3.46%

97 443

28 282

27 850

1993

213 126

183 086

3.41%

95 190

24 440

26 650

1994

224 063

176 207

3.34%

86 273

19 746

24 350

1995

213 649

174 070

3.11%

85 036

18 589

24 300

1996

209 891

167 905

3.02%

78 603

17 199

21 850

1997

212 036

167 017

2.98%

77 603

16 490

19 500

1998

208 329

160 609

:

70 435

14 249

17 000

1999****

211 739

165 217

:

74 783

14 418

18 350

- 8.7%

- 12.8%

:

-26.8%

-55.1%

-36.62%

Rate of
variation
99/90

* Budget with pensions
** Appropriations of equipment
*** Research, Development, Study
**** With assumption of zero rate of inflation in 1999
Sources: parliamentary reports and opinion on the chapter Defence of the finance laws.

In real terms, the budget of defence dropped by 12,8% during the Nineties. Measured by the
ratio budget/GDP, the effort of defence passed from 3.56% to 2.98% of the domestic resources.
This share taken by defence has been in fact in quasiconstant reduction for 40 years. It was 6% in
1959 in full war of Algeria (Aben, 1992, p.22).
The reduction of the appropriations affects the equipment of the armies firstly (- 26.8%).
Within the appropriations of equipment, the appropriations allocated with research are particularly touched (-36.6%). This fall is definitely more marked than that recorded over about the
same period (1990-1998) by the United States (- 18%) and the United Kingdom (- 21%). Even if
programmes increasingly benefit from dual applications of research initiated to civil ends first,
this particularly severe compression lets think – as it is suggested in a recent parliamentary opinion (Michel, J. 1998) – what the State would have chosen to sacrifice the preparation of the future to a short-term search for budgetary economies ? The fast and regular fall of the appropria-
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tions of the nuclear power (of more than half in ten years) testifies, in its turn, that the military
nuclear power – which during 25 years occupied the forestage – approaches the term of its life.

1.2.2. Means allocated to the armies in 1999
The means registered in the finance law of 1999 decline themselves in terms of appropriations
and statutory manpower.

Table 2. 1999 budget of the armies (payment appropriations - billion current FRF)
Titre III*

Titre V**

15.56

20.24

35.8

Land Forces

30.7

18.5

49.2

Navy

12.9

21

33.9

Gendarmerie

20.5

2.2

22.7

Common Services (part of DGA)

24.3

24.1

48.4

(11.23)

(10.7)

(21.9)

Air Force

Total

104

Total

86

190

* Contain III: operational appropriations (personnel, fuel, maintenance…)
**Titre V: appropriations of equipment (research and studies, industrial investments, manufacture of materials…)
Source: Avis parlementaire n°1114, J. MICHEL, octobre 1998.

Table 3. Budgetary manpower 1999 of defence

Military Jobs
Civil Jobs
Total

Land

Air

Navy

Gendarmerie

Common
Services

Total

186 744

70 802

53 624

94 174

14 657

420 001

32 794

5 603

9 040

1 782

28 004

77 223

219 538

76 405

62 664

95 956

42 661

497 224

Manpower calculated from parliamentary reports/ratios BOUCHERON of 1998 and 1999.

1.2.3. The format of national defence at horizon 2015
The military programming 1997-2002 constitutes the first stage of a 20-year planning for the
reduction of the national defence forces. The juxtaposition in the table hereafter of the conventional means of defence at the beginning and the end of the planning can measure the extent of the
process of reformatting the armies which should continue in the following years.
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Table 4. Projection over 20 years of the conventional means
of defence of France

MANPOWER

1995 Situation

2015 Horizon

502.460 military jobs
74.900 civilian jobs

352.700 military jobs
81.300 civilian jobs

927 heavy tanks
350 light tanks

420 heavy tanks
350 light tanks

340 helicopters

180 helicopters

101 vessels including :

81 vessels including :

PROCUREMENTS
Land

Navy

2 aircraft carriers with
1 air group
3 LPD (1)
6 SNA (2), 7 SMD (3)
15 grade 1° frigates
17 grade 2° frigates

Air

1 or 2 aircraft carriers with
60 Rafale, 3 Hawkeyes
4 LPD (1)
6 SNA (2)
12 grade 1° frigates
14 grade 2° frigates

33 patrol aircrafts

22 patrol aircrafts

405 fighter aircrafts
86 transport aircrafts
101 helicopters

300 fighter aircrafts
52 transport aircrafts
16 supply aircrafts
84 helicopters

(1) LPD: Landing Platform and Dock
(2) SNA: Nuclear Attack Submarines
(3) SMD: Diesel Submarines
Note that neither SNLE (nuclear ballistic missile submarines) nor, as a general rule, the missiles and missiles systems,
have been taken into account in this listing.
Source: Rapport parlementaire BOYON (1996) sur la Programmation militaire 1997-2002.

2. Industrial consequences of the withdrawal of the military activities
The reduction of the format of the armies, the increased competition on a world market itself
in depression, exert a double effect on the armament industry: at the same time a fall of activity
which reaches all the components of the industrial base of defence and the emergence within each
sector of a ‘national champion’.

2.1. Contracting of the industrial base of defence
2.1.1. A continued erosion of manpower
France is one of the rare world powers to have a true military industrial base, i.e. a series of
national industries able to ensure the country, in all the fields and without external recourse, with
the most technically advanced means of its own defence. According to whether one gives to this
concept a narrow meaning (direct employment only) or a widened meaning (direct employment +
indirect uses of subcontracting and suppliers) this industrial base represented in 1996 (last year
for which we have complete statistics) about 185 or 280,000 jobs15. It is a third less than ten

15. This amount results from the implicit rule established by the DGA according to which two direct jobs generates one indirect job.
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years ago. Expressed in terms of employment, this contracting affects all the sectoral components
of the base, its activities in province as in the Paris area.

Table 5. Direct employment in the French armament industrial base
EMPLOYMENT

1987

1996

270 000

184 500

-31.8%

51 400
25 500
10 400
68 500
62 700
19 200
33 400

31 000
20 135
6 991
41 000
41 974
17 900
25 500

-39.7%
-21.0%
-32.8%
-40.1%
-33.1%
-6.8%
-23.7%

113 500*
186 500*

67 100
117 400

-40.9%
-37.1%

Total

Distribution
by Sectors

Regional
Distribution

Mechanics
DGA (non industrial part)
Nuclear products (CEA)
Aeronautics
Electronics
Chemistry and others
Shipbuilding
Paris Region
Province

96/87*

* The regional distribution of the employment and its rate of variation are established over the period 84 - 96
Source : Annuaire statistique de la défense, décembre 1998.

2.1.2. A certain renewal of business
In terms of turnovers, the contraction of the last years is finally less severe than the extrapolation of the results recorded in first half of the decade could enable to foresee. After a fall of
37% of the businesses between 90 and 95, a renewal of activity has appeared from 96 which allowed the sector of defence, within two years, to recover 40% of the turnover lost during this first
period. This resumption of the businesses is definitely due to a development of the contracts of
sale signed with foreign countries. Taking into account the increased competition on the international market, of the random conditions in which the contracts of this kind were negotiated in the
past16, it would be imprudent, in view of these last results, to conclude, after a decline of more
than ten years, to the sure revival of the industrial activities of defence.

Table 6. Evolution of the turnover armament
(net of tax and in billion FRF 1990)
Year

Total Turnover

Export Turnover

1990
1991
1992
1993
1994
1995
1996
1997

124.5
111.9
107.1
95.4
88.1
77.9
86.7
97.0

38.6
28.2
27.4
19.1
15.2
17.0
25.9
37.9

Rate of variation 96/90

-22.15%

-1.8%

Sources : Rapport BOUCHERON 1998 et rapport d'activité DGA 1998.

16. Cf. the deficit of 7 billion FRF estimated at termination on the contracts of sale of Leclerc tanks signed between Giat-Industry and the United Arab Emirates and the revealed recently loss of 1,2 b.FRF (38% of the invoicing) of the contract Mouette of maintenance of frigates signed between the DCN and Saudi Arabia (Boucheron,
1998).
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2.1.3. The role of exports and imports
The resumption of exports engaged in 1996 corresponds to the payment of important contracts
signed a few years before with countries of Asia and Middle-East. The end of the invoicing of
these contracts in 1998 lets predict a contraction of the results for 1999. Already, as of the 4°
quarter 98, a significant deceleration of the sales is recorded (6,2 billions FRF against 10,4 at the
same period in 97 according to the ‘Débat Stratégique’ n°44 of May 1999).

Table 7. Evolution of the imports and exports of armament materials*
(deliveries according to data's of the Customs in billions FRF 1990)
Year

Import

Export
35 010
19 935
19 704
13 470
10 575
9 734
16 439
23 957
24957

6 680
5 651
4 150
3 658
3 734
3 228
3 509
3 027
4 000

1990
1991
1992
1993
1994
1995
1996
1997
1998

Calculated values from: Annuaire Statistique de la Défense, December 1998 and Le Débat Stratégique, May 1999.

Table 8. Distribution of French armament exports by geographical area
(delivery of goods and services in billions FRF 1997)*
Year

1990
1991
1992
1993
1994
1995
1996
1997

subCentral and
Saharan AfSouth
rica
America
0.88
0.62
0.83
0.32
0.23
0.67
0.29
0.15

3.45
2.57
2.29
1.18
1.08
1.22
0.97
0.75

Asia and
Oceania

2.43
2.24
3.98
3.91
3.00
3.51
14.14
23.06

East and
North
Europe
0.27
0.15
0.21
0.20
0.20
0.28
0.29
0.60

West
Europe and
North
Amer.
11.06
11.00
11.32
7.33
7.32
6.90
6.49
6.52

Maghreb
+ Middle
East
25.91
15.55
12.71
8.81
5.88
6.83
7.53
12.20

Total

43.99
32.13
31.34
21.75
17.41
19.40
29.71
43.28
(6.58 b.Eur)

* The Customs integrate only under the label ‘armament’ the goods (except services) according to the criterion of their
physical nature. The DGA integrates under the label “armament” goods and services according to criteria of their physical
nature and the recipient ‘armies’.
Source: DGA, Direction des relations internationales (DRI) - Annuaire statistique de la défense, December 1998.

2.1.4. Relative weights of sectoral components of the industrial base of defence
Taking into account these evolutions, the respective economic weight of each sector in the industrial base was established in 1996 in accordance with the data of the table hereafter.
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Table 9. The different sectors of the armament industry in 1996
Turnover
Distribution

Employment
Distribution

Share of Turnover
for Export

Electronic

33.5%

26%

20.3%

Aerospace

32.7%

25%

27.5%

Shipbuilding

15.5%

16%

45.0%

Nuclear

9.2%

4%

0.0%

Land Armament

5.0%

19%

57.8%

Chimical, Powder, and Misc.

4.1%

11%

34.3%

Total

100%

100%

30%

Source: Rapport BOUCHERON 1998.

2.2. The constitution of ‘national champions’
The compression of the State markets, the vast movement of reorganization of the American defence industry, and especially the conjunction of these two evolutions, consolidated the idea that the
only possible exit out of the crisis of defence industries in Europe passes by the regrouping of their
productive potential. The process to the European integration followed by France answers the theory of
the concentric circles. It results in regrouping the industrial assets of defence around four poles each
one made up by a major industrial group.

2.2.1. The theory of the concentric circles
According to the Management of the Co-operation and Industrial Affairs (DCI)17 which defines itself within the DGA as the pilot of the industrial strategy function from the point of view of a European
reorganization, the process of the European integration must be exerted in two times, in two successive
movements.
Vis-à-vis the competition of the American giants, there is not a doubt that our firms must gather
with other European partners. It is this solution or to disappear. However, before engaging in such alliances, it is necessary to carry out regroupings in the national plan. These regroupings will allow to
‘muscle’ the French leader groups which will then be better armed to defend, vis-à-vis the other European groups, their place – and so the interests of France – within these new European consortia.
Never clearly affirmed, probably by fear of European reprisals which would lead to the insulation
of France18, this strategy seems however to be the one followed by France. The recent regroupings in
the electronics and aeronautics sectors are a last and perfect illustration.

2.2.2. Four ‘national champions’19
The six key sectors of the French industrial base of defence have all at their head today a
leader group. If one makes abstraction of the nuclear power whose European integration is not

17. Interview of January 1997.
18. Cf. the declaration of president de Dasa ‘If the consolidation of French industry results in a reinforcement of
France which would put it, in all the sectors into dominant position into Europe, that will go more in the direction of a
French insulation than in that of a European reorganization’ cited by J.bBoyon in the ‘Rapport n°2827 sur la programmation militaire pour les années 1997 à 2002. Assemblée Nationale, May 1996’.
19. In accordance with the terminology usually used in the official reports/ratios.
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yet on the agenda and the powders and explosives sector whose leader – SNPE 20 – is less and
less engaged in defence activities, four groups – four champions – remain mainly concerned by
the national and European movements of reorganization.
a. GIAT-industries
The reinforcement of the leader group of the land armament follows its ‘desarsenalization’ and
its accession to the statute of company which intervened in 1990. By takeovers of national companies in the field of mechanics and ammunition (Luchaire, Manuhrin, SFM, SMS, Cime
Bocuze, Canon Delcour…) and foreign companies (Belgian in particular: F.N. Herstal, PRB…),
GIAT-industries will become, in less than two years, the first European producer of land armament (c.f. Hébert, 1995). It is however a giant with feet of clay which has accumulated, since its
creation, negative results obliging it recently to lighten itself of part of its assets (F.N. Herstal in
1997).

Table 10. Net trading results of GIAT-Industries (in billions FRF)
Year

1991

1992

1993

1994

1995

1996

1997

Net results

-0.4

-0.5

-1.3

-2.9

-10

-0.17

-2.46

Source: BOUCHERON 1998 Report.

In conformity with the tendencies noted on the markets of armoured tanks, weapons and ammunition, on which the group intervenes, its prospects for the medium-term are hardly encouraging.

Table 11. Evolution of the turnover and the manpower of GIAT-Industries
Realized
Year
Turnover (billion
FRF)
Employment

Expected

1991

1996

1998

1999

2000

2001

2005

8.1

6.1

6.7

9.3

7.1

5

6.3

13 317

10 572

10 702

9 130

7 585

6 940

6 700

Source: BOUCHERON 1998 and 1999 Reports.

b. Direction des Constructions Navales (DCN)
Uncontested leader of the military naval field 21, the DCN is today the only large industrial operator of armament without legal personality. From the point of view of European alliance and
regrouping, its statute of industrial service of the DGA is a major handicap that the governmental
authorities are trying today – not without difficulty – to lift.

20. Constituted in 1971 from the industrial and commercial activities of the service of the Powders, the SNPE
has, as of its creation, gradually withdrawn of the military sector. Today less than 30% of its turnover concerns this
sector.
21. ‘Les chantiers de l'Atlantique’, subsidiary company with 100% of the GEC-Alstom group, are today the only
naval operator able to compete with the DCN on its ground. Specialized recently in the construction of cruising
steamers, they have benefited today from the fast development of the shipbuilding market. The building site and its
subcontractors currently employs, on its site of Saint-Nazaire, nearly 10,000 people.
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In loss of activity for ten years, in 2002, at the end of the programming in course, the manpower of the DCN would have, according to the Minister of Defence, being brought back to
12,500 people for an annual turnover of approximately 12 billion francs. This accredits the idea
that the reorganizations engaged by the DCN, like that of GIAT-Industries, have as principal objective the realization of an accounting ratio: a million turnover by employee!

Table 12. Evolution of the turnover (billions FRF)
and manpower of the DCN
Year

1990

1995

1998

2002

20

16.7

11.5

12

30 000

24 325

19 065

12 500

Turnover
Employment

Source: 1990: L'avenir de la construction navale de surface, BONNET, 1995 ; 1995: Rapport PAECHT, 1996 ; 1998: Rapport BOUCHERON, 1999 ; 2002: déclarations du ministre RICHARD, février et mai 1999.

c. Thomson-CSF
Realized by assets brought in of Alcatel, Electronic Dassault and Aérospatiale, the reorganization of the first French group of the electronics of defence engaged in autumn 1997 perfectly illustrates the strategy of the concentric circles. As J.M. Boucheron underlines it in its parliamentary report on the finance law of 1998, the step consists initially, to reinforce Thomson-CSF by
gathering the essence of our electronics industry of defence before, in a second time, not necessarily distant, to consider a negotiation and an agreement, partial or total, with the other large
European company of defence electronics, namely GEC […] The partial reorganization and
privatization of Thomson-CSF 22 are just a first step preceding the creation of a great European group with a multinational vocation. What our strategists had not foreseen, it is that during
this time, across the Channel, answering the same logic of internal consolidation, another plan
was established which was to succeed at the beginning of 1999 with the take over of GECMarconi by British-Aerospace. With a perimeter of sale of more than 150 billion francs, the new
British group, the third from now on in the world hierarchy of the defence groups, leaves far behind Thomson-CSF which, even reinforced, can only oppose one perimeter of approximately 45
billion.
d. Aérospatiale-Matra
The agreement Aérospatiale-Matra high technologies constitutes the last demonstration of industrial regrouping at the national level. Among the alliances which were constituted in Europe
since the beginning of the decade in the field of aeronautics, satellites and missiles, this last jewel
of the French defence industry testifies of an already marked European identity which prepares it
here and now to engage further in the process of European integration.
The merging of the activities of ‘Aérospatiale’ and ‘Matra high technologies’ represented in
1996 a turnover of 80,4 billion francs, military and civil activities assembled.

22. Following this reorganization, the State holds only, via the participation of Thomson S.A. in the capital of
Thomson-SF, 40% of this capital.
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Main European alliances of the Aérospatiale-Matra group
Aeronautics

Missiles

ATR
Euro missile
Medium-haul civil aircraft, Joint venture 50/50 with Joint venture 50/50 with LFK
Aérospatiale Alénia
Airbus
Aérospatiale 37.9%;Bae 20%; DASA-CASA 42.1%
Eurocopter
Subsidiary (70% Aérospatiale, 30% DASA)
Matra Bae Dynamics
Joint venture 50/50 with Bae
Matra Marconi Space
Joint venture 51/49 with Bae

Matra h.t

Source: La Tribune de l'Expansion du 26/5/1999.

Table 14. Turnovers 1996 of Aérospatiale and Matra,
by branches of industry (in billions FRF)
Sectors

Turnover
Aérosptiale

Turnover
Matra h.t

Turnover

Aeronautic

36.9

-

36.9

Space

10.1

4.3

14.4

Missile

3.9

6.1

10

Others

-

9.1

9.1

50.9

19.5

80.4

Total

Total

Source: P. Quiles et G.M. Chauveau L'industrie française de défense: quel avenir?

3. The management of the territories in crisis
Two thirds of the defence industrial manpower23 as well as the greatest part of the military forces
are installed in province. On the sites, in the travel-to-work areas where they are established, the defence activities – military and industrial – and singularly in the naval field where they are generally
mixed, hold the role of a main economic force. Contrary to what occurred in the neighbouring countries, the contraction of the military activities did not give place in France to important retrocession of
military fields to the civil sector which would have allowed the installation of ambitious operations of
refitting of space. However, taking into account the spatial concentration of the defence activities and in
order to prevent that the closing of bases and/or industrial sites, or only the compression of their activity, brings about economic and social disasters for many areas, the management of the territories in crisis results in setting up a complex device of territorial intervention whose real purpose can today be
questioned.

3.1. A limited retrocession of the defence estate
As the rare data collected and gathered in the following table testify, the contraction of the military
activities did not cause a broad movement of transfer of defence holdings on behalf of the Ministry of

23. Cf. table of the manpower of the industrial base of defence.
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Defence. The reassignment to the civil sector of elements of the Armies real estate remains in France a
marginal aspect of the conversion of the defence activities.

Table 15. Grounds and fields of the principal army corps (in hectares)
1994

31.01.1998

Rate 98/94

Air Forces

28 149

28 120

- 0.1%

Land Forces

197 316

182 220

-7.7%

9 802

10 129

+3.3%

Navy

Source: Annuaire statistitique de la défense, décembre 1998 ; Rapport A. Paecht, 1995.

3.2. Institutional actors and financial means of the territorial intervention24
3.2.1. Actors
a. Administrative services of the State
- The DATAR - Délégation à l'Aménagement du Territoire et à l'Action Régionale
The DATAR is an interministerial delegation directly attached to the Prime Minister. It is in charge
of the support and regional planning and, for this reason, for the policies followed in favour of the areas
in difficulty. Locally, regional secretariats for the regional businesses (SGAR) relay the ministerial action which it ensures at the Parisian level.
- The DAR-PMI - Direction de l'Action régionale et de la Petite et Moyenne Industrie
It comes under the Secretariat of State to Industry. It manages the intervention appropriations of
this secretariat. It has regional relays: DRIRE - Regional directions of Industry, Research and the Environment.
- The DAR - Délégation aux Restructurations
Established in 1991 at the Ministry of Defence, it takes part in the implementation of the devices of
accompaniment of the reorganizations in order to facilitate the acceptance of decided measures and to
support the conversion of the disused military sites. It studies the social plans of the companies under
supervision and facilitates the reclassification of the personnel under public statute. The DAR has specific means which it manages or animates (FRED, companies of conversion 25). It takes part in the
definition and the implementation of the KONVER programmes.
b. The territorial collectivities
They have capacities and proper means for territorial intervention.
Communes: they hold the control of the grounds.
The departments (NUTS areas of level III): they manage a broad part of the road network.
The regions (NUTS areas of level II): they have, inter alia, as principal prerogatives, the planning
and the regional economic development and the professional training.
c. The ‘sociétés de conversion’ (SDC)

24. Cf. F. Grosdidier, La reconversion: une ardente obligation, La Documentation française, 1996 et M. LignieresCassou, Réussir la diversification des industries de défense, Rapport d'information n°911, Assemblée Nationale, 1998.
25. Cf. infra.
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Generally created under the impulse of the State by public industrial groups which, in consequence
of industrial crises, were confronted with the conversion of areas where they were strongly established,
these companies have two principal missions: the reclassification of the employees and the reindustrialization of areas in crisis.
The SDC function by financial intervention and advice to companies which want to be established
or to develop in these areas.
The principal SDC implied in the conversion of the defence activities are:
- The SOFRED (100% subsidiary of GIAT-Industries)
- The SODIE (100% subsidiary of the iron and steel group USINOR-SACILOR)
- The GERIS (GIE, created by the Thomson group)
d. An interdepartmental structure of co-ordination
Probably to reduce the denounced disadvantages (cf. in particular Grosdidier, 1996, pp 61-63) of a
scattered device in which autonomy of action and partitioning were factors of redundancy in the action
and inefficiency, an administrative structure of co-ordination was created in March 1996.
This structure is composed of an interministerial committee for the reorganizations of defence and
of an interministerial delegate to the reorganizations of defence. This delegate, named in the Minister of
Defence on his proposal and that of the Prime Minister, prepares the work of the interministerial committee and co-ordinates the action of the ministries concerned with the reorganizations. For his action,
he has relay in the regions: the regional delegates and the delegates of sites.
It should be noted that this action in the regions is more and more defined as part of State-Region
conventions (more than a half of the French regions have today passed such a convention with the
State) sometimes declined in protocols of sites (Brest and Lorient for the Brittany region).

3.2.2. Financial means
a. Usual means of the State in the field of the regional planning and of the public investment.
- Primes d'Aménagement du Territoire (PAT)
- Fonds National d'Aménagement et de Développement du Territoire (FNADT)
- Fonds de Développement des PMI (FDPMI)
These means are primarily directed according to the difficulties related to the reforms of defence.
b. Specific means for the duration of the programming law (1997-2002)
- Fonds de restructuration du Ministère de la Défense (FRED)
It is used to finance the operations of revitalization of the travel-to-work areas concerned by the crisis of the defence activities. The means which are affected for this purpose raise to 942 million 1995
francs for all the period of the programming law.
- Fonds de soutien aux sociétés de conversion
This funds of the Ministry for the Economy and Finances is supplied with 1.285 billion 1995 francs
for the period of the programming law.
- ‘Objectif 2’ appropriations
They consist of FEDER appropriations intended for the conversion of the declining industrial areas
and the KONVER appropriations intended to support the conversion and the diversification of the areas strongly dependent on the defence sector. The amount of the FEDER appropriations assigned to
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areas in conversion of defence increased of the whole KONVER appropriations represents a total of
750 million francs for the years 1997-1999.

3.2.3. The under-use of the European structural funds
According to the DATAR and DG XVI, France is not a good user of the European appropriations.
Thus, according to the available data, for the first phase 1994-1997, only 34% of the expected funds
would have been committed at December 31, 1997 (Lignière-Cassou, 1998). The principle of ‘additiveness’ (the national counterparts are missing or delaying) and the national administrative slowness of
the procedures of attribution of the appropriations would be the principal causes of this under-use.

3.3. Strategy of territorial development or mere social accompaniment
of the industrial restructuring: which policy for the regions?
Reorganization or conversion: in which register does fit the territorial action taken by the public authorities in response to the withdrawal of the defence activities? The choice of the epithet is not innocent, more than an answer to a question of a semantic nature, it translates a true policy guideline.
Regarding the new situation of the markets of defence, two logics of action clash to which one and
the other of these epithet returns: an industrial logic and a logic of territory.
The logic of the territory is that defended by the Ministry of the Environment and of the Regional
Planning: it consists in putting ahead the development of the territory while being based on a collective
approach of the valorization of its potentialities.
For the Ministry of the Economy and Finances, the Secretariat to Industry and the Ministry of Defence, first via the DGA, the priority is the maintenance of a national or European defence industry able
to resist the competition of the American groups. The logic which prevails here is primarily industrial.
It is above all a question of restructuring the industrial groups of defence, the means of the territorial
intervention being there to manage the ‘collateral’ effects that these great industrial manoeuvres will
necessarily cause on the ground.
From these two logics, the one that is prevailing today is obviously the industrial one. The fact that
the interministerial delegate in charge of integration on the territory of all the adaptations requested
by the military law of programming 26 is delegated ‘to the reorganizations’, and especially the fact that
he is installed at the ministry of defence and that his collaborators in the regions – regional delegates
and sites delegates – are all members of the DGA, can only reinforce this option.

4. Conclusion: Regional conversion, a question of relations of power
During 25 years at least, until the middle of the Eighties, with the construction of its deterrent force,
the military history of France has primarily been that of an industrial adventure. Defence, through
budgets of equipment that the successive laws of programming allocate to it, affirms itself as the main
industrial driving force of the country. Consequently, should it be astonished that vis-à-vis budgets
which are tightened, the answers brought to the crisis are of an industrial nature? And that today the
objective of the State is to help the industrial groups of defence in reinforcing their military niches,
rather than encouraging the development of civil productions?
26. Extract of the press communiqué Le délégué interministériel aux restructurations de défense, December

1996.
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To take advantage to the diminishing of the defence budgets – the ‘peace dividends’ as it was said
more easily a few years ago – to pass from an economy of war to an economy of peace seems far from
being a priority concern neither of the State, nor either – as we had the occasion to note it (R. de Penanros, 1998) – of the staffs of the great industrial groups of defence.
Not registered at the agenda of our leaders, the conversion remains a claim of the base, of collectives of workers within the establishments, sometimes even it is carried by all the social forces of a local authority.
Whatever the degree of adhesion of the territory to such a project, the conversion is always a combat, it is never definitively gained. The example of the Brest experiment in the field of offshore is on
this subject extremely instructive.
To maintain the workload of the local establishment of the DCN that was threatened to break down
with the stop of the buildings of new military ships 27, a project of diversification in the construction
industry and the recasting of mobile oil platforms for deep water implying all the operators – military
and civil – of the Brest shipbuilding and repairing field was assembled by the local actors. Although
supported by all the Brest community, it is only with high difficulties, at a few days of a national congress of the socialist party which was to be held in Brest, that, at the end of 1997, the agreement was
obtained from the government, to commit the local establishment of the DCN (against the opinion of its
central direction) to this diversification.
The operational start-up of the construction of two platforms which sealed this agreement was to
offer the occasion to Brest to put forward its savoir-faire in this new and promising field of activity.
From this perspective, Brest proposed to organize a congress and a salon of international level bringing
together all the scientific and industrial experts of the offshore.
Necessarily expensive for the national community – the ‘entry ticket’ on the very specialized market
of the offshore is high – this first experiment is likely not to have any follow-up. For reasons of going
beyond of estimate, but also because it is not in the missions of the DCN to build civilian ships, the
Minister of Defence has repeatedly made it clear since then that it did not hope to continue, beyond the
construction of the two platforms, this activity of diversification. As a result of this standpoint, the office of market prospection of the offshore established at the arsenal of Brest… do not prospects anymore and, last May, fifteen days before the international salon of the industrialists of the offshore in
Brest, nobody was able to say if the DCN would hold a stand at this occasion!
As this example illustrates, the territorial conversion is a struggle; its outcome is a question of relations of power. To get some chance to impose itself, the territorial conversion must be included in a coherent programme of territorial development carried out by the whole of its economic and social forces.

27. The new building – the last one being that of the nuclear aircraft carrier Charles de Gaulle – represented until now from 30 to 35% of the annual workload; the remainder being ensured by the maintenance of the fleet of surface and of nuclear submarines of the oceanic strategic force (FOST).
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Appendix I: The territorial organization of Defence 28
In accordance with the plan ‘Armées 2000’, the territory is cut out in three specific areas,
identical for the Army, the Air Force and the Gendarmerie, themselves subdivided in eight military defence districts which constitute the basic level of the territorial military organization.
-

-

the Atlantic region (PC Bordeaux) has the role of ensuring the freedom of the oceanic provisioning and the safety of the Strategic Oceanic Force facilities (FOST);
the North-Eastern region (PC Metz and Villacoublay) has the role of facing the threats and
the risks of crises in Centre-Europe;
the Mediterranean region (PC Lyon and Aix-en-Provence) is charged to face the risks of instability in the south of Europe.
For the Navy, the defence of the territory is organized in two maritime regions:
the Atlantic region (PC Brest);
the Mediterranean region (PC Toulon).

Finally, it should be noted that the region of Paris has a specific military command and that
overseas is organized in six maritime zones (the Northern and Southern Atlantic, the AntillesGuyana, the Indian Ocean, the Mediterranean, the Pacific Ocean) to which correspond four great
operational commands and five higher commands.

Map 1. Territorial organization of defence ‘Armées 2000’

Source: Brochure ‘La défense et les forces armées 1997’, SIRPA.

28. Extract of Eléments de géostratégie et défense de la France, La Documentation française, 1995.
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Defence and regional conversion:
the UK case and the particular Scottish situation
By Ian S. Goudie

1. Introduction
The Scottish Parliament has been established at a crucial time for the UK defence industry.
Whilst the Parliament has no direct remit for defence matters, it does have responsibilities for
managing the industrial and economic consequences of defence spending. The defence sector is
a significant part of the Scottish industrial base. However since the end of the Cold War the
global defence market has become increasingly competitive. Following a consensus reached between the US Government and the heads of the US defence industry, consolidation of the
industry has occurred at a rapid pace. Within Europe restructuring has been on a piece meal
basis. UK industrialists and some of the country’s leading politicians believe that deeper and
more permanent consolidation at the European level is now necessary. The French, German and
UK Governments have called upon the European defence industry to set out a clear plan and
timetable for consolidation. Such restructuring will have a major impact on shipbuilding,
aerospace and electronics companies in Scotland.

1.1. Civilian and legal administrative system
Defence in the UK has been subject to a number of reforms during the 1990s. The most significant of these have been ‘Options for Change’, announced in July 1990, to restructure Britain’s armed forces in response to the end of the Cold War; ‘Front Line First’, a defence costs
study, announced in July 1994, designed to identify the potential for savings without reducing
front-line capability; and the Labour Government’s Strategic Defence Review, launched on 28
May 1997, which set out to determine the future direction of British Defence policy.
In the United Kingdom the main Government Department concerned with Defence issues is
the Ministry of Defence, MoD. The purpose of the MoD and the Armed Forces is ‘to defend the
United Kingdom, the Overseas Territories, British people and interests; and to act as a force for
good by strengthening international peace and security.’ The defence policy is interleaved with
foreign and economic policies in the pursuit of UK security. The United Kingdom is a major
participant in world affairs: a Permanent Member of the United Nations Security Council; a
leading member of NATO, the European Union, the Western European Union and the Commonwealth; a member of the Group of Seven of the world’s most powerful economies; and a
nuclear power. The UK has global interests and responsibilities, especially towards its 14 Dependent Territories scattered around the world.

MoD Objectives
The objectives of the Ministry of Defence are to provide the defence capabilities needed:
– to ensure the security and defence of the United Kingdom and the Overseas Territories, including against terrorism;
– to support the Government's foreign policy objectives, particularly in promoting international peace and security.
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Supporting Objectives (grouped by outputs)
Department of State:
– to produce a defence strategy, policy and programme matched to UK security needs now
and in the future;
– to help dispel hostility and to build and maintain trust through defence diplomacy, and to
play an effective and leading part in support of NATO, the Western European Union and the
United Nations;
– to provide clear and timely strategic direction on the participation of UK forces in conflict
prevention, crisis management and operations;
– to allocate available resources in the way which maximises military capability and other
Departmental outputs;
– to encourage the competitive strengths of British defence suppliers and, within the framework of the Government's arms sales policy, to support British defence exports.
Military Capability:
– to bring together maritime, ground and air components into coherent joint forces under
unified command fully capable of achieving the Government's strategic objectives;
– to deliver appropriately motivated, staffed, trained and equipped force packages, at the required level of readiness, and with the necessary support, sustainability and deployability, to
achieve the full range of agreed military tasks.
Equipment Programme:
– to procure equipment which most cost-effectively meets agreed military requirements.

Defence Budget
In the UK, Defence expenditure has fallen since 1988, both in real terms, from 43,682
mEURO (£ 28,330 million) in 1988 to 31,529 mEURO (£ 22,242 million) in 1998, and also as a
percentage of Gross Domestic Product, 4.11% of GDP in 1988 to 2.66% in 1998. (Source:
GRIP DATA 1999)

Table 1. UK Defence Budget, Total planned expenditure
for 1998/99 (£22,240 m)

Equipment
44%
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building &
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Source: UK Minister of Defence.
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Table 2. Defence expenditure in real terms since 1988
(in million EURO, at 1998 Prices)
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Table 3. Defence expenditure as a percentage of GDP
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1.2. Territorial administrative system
Within the UK Central Government has responsibility for defence related activities. The devolved powers to Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland do not include defence which remains a
‘reserved’ policy for Westminster. However the industrial and economic impact of defence
spending will be of importance to these devolved bodies and to the Regional Development
Agencies (RDAs) in England.
In Scotland defence was one of 13 key sectors identified by the Scottish Business and Industry Minister, Lord MacDonald of Tradeston, as part of the Pathfinders to the Parliament initiative. The aim of ‘Pathfinder’ was to provide key industrial and business sectors the opportunity
to set out their priorities for action by the Scottish Parliament. (Pathfinders to the Parliament)
(Appendix 1)
The extent and type of practical support that local authorities and agencies can give to defence readjustment depends on a number of factors and varies considerably from area to area.
Local initiatives can play a role, despite the apparent enormity of the task, especially if com-
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mitment is given to bottom-up approaches at the same time as policy emanates from Central
and European levels of Government.

Map 1. Statistical regions of the United Kingdom

Source: Regional Trends 1997.

The scope for local bodies to take a lead in responding to the problems emanating from defence re-adjustment can be argued in a number of ways:
a. Experience: Restructuring of the defence sector will have different spatial impacts. Experience from other examples of this process in other sectors such as steel, ship building, coal
mining and textiles has illustrated the important role that locality-based initiatives and strategies
can play in generating ideas and mobilising resources to bring about physical and economic renewal.
b. Economic Development:
Local authorities have a statutory basis to undertake economic development and a duty to
prepare statements about local economic programmes. These can provide a catalyst and focus
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for other agencies and interests. This function also bestows a key access route to European
funding and programmes on the local authority.
c. Planning:
Local planning authorities have a statutory obligation to consider major changes in land use,
such as those likely to result from base closures and consequent land releases. In addition, the
demands for housing from service personnel returning from overseas and leaving MoD accommodation will also require sensitive housing and planning policies. Also the MoD has offered
new access to environmentally significant sites. The Government have issued interim ‘Guidelines for the joint working of Ministry of Defence and Regional Government Offices on the disposal of surplus MoD property’ to assist in ensuring that the disposal process takes full account
of regional planning guidance and the needs of the local community.
d. Policy and Institutional Innovation:
Private business, interests will inevitably not consider fully the specific spatial impacts of
their operations, being mainly concerned with wider corporate priorities. Also current Central
Government policies and resources are insufficient to deal with such re-adjustment. Consequently the local authority is often the only institution which has responsibility to all sections of
the community in a locality likely to be affected by the changes, both social and economic.
Two wider issues surrounding the defence sector also provide a basis for the development of
local government policy. These are the strategic importance of the defence industry and the
public expenditure base of the defence sector. Nationally the strategic importance of the defence
industry can be measured in terms of its major contribution to exports, to leading edge R&D, to
the manufacturing skills base of the country and to the scope for high value-added economic
activity. Despite the apparent spatial division of the defence industry with a high proportion of
R&D and high-value added activity being located in the South, there is often a very strong case
in many localities for arguing the local or regional importance of defence related activity e.g.
aerospace in the North West, electronics in Central Scotland.
The second concern addresses the role of public expenditure in local economic performance.
Although the contribution of grant regimes to regional development has been assessed and
commented upon at length, it is only more recently that the unintentional consequences of other
industrial related public expenditure have received attention, such as support for the car industry and more pertinently here, defence expenditure.

2. Defence Industries
The UK defence industry is entirely in the private sector. The industry is an important part
of the UK manufacturing sector and includes companies manufacturing land, sea and air equipment as well as those providing general support.
UK Government spending on military Research & Development has been declining since
the 1980s and continued well into the 1990s. Between 1985 and 1996 total UK defence expenditure fell, in real terms, by nearly 50%. However, this trend was reversed in 1997 when defence R&D increased by 3%.
Whilst the proportion of Government R&D spent on defence has decreased from 57.48% in
1985 to 36.07% in 1996, defence companies continue to be amongst the highest investors in
R&D in the UK. GEC, B Ae and Rolls Royce are all included within the top 15 UK companies
investing in R&D in 1997. GEC increased R&D by 6%, to 7% of sales (£ 458m); British Aerospace increased spending by 31%, to 4% of sales (£ 301m) and Rolls-Royce increased R&D
spending by 9%, to 5% of sales (£ 216m).
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Table 2. Government R&D Appropriations (GRDA)
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The UK continues to work ‘actively within NATO and with the Western European Armaments Group, which operates within the framework of the Western European Union, to identify
opportunities for collaboration, promote a stronger European Research effort, establish a more
open and competitive market for defence equipment in Europe and address many of the difficult
issues concerning the European defence technological and industrial base’.

2.1. Background
In its Manifesto the Government stated that ‘we support a strong UK defence industry which
is a strategic part of our industrial base as well as our defence effort’. The defence industry,
both as individual companies and through the Defence Industries Council 29, is widely consulted on defence industrial matters.
The UK regards European restructuring as an essential part of maintaining a strong defence
industry. The UK believes that whilst detailed restructuring plans must be led by industry, governments can help to facilitate such developments. As a major customer of the defence industry,
the MoD can keep industry informed about future programmes to provide a sound basis for
commercial decisions. The Strategic Defence Review set out to achieve this. The UK can also
negotiate international agreements to underpin restructuring. In the short term, these include issues such as: security of supply, security of information, export procedures, research and technology funding, and intellectual property rights.
International collaboration is of increasing importance to UK forward equipment programme. It offers tangible military, economic and industrial benefits and it is essential that the
UK remains at the forefront of developments in this area of joint endeavour.
The UK also regards membership of Organisation Conjointe de Coopération en matière
d'Armement (OCCAR), the quadrilateral armament structure with France, Germany and Italy, as
an opportunity to establish improved collaborative practices with major European partners.

29. The Defence Industries Council is the collective term for those individual industrialists and representatives of the four major defence trade associations (the Society of British Aerospace Companies, Defence Manufacturers Association, Federation of the Electronics
Industry and British Naval Equipment Association) that represent industry's views on the National Defence Industries Council chaired by
the Secretary of State for Defence. This is the primary vehicle through which the MOD consults the defence industries on matters of
common interest.
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2.2. Early 1990s
Direct employment on defence equipment expenditure, i.e. employment at MoD contractors
fell by almost 40% over the period 1979/80 to 1991/92. By 1991/92 a total of 560,000 UK jobs
were dependent on defence expenditure. This consisted of 265,000 dependent on equipment expenditure; 150,000 on non-equipment expenditure and 145,000 on exports. In 1991/92 Britain’s
defence contractors delivered 2600 mEURO (£ 1862m) and the UK imported 883 mEURO
(£ 632m) worth of defence equipment.

2.3. Late 1990s
The UK defence industry market is dominated by a small number of large defence contractors: British Aerospace; GEC; Hunting and Rolls Royce. The industry has gone through a period of adjusting, sometimes painfully, to the changing demands for its product and services.
This has meant closures, rationalization and mergers, GEC acquired a wide range of significant
defence companies including: Plessey; Marconi; Yarrow; Ferranti; and VSEL, whilst British
Aerospace, who briefly flouted with property deals and car manufacturing, bought Royal Ordnance from the Ministry of Defence in 1987. The biggest step towards European defence industry rationalization of recent years, was announced in January 1999, with the merger of B Ae and
GEC defence subsidiary Marconi Electronic Systems. The new company with 99,500 employees and worth around 17,576 mEURO (£ 12,400m) will leave much of the UK defence industry
in the hands of one company.
At the same time, the defence industry and the defence market have become increasingly internationalized, a trend which looks set to continue. Ownership of the defence industry is becoming more multi-national. These changes are bringing about an increased level of mutual interdependence in the procurement and support of equipment. Neither the UK, nor its partners
retain indigenously the full range of defence capabilities.
By 1996/97 UK industrial employment dependent on defence had fallen by 25%, since
1991/92, to a total of 420,000. This consisted of 165,000 jobs dependent on equipment expenditure; 100,000 on non-equipment expenditure and 155,000 on exports. Some 40% of UK output are based on exports. In 1997 the UK was the third biggest exporter of major conventional
weapons, with aggregate exports of 2,631 mUSD. (at constant (1990) prices). The MoD figures
report defence export deliveries of 6476 mEURO (£ 4,598m). Destinations of such exports included Brunei Darussalam, Argentina, Indonesia, Kuwait, Oman, Qatar, Spain, Saudi Arabia,
Brazil, and UAE. The value of arms imports to the UK in 1997 were estimated to be 2170
mEURO (£ 1540m).
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Map 2. British Aerospace military sites in 1995

Source: SBAC.

2.4. Case of conversion
In 1997/98, some 8% of UK defence equipment expenditure was spent in Scotland, representing some 367 mEURO (£ 550m). This spending supported around 54,000 jobs out of a total
Scottish Labour Force of 2,490,000. However between 1990 and 1996 Edinburgh had lost more than
40% of its defence related workforce. In the same period over 12,000 defence jobs have been lost in
Fife and a report published by the Arms Conversion Project in 1996 revealed the total number of defence and defence related jobs lost in the Strathclyde region amounted to 28,910. The job losses were
estimated to have cost the west of Scotland economy in excess of £65 million per year in terms of
lost income.
Across Scotland, local authorities, economic development agencies and trade unions have been
working to highlight the industrial and economic consequences of defence restructuring and to encourage companies to diversify their activities.
The GEC Ferranti workers’ ‘Diversification-Not-Dole’ campaign in late 1991 raised the issue of diversification with a wider audience than previous initiatives. The campaign, which included the only ever March and Rally specifically aimed at the issue of diversification, resulted
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in the company establishing a civil business directorate and being awarded a major contract for
a civil radar system from the Scottish Office. Whilst defence remains the key focus of the company, which is now part of the GEC Marconi empire, they have had some success in space,
civil transport, communications and environmental markets. The company has also undertaken
development work on a range of civil products including laser television.
Other companies in Scotland attempting to diversify into non-military markets include:
• Babcock Rosyth which took over the Rosyth Royal Dockyard, has looked at diversification as the principle means of filling its order books and maintaining employment, skills and
income at the former MoD facility. The aim is to reduce dependency on defence demands and
to turn to other high quality heavy engineering work in which the company’s low-volume cultural background can advantageously utilize Babcock’s specialist skills. The company initially
diversified its activities from refitting Trident Submarines to refitting London Underground
carriages. The company has also utilized its experience in joinery and metal fabrication to win
substantial civil contracts including a multi-million pounds award for a Tricat ferry. By 1999
the company had won a £ 10m contract to refit the Royal Fleet Auxiliary vessel, Fort Victoria,
and had targeted repair and refit of platform support vessels and diving ships serving the North
Sea oil and gas industry as future civilian markets. Babcock has also designed a 60 foot railway
freight wagon, which fits the pan-European loading gauges, and has attracted a great deal of interest from major rail operators in the UK.
• Buccleuch Engineering, who have a division specialising in powder coating such as
painting tanks and soldiers’ radio packs, responded positively to an 80% cut in defence orders
by working closely with Lothian Health Board to design a flexible pushchair for disabled children.
• Raytheon, in Glenrothes, which previously relied on defence-related contracts for 90% of
its business now have 40% of their sales in the commercial market. The company has developed its semiconductor capability for the space and communications; oil and gas exploration,
medical and transport markets. Raytheon also manufactures products and systems for use in:
pipeline inspection gear; oil exploration and drilling applications; and railway management systems.
• Glasgow based Pilkington Optronics has adopted a three pronged approach to the situation. Alongside expansion through acquisition and joint venture, the company has been modifying its military applications for civilian use. As well as selling infrared night-sights to the Australian police to locate smugglers, the company has adapted the protective diamond coatings on
lenses it makes for airforce jets for use in the oil industry. Holographic laser head-up displays,
which project a fighter aircraft’s instrument panel onto the pilots windshield, are another spinoff from military applications. These have been sold to the French post office and the USA’s
North West airlines. Other civil activities pursued by Pilkington Optronics include: Ophthamoscope, Civil Head Up Display (HUD) Optics; LITE (Thermal Camera) and an automobile Night
Vision System which has been successfully developed with Jaguar Cars.
• Also in Glasgow, GEC Yarrow have diversified from military ship building and have
fabricated sections for power stations, built sections of trawlers; discussed fast ferry new-build
and refit and prequalified for water treatment and environmental treatment work. The company
is also a partner in a company which plans to manufacture power barges.

Government Response
The Government said in its election manifesto: ‘We support a strong UK defence industry,
which is a strategic part of our industrial base as well as our defence effort. We believe that part
of its expertise can be extended to civilian use through a defence diversification agency’. Prior
to this activity on arms conversion and defence diversification had been left to trade unions, local authorities and a few academics.
In order to bring the various actors involved in diversification and conversion issues together, the UK Nuclear Free Local Authorities Association established an Arms Conversion
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Project (ACP) in 1988. In late 1996 the ACP produced a draft Proposal for a on a Defence Diversification Agency which, according to the Defence Secretary, George Robertson, provided a
‘powerful input into the debate on the Government plans for a Defence Diversification
Agency’. In March 1998, the Government published a consultative Green Paper ‘Defence Diversification: Getting the most out of defence technology’ (Cm3861). This set out the Government’s views on how the process of encouraging and promoting diversification could best be
achieved, so as to encourage greater two-way technology transfer between the military and civil
sectors. The Defence Diversification Agency (DDA) was established in January 1999, within
the Defence Evaluation and Research Agency (DERA). A Diversification Manager for Scotland
was appointed in May 1999 and is based in the Business Innovation Centre at Rosyth in Fife.
Whilst the DDA seeks to provide a service to companies, organizations and individuals wishing
to apply defence based technology for wider purposes, it does not have any remit to support diversification of defence dependent companies or conversion of military bases.

3. Military Bases
3.1. Background
The Defence Estate exists to provide operational bases, training areas, weapon areas, weapon
ranges, accommodation and logistic facilities and is regarded as a central asset available for the
use of the whole MoD. The Secretary of State for Defence is responsible to Parliament for the
control, use and development of the estate.

3.2. Early 1990s
There has been little information available on the size and nature of the UK defence estate.
The major, and most recent, investigation of the defence estate was conducted by the House of
Commons Defence Committee in 1994.
Size of the UK Defence Estate (1990)
The United Kingdom is made up of Northern Ireland 13,576 sq km, Wales 20,779 sq km,
Scotland 78,133 sq km and England 130,423 sq km. The UK, covers a total of 242,910 sq km
of which the MoD owned around 225,100 hectares and leased a further 15,500 hectares - 1% of
the total land in the UK - making it the second largest estate in single ownership in the UK, after the Forestry Commission.
In addition to the Defence Estate proper, the MoD holds rights of various sorts and for various terms over a further 103.400 hectares of land, principally for Army training, including
77,400 hectares in Scotland.
Nature of the Defence Estate (1990)
The estate is unevenly distributed around the country, varying from 41,388 hectares in Wiltshire to 1 hectare in both the Borders Region in Scotland and in West Glamorgan, Wales.
Around 74% of the total are attributable to training areas and ranges. Other uses are for research
establishments (8.3%) and airfields (8.2%). The estate comprises of an astonishing variety of
several thousand sites.
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Defence Land Holdings geographical distribution (1990)
Region
N. Ireland
Wales
Scotland
England

% of MoD Land Holdings
1.4%
8.7%
8.6%
81.2%

Defence Estate by activity (1990)
Naval Bases
Misc.
Telecom Stations
Storage & Supply Depots
Barracks & Camps
Research Establishments
Airfields
Training Areas & Ranges

0.4%
1.1%
1.9%
2.8%
3.3%
8.3%
8.2%
74.0%

Defence Estate held by service (1990)
In hectares
Royal Navy
Army
RAF
Procurement Exec. & other

13,200
154,300
45,300
27,800

3.3. Late 1990s
During the 1990s the Government introduced a number of measures aimed at more effective
management of the Defence Estate. Rationalization of landholdings and the early sale of surplus
land, at least in theory, became a key priority. The Defence Estate Organization was established
on 1 April 1995 to draw together the lands and works aspects of business across the Department
to allow a strategic overview to be made of the management of the defence estate.
Rationalization within the defence estate has continued to lead to major property disposals.
However, the MoD remains a major landowner in Britain. The majority of holdings are training
land, but they also occupy a built estate of some 80,000 hectares. Properties worth about 490
mio EURO (£ 700m) have been sold since 1990, in addition to the sale of the married quarters
estate. Despite these significant disposals, the Strategic Defence Review began with a presumption that rigorous scrutiny could identify scope for additional sales and reducing running costs.
In 1998 the MoD owned around 220,700 hectares, leased a further 17,800 hectares and had
rights over 124.500 hectares (88.000 in Scotland).
Defence Land Holdings geographical distribution (1998)
N. Ireland
Wales
Scotland
England

1.4%
8.7%
9.6%
80.3%
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Defence Estate by activity (1998)
Naval Bases
Misc.
Telecom Stations
Storage & Supply Depots
Barracks & Camps
Research Establishments
Airfields
Training Areas & Ranges

0.4%
1.6%
2.0%
3.0%
3.0%
6.1%
7.4%
76.5%

Defence Estate held by service (1998)
In hectares
Royal Navy
Army
RAF
Procurement Exec. & other

13,200
155,200
40,600
29,600

Major disposals
The UK re-examination of the defence estate is aimed at doubling the disposal sales, between 1998 and 2002, to more than 490 mEURO (£ 700m). Although the Review focused on
higher value properties, particularly in London, significant estate sales were also identified in
Army sites; storage and support sites; Defence Evaluation and Research Agency sites and office
accommodation. In total, over 350 separate sites, ranging from major establishments to small
parcels of land identified as surplus, were included in the forward disposal programme.
Taken together, the planned programme of disposals will bring the total reduction in the size
of our built estate in the United Kingdom since 1990 to some 20% - about the same as the percentage reduction over that period in the numbers of Service and civilian personnel based
throughout the country.
Training Land
About two-thirds of the defence estate by area is rural training land. A shortfall in the land
available to meet military training requirements had been identified before the Review began.
The MoD do not expect there to be scope for any overall reduction, but the implications of the
Review for military training will be considered.
Management of the Estate
The SDR identified a need for central strategic management of the defence estate, to ensure
that it is managed efficiently and cost-effectively as a coherent whole; that the pressure to reduce holdings is maintained; and that the UK derived maximum value for money from expenditure on property maintenance and capital works. The Review proposed that top level budget
holders would remain individually accountable for the property that they occupied and for funding it, but the Chief Executive of the Defence Estates Agency would be held accountable for the
management of the Estate as a whole.
Under the SDR, estate strategy will be overseen by the Defence Estates Board, chaired by
the Parliamentary under Secretary of State. The strategy should bring together forward plans;
keep existing uses and utilization of the estate under review; and enable MoD to identify further
opportunities for disposals and for sharing between Service users.
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3.4. Cases of base closure
Rosyth Naval Base, Fife, Scotland
Rosyth Naval Base was the base port for almost thirty Minor War Vessels and four Destroyers. The base also had a fleet administration centre and a fleet maintenance unit. There were also
further establishments dotted over the region, as well as support services, police and community
centres. With the introduction of MoD defence cost studies and reviews in 1990 (Options for
Change) and 1994 (Front Line First), the MoD presence in Fife was substantially reduced. The
Royal Naval base experienced significantly rationalization and was finally closed in March 1996.
Overall direct, indirect and induced defence employment in Fife fell from 19,500 in 1991 to below 9,700 in 1996/97.
October 1997 saw the formal ceremony to mark the acquisition of the Rosyth Naval Base by a
new private and public sector partnership, Rosyth 2000 Limited and the inception of Rosyth Europarc and the Port of Rosyth. Rosyth 2000 is made up of some of Scotland’s major companies:
Bank of Scotland; Babcock International; Scottish Power; Forth Ports Plc; with Fife Council.
Rosyth Europarc Ltd is a joint venture, 50% owned by the Rosyth 2000 consortium and 50%
owned by the Teesland Group plc (part of Scarborough Property Company) and the Port of Rosyth is leased by Forth Ports Plc.
Rosyth 2000 sought to regenerate the entire 175 – acre former naval base complex as a major
manufacturing/ business, leisure, tourism and retail site and port. Building on the existing industrial and marine expertise. The first phase involved the development by Rosyth Europarc of a 75
– acre mixed-use of industrial and business park, and retail/leisure campus, expected to generate
3,000 jobs. Key parts of the site reclamation and new infrastructure required for the industrial
redevelopment of the site attracted EU funding from the Konver II Community Initiative, including the adoption, modernization and upgrading of the network utilities (gas, water, electricity and
telecommunications) and the construction of new internal access road. The construction of new
industrial and business campus areas were supported by a grant from the Eastern Scotland
Objective 2 Programme.
The waterfront area adjacent to the Europarc was established by Forth Ports plc as a commercially operated port. The re-development of the Port of Rosyth also attracted funding support
from the EU Objective 2 Programme.
A notable element of the Europarc development included the establishment of a Business Innovation Centre (BIC), to be operated as a limited company. The project was established by a
partnership including the Defence Evaluation Research Agency (DERA), Heriot-Watt University,
Scottish Enterprise, Fife Enterprise, Lauder College and Fife Council. The BIC is expected to
provide an important focus for commercial diversification opportunities arising from defence related technologies.
As a second major phase to the redevelopment of the Rosyth 2000 consortium, through Rosyth Leisureparc, plans to develop a major retail and tourist facility, including a hotel, multimedia visitor attraction and a tourist ‘village’. Rosyth Leisureparc projected that this phase of
the redevelopment would generate 1,000 jobs. It will also secure a major environmental reclamation of a disused MoD site at the eastern end of the former naval base.
As part of the overall redevelopment of the naval base and the continued diversification of the
neighbouring Dockyard, the partners in the Rosyth 2000 consortium were also seeking to facilitate the introduction of a roll-on roll-off ferry service to mainland Europe. The former naval base
is already receiving other sea-borne passenger traffic in the form of a significant number of
cruiseliner visits bringing tourists to east central Scotland.
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Conclusions
Industry
The defence industry in Scotland could be at particular risk as a result of both the divisions within
Europe and also through the whole process of European restructuring.
Within the UK, piece-meal restructuring has already resulted in the loss of independence for all of
Scotland’s main defence companies. The BAe/GEC deal would result in Yarrows Shipbuilders, Marconi Electronics System, BAe Prestwick, R.O Bishopton, and Kvaerner Govan all being part of
‘New BAe’ leaving almost all of Scotland’s defence industries owned by the merged company. In
1998 the Secretary of State for Defence called for UK companies to ‘rationalise, consolidate, and diversify’. The first two of these are well underway and are reaping benefits for company shareholders
as both profits and dividends. However diversification, whilst now at least on the agenda of some
companies, remains peripheral.

Military Bases
As far as Military Base Closures are concerned, Rachel Woodward recently concluded that:
Economic decline can be expected, but economic development can be encouraged through policy
mechanisms. Social change will ensue, and this may be both positive and negative. However there
are particularities to military sites. They often have contamination problems. They are often large
sites. There may be on-going security issues. Although recognition of the conversion problem is discenerable at a European level, with the KONVER initiative, there is less evidence of this closer to
home.... There is no specific funding for conversion at a national level. Guidance on the conversion
process comes from statements in response to other topics (for example, the Rural White Paper), and
in the form of guidelines for the joint working of the MoD and Government Regional Offices on the
disposal of surplus MoD property (DETR, 1997).
Whilst the DETR guidelines are a first step in recognising the need to involve local communities
in managing the disposal of military bases, they are not directly applicable to Scotland. However the
Scottish Office have suggested that this is an issue which the Scottish Parliament may wish to address.

General
The Strategic Defence Review fulfilled the Government's manifesto commitment to reassess
Britain's security interests and defence needs and consider how the capabilities of our Armed
Forces should be adjusted to meet the new strategic realities. However whilst concentrating on
the requirements of the Armed Forces the review itself had little to offer those defence dependent companies and communities whose services were no longer required However the SDR may
yet prove to be the catalyst which enables the Scottish Parliament to work closely with the
MoD and defence companies and communities, to manage the impact of defence changes
within Scotland. This may well act as a model for other parts of the UK.
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Appendix 1
Defence pathfinder
Defence was one of 13 key sectors identified by the Scottish Business and Industry Minister,
Lord MacDonald of Tradeston, as part of the Pathfinders to the Parliament initiative. The Defence Pathfinder Group was drawn from the major defence companies in Scotland and Chaired
by Sir Robert Easton, former Managing Director of Yarrows. The Group proposed the following:
• A specialist unit within the Scottish Office Industry Department should be charged with
being a focal point co-ordinating support for the Scottish defence industry in export markets as
well as in the UK;
• The various Scottish defence companies must ensure that their local MSPs are properly
and adequately briefed on important issues.
• No unacceptable tax or legislation burdens to be imposed, making Scottish companies
non-competitive.
• Suitable credit funding and/or assistance to be in place, including Regional Selective Assistance when, and if necessary.
• MSPs to be kept informed by the Scottish Civil Service on the defence employment statistics of the Scottish scene, and potential problem areas.
• The undoubted latent talent in science and engineering provided by the Scottish universities and technical colleges should not be overlooked, and must be encouraged to order to obviate inevitable skills shortages found out too late.
• Scotland has earned an excellent reputation in the international arena for innovation and
technology. Much of this has stemmed from the research and development within the defence
sector. It is important that the necessary research funding continues to flow into Scotland to invest in future technologies, thus retaining R&D activity that ensures that the operational advantage for the UK services is maintained and that the potential export opportunities are enhanced.
• Falling UK opportunities for defence equipment has led the Scottish defence industry to
be more reliant on the export market. Exports are vital in ensuring that the companies are able
to invest in future technologies. Many foreign Governments overtly or covertly support their
defence companies making them unfairly competitive in the export market. MSPs need to understand that this is the reality of competing in the international defence market place. Scottish
defence companies need Government support in areas such as ease in gaining export licenses. It
is vital for exports that we receive matching Government support as applies in foreign countries.
(Pathfinders to the Parliament)
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Defence and regional conversion: the case of Finland
By Jussi S. Jauhiainen

1. Introduction
The Baltic Sea region is, in geopolitical terms, regarded as part of the European security complex. The area around the Baltic Sea region can be considered as: a European megaregion consisting of several States; a European sub-region consisted of regions and parts of States; a network of different interest groups in the area; or as an imagined community created by regionbuilders (Archer & Jaeger, 1998). During the Cold War, Finland was balanced in a neutral position in between two powers: the Western Europe (NATO) and the Soviet Union (Warsaw Pact).
The particular policy was reflected in the defence structure of Finland which had been regulated
due to losses in the Second World War. The Paris Peace Treaty from 1947 set the limits for the
composition and organization of the defence forces. However, by the 1990s the situation of
Finland had substantially changed related both to external and internal politics. Finland has recently become more active on the international arena, for example, the country joined the Partnership for Peace with NATO in 1994 and the country achieved the status of Western European Union (WEU) observer from 1995 when Finland joined in the European Union.
The aim of this chapter is to discuss issues of regional conversion of defence in Finland in the
1990s. This topic is different in respect to many European countries because the defence industries have never played a substantial role in the national economy of Finland. As a non-allied
country, the size of military troops has always been moderate and there have been no foreign
troops stationed in military bases in the country. Despite this, the Finnish case represents the
same issues that are present elsewhere: troop and personnel reductions, merging and internationalization of defence industries and changing modes of production in defence equipment. There is
substantial amount of theoretical discussion regarding the topic, for example, in defence industries about the post-Fordist modes of production with vertical disintegration of component producers, the role of defence industries and dual-use technology transfer in relation to innovative
regional milieus or globalized economy of scale behind international joint ventures and mergers of
defence industries. The base closures are often discussed with broader revitalization strategies for
urban centres in which the re-use of former military zones can be seen as one aspect of postindustrial late capitalist society. In the chapter is, nevertheless, concentrated on general elements
that regard defence structures and possibilities of conversion in Finland. These are illustrated
with cases of both defence industries and base closures and re-use.
The basic elements in Finnish Security Policy are military non-alliance, independent defence
and membership of the European Union. A credible defence capability is an essential part of the
security policy. Although Finland does not take part in military alliances, the country does seek
active military co-operation. This is needed because of the new geopolitical situation in the Baltic
region, for example, the importance of the demilitarized Åland Islands in the south-west archipelago of Finland is increased. Strategically and economically, Southern Finland is the most important part of the country. Despite this, the airspace of Finland and the northernmost part of the
country have retained their significance because of the importance of nearby regions in greatpower strategies. In the near future of defence policy the ground forces and the preventive capability of the defence forces will be corner stones of Finland. These have been improved by the
creation of readiness brigades in the military commands and by raising the standard of equipment
and training (European Security and Finnish Defence, 1997). In the late 1990s attention has been
given to improving defence-related research and development and also in raising the technology
aspects of military industries.
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1.2. Territorial administrative system
Finland (337 000 square kilometres, 5.1 million inhabitants) is a relatively centralized unitary
state with a two-tier system of provincial administration. The small and demilitarized region of
the Åland Islands is an exception with their own parliament and large degree of autonomy. Traditionally the elected local self-government have had a considerable degree of autonomy, however,
in the late 1990s the role of regions has become more important due to the deepening integration
of Finland into European political structures.
The central government decides on the matters of national interest. It distributes the finance
and sets the national development guidelines, along broad pattern of spatial development and
structural policy guidance. Both the Ministry of Interior and the Ministry of Environment take
part in the development of regional policy. Spatial planning is integrated with economic, social,
environmental and infrastructure planning. Whilst defence is a matter discussed and decided at
central authorities level.
There are two organizations at regional level. The 12 state provinces (lääni) which until the
mid-1990s were the most important organizations at regional level. In 1994 their number were
reduced to five and they became merely regulatory arms of central government with no executive
functions. The governors are appointed by the State and they supervise municipalities for the legality of their actions. However, centrally directed Employment and Economic Development Centres were founded in 1997 to represent the State interests at regional level. These organizations
play key role in funding regional economic development, for example, through channelling European Union Structural Funds to the regions.
The 19 regional authorities (maakuntaliitto) were re-established in 1993 and are joint municipal authorities appointed politically. These are responsible for the regional development of their
territory and have decision-making powers in economic development. From 1999 they have also
had responsibility for planning regional policy, regional planning and general planning within the
region. The ‘regional plan’ is the main strategic instrument which steers local planning and other
land-use planning. The regional plan also reconciles national and local interests. (European
Commission, 1997).
There are also 452 local authorities covering 102 towns (kaupunki) and 350 communes
(kunta). These directly elected municipal councils have general competence for local affairs and
wide powers and responsibilities specifically devolved by the central government. The role of
municipalities was expanded in the 1990s by the Local Government Act of 1995 (European
Commission, 1997).

1.3. Defence force structure
In Finland the civilian legal and administrative setting of the defence force structure was established by the Act of the Defence Forces, 1974, and the State of Defence Act and Readiness
Act, 1991. As in many European States, there is a clear symbolic, political and operational division of power in defence issues within the State: the President is the Supreme Commander, the
Parliament enacts the laws, and the Council of State has the executive power. A Defence Council is responsible for planning and preparation and the Ministry of Defence is responsible for
state administration. Although the normal size of the military forces is small, 17 000 in peacetime, this can rise to 500 000 in periods of conflict (Finnish Defence Forces, 1999).
Despite the growing regionalization in Finland of public policy, especially in economic development issues, defence remains one of the centralized policies that has not been effected by these
changes. Previously the state provinces and military provinces shared basically the same territo-
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rial borders. However when the 19 new regions were created, the old borders of military spatial
structure remained the same. Only recently there has been discussions to reorganise the military
provinces to overlap with the areas of the new regional authorities.
In territorial division of defence, Finland is divided into three large command structures: western, eastern and northern army command. These structures are further divided into 12 military
provinces, of which five are located in the Western, five in the Eastern and two in the Northern
military command. If one looks closer the functional use of territory, there are 10 hunter brigades,
2 armoured brigades, 1 coastal brigade, 14 infantry brigades, 2 naval commands, and 3 air commands (Finnish Defence Forces, 1999). In the territorial organization of Finnish defence a special
emphasis has been always in the safeguard of the eastern frontier. The military areas and regional
division(s) of Finland are illustrated in Figure 1.

1.4. Defence expenditure
The Finnish military expenditure has changed over the last ten years. The defence budget rose
slowly during the 1980s, however, in the early 1990s there was a more rapid growth in defence
spending due to modernization of the warfare, and particularly of the air forces. The defence
budget as a share national spending was 1.4% of Gross Domestic Product (GDP) in 1989, totalling 1 333 MECU. In 1992 defence had risen to 2.0%, 1 700 MECU, however much of this increase was due to the purchase of Hornet F-18 fighters (SIPRI, 1996). The latter part of the
1990s witnessed more of a steady development and both in 1995 and in 1998 defence spending
was 1.6% GDP at 1 550 MECU (SIPRI, 1998). In 1999 defence spending fell slightly to 1,517
MECU.
The defence spending consists of equipment procurement (587.0 MECU, 38.7%), labour expenses (572.2 MECU, 37.7%), payroll and operation costs (130.3 MECU, 8.6%), real estate
(127.0 MECU, 8.4%), upkeep of conscripts (89.1 MECU, 5.9%), and peace keeping (11.8
MECU, 0.8%). Currently there are no major plans to increase, nor decrease, military expenditure,
however, compared to the general growth in the Finnish economy, defence spending is decreasing
relatively. The relative amount of military defence expenditure in Finland is slightly smaller than
in its neighbouring countries Sweden and Norway (Finnish Defence Forces, 1999). Nevertheless,
it has been proposed to evaluate the general expenditure demands every 3-4 years. The development of military expenditures in Finland during the 1990s is illustrated in Table 1.

Table 1. Military expenditures in the 1990s in Finland (mUSD)

share of GDP
amount

1991

1992

1993

1994

1995

1996

1997

1998

1.9

2.0

1.9

1.8

1.5

1.6

1.5

1.6

2 180

2 219

2 155

2 120

1 968

2 114

2 078

2 213

Source: SIPRI (1999, 313).

2. Defence industries
2.1. Background
The defence industries in Finland have played only a limited role in the national economy and
have never been regarded as important economic priority. However, armaments production is
considered important in those localities in which the equipment production takes place. Further-
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more, specific defence trademarks and products have gained important symbolic national value.
This was illustrated in the mid-1990s when there was a decision to allow state-led Finnish defence industries to enter into joint ventures with foreign capital. The heated debate generated by
the decision was related solely to the symbolic aspect of the traditional industries and their names
rather than to the economic rationality of the decisions.
An important issue related to the defence industry development and production sphere, is the
self-sufficiency principle of the Finnish defence system. This principle aims to ensure that a certain volume of domestic defence production capacity will remain in Finland and that there will be
both state-owned and private enterprises working in the Finnish defence industry. The total defence policy carried out by the central authority means that domestic production will not be outsourced despite the globalization trends of defence production systems. Within the new division of
labour in defence industries, this has created a challenge for central authorities to keep up with
the traditional aims of defence industrial policy. The previous emphasis on home market industry
with private and state-owned producers has been replaced by internationalization strategies,
merging of Finnish defence sector enterprises and increasing reliance on defence exports.
Ammunition and logistical products, such as motorized vehicles, have traditionally formed by
far the largest sectors of defence equipment for export. More recently electronics and high technology have been expanding export fields. This is linked to the rapid increase in the role of communication technologies in Finnish society and in the national GDP. In future strategies the defence forces will support the existence of a manufacturing central defence equipment. In addition
to the direct impact on employment resulting from procurement of equipment by the defence
forces, defence spending also has an indirect benefit to companies' other product development
programmes and applications of advanced technology. In the national defence industry strategy
efforts are made to keep domestic orders at an adequate level and rely on domestic suppliers to
manufacture heavy weapons, ammunition and off-road vehicles for the ground forces, build vessels and mines for the Navy, make personal gear for combat personnel and special electronic
products and maintain command and information systems (European Security and Finnish Defence, 1997). The most important defence equipment is often procured in peacetime, due to the
long lead-times required and the small production capacity available. The merging of Finnish defence industries into international joint ventures creates a situation in which it is not anymore so
clear how much the production by defence industries really is a national issue.
The equipment needs of the Finnish defence forces are directed towards high technological expertise, in which the Finnish industry depends on its own ability and possible opportunities for
foreign co-operation. Finnish defence industries have a specific situation, so the country has to
import a substantial proportion of advanced-technology systems, such as missiles, combat aircraft and helicopters. The aim in defence strategy is to include offset, or industrial participation,
requirements in defence procurement contracts. These formed an important element in the recent
Hornet F-18 purchase; however, it has been very difficult to implement these requirements in
practice. This has created negative situation concerning large purchases. It is argued that the
manufacturing and assembling of foreign defence equipment in Finland will result in the transfer
of advanced technology to the country and an enhanced security of supply for the national defence forces (European Security and Finnish Defence 1997). Nevertheless, the aim is to raise the
level of defence equipment contracts placed nationally from 15% to 50% by increasing production development, technology transfer and international co-operation. Traditionally the Government in Finland has had no national policy to support the indigenous defence industries (HARE,
1999).
The Finnish defence equipment industry in the late 1990s is divided into logistics platforms
(30% of production), combat equipment (30%), electronics (20%), and aerospace structures and
maintenance (20%). Motor vehicles and platforms have traditionally accounted for about half of
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the production. Because of the low level of defence equipment exports, there has been little pressure on internationalization and merging of Finnish defence production companies. Whilst there
has been a policy of ‘limiting’ defence exports due to Finland’s consistent policy of neutrality,
this has been altered in recent years. The self-containment policy has been guaranteed by state
owned companies which have been privatized in recent years. For example, ‘Patria industries’,
the largest industrial company currently in Finland, was privatized in 1996 and is already
strongly engaged in the process of international restructuring, this is discussed in detail later.
There are other signs of international co-operation of the Finnish defence industry in the late
1990s. The Finnish defence industry became a full member of the European Defence Industries
Group in 1999. Finland is also following and taking part in the Nato Industrial Advisory Group,
the Working Party on a European Armaments Policy, and the Conference of National Armaments
Directors as well as in specific Nordic co-operation schemes of defence industries. By 1998 there
were 23 enterprises belonging to the Association of Finnish Defence Industries. These industries
employed 1 700 people working directly in defence production and output totalled 23.5 MECU.
All enterprises are privately run except Patria, the largest company (HARE, 1999). It is geographically significant that only one enterprise is located in the Northern Finland. There are further 27 enterprises which work as sub-contractors or direct component producers for defence
technology (Finnish Foreign Association, 1998).

2.2. Early 1990s
There has regularly been a large deficit between the value of arms exports and imports to
Finland. In the early 1990s arms exports from Finland were only about 5 MECU (1992) annually. However, at the same time Finland ranked 38th in the World table of arms importers (between 1988-93). The annual value of these imports was in at the same period (1991) about 75
MECU, that is 15 times more than exports (SIPRI, 1997). This financial deficit helps to explain
the national drive towards internationalization of the defence industries. Furthermore as levels of
defence production and exports have consistenly been low, the issue of conversion has never been
important in the Finnish context.

2.3. Late 1990s
The late 1990s have witnessed changes in the relationship between arms exports and imports.
Arms exports have more than doubled, to approximately 11.5 MECU in 1996. Although it should
be stated that this was from a particularly low starting point, the total value of exports was only
59 MECU between the years 1992-96. The European Union was the main receiver of Finnish defence exports with 79.2% A further 13.2% were exported to countries without specific restrictions and 7.6% to countries in which the export decision was taken case by case. The foremost
largest partner in 1998 was the Netherlands (17.7 MECU) due to one specific order regarding
armed vehicles. Other major receivers were Switzerland (2.9 MECU), Germany (2.0 MECU),
France (1.7 MECU) and Kuwait (1.4 MECU). The largest category of export was vehicles (19.2
MECU) followed by ammunition (4.4 MECU), protection equipment (4.8 MECU), other (1.2
MECU), and hand guns and rifles (0.4 MECU) (Ministry of Defence, 1999). Accompanying this
rise in defence exports has been an increase in dual-use production by companies which previously produced only for defence forces.
The value of arms imports have grown by more than six times in the 1990s, placing Finland
as the 18th largest in the World in 1998 (SIPRI, 1999). Arms imports amounting to some 478
MECU in 1996 illustrated the controversial fact that Finland was heavily militarising in the
1990s at a time when the country was experiencing the most severe economic decline since the
war. A total of 1,809 MECU was spent on arms export between 1992-96. Furthermore Finland
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spent about 18 MECU in 1995 on military research and development. In the late 1990s Finland
imported over forty times more than exported in the same period. The development of the arms
import and export in the 1990s is illustrated in Table 2.
The Finnish defence industry released in the late 1990s a joint product development and technology programme, drawn up in close collaboration with the Finnish defence forces and the
Technology Development Centre. The Readiness Brigades need demanding and developed defence equipment services. An international study demonstrates that Finland devotes only 15% of
the European Union average of its defence expenditure to technology development programmes.
The new programme serves the Finnish defence forces more effectively, and improves the sector's
capability to compete on the increasingly integrated European defence equipment market (European Security and Finnish Defence, 1997). The strategy proposal for the defence industries proposes that Finland should use annually between 42-50 MECU for defence technology programme. This would require the current spending to be tripled (HARE 1999).
The aim of the programme is to promote the competitiveness and growth potential of the defence industry in the defence and civilian sectors both within Finland and in export opportunities.
The programme also seeks to produce high-standard defence products both for national use and
for export, to achieve technological advance in selectively in Finnish defence technology and to
promote co-operation and networking both within Finland and internationally, and in particular in
Europe. The programme comprises of five technology areas with their own framework: systems
maintenance and development; technologies of reconnaissance, surveillance, command, data
transfer and electronic warfare; transport and equipments technologies; weapons systems; and
fuel and explosive technology (Patria, 1999).

Table 2. Arms export and import in Finland in the 1990s (mUSD)
1991

1992

1993

1994

1995

1996

1997

1998

export

-

5

-

-

-

12

-

-

import

98

698

564

189

155

574

492

647

Source: SIPRI (1999, 428).

2.4. Reorganization of defence industry: the case of Patria Industries
Patria is a Finnish defence equipment and technology group owned by the Ministry of Trade
and Industry and specializing in industrial products and services. It was established in 1996 by
the merger of Patria Finavitec Oy and its subsidiaries (Patria Finavicomp Oy), Patria Vammas
Oy and its subsidiaries (Vammas Defencetec Oy, and Vammas Maskin AB) and Patria Vehicles
Oy. The latter two form the ‘Patria Engineering’ business group and ‘Patria Ammunition’ forms
the remainder of the group (Patria, 1999).
Patria is the leading manufacturer of defence equipment in Finland and is an important part of
the economic and military foundation of Finland's independent defence capability. In 1998 the
Group had an annual turnover of 177.8 MECU and employed 1,862 staff. The Group produces
aircraft and spacecraft structures, aircraft maintenance, defence electronics, telecommunications
and space electronics, military and special vehicles, artillery, mortars and ammunition and
through joint ventures ammunition, propellants and explosives. Patria also manufactures civil
products in its fields of specialization, and provides maintenance and repair services. Civilian
products represent 38% of the corporate net sales. The Group is seeking to increase the value of
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its shares and become profitable in all of its activities (Patria, 1999). However, by early 1999 this
profitability aim had not been achieved fully (Table 3, Table 4).

Table 3. Net sales of Patria Group, 1998 and 1997
FIM million

1998

%

1997

%

Patria Engineering

476.8

45 %

370.7

37 %

Patria Finavitec

429.2

41 %

343.1

34 %

Patria Lapua

152.9

14 %

287.7

29 %

- 2.0%

Intragroup sales
Patria Group

1 056.9

100 %

- 6.6 %
994.9

100 %

Source: Patria (1999).

Table 4. Net sales of Patria Group, by market area, 1998 and 1997
FIM million

1998

%

1997

%

Finland

634.4

60 %

643.5

65 %

Other European countries

333.2

32 %

235.8

24 %

89.3

8%

115.6

11 %

1056.9

100 %

994.9

100 %

Other countries
Patria Group

Patria has started to co-operate with domestic and foreign partners to strengthen the competitiveness aspects. It is closely involved in the Nordic ammunition and explosives industry through
joint ventures, and the Group has reached a leading European position in their branch of industry.
A new stage in Finnish defence industries development was taken when Celsius AB of Sweden,
Patria Industries Oyj of Finland and Raufoss ASA of Norway signed an agreement in 1998 to establish a Nordic ammunition company, Nammo AS (HARE, 1999). Raufoss own 45% of the
shares, while Patria and Celsius each own 27.5%. The established Group was with net sales of
around 180 MECU and a workforce of some 1 400 persons. Nammo AS owned 100% of the subsidiary companies Nammo Liab AB in Sweden, Nammo Lapua Oy in Finland and Nammo Raufoss AS in Norway. In late 1998 Celsius AB of Sweden and Patria Industries Oyj of Finland established a common propellant and explosives company, Nexplo Industries AB. The net sales of
the Nexplo Industries Group at the time of establishment were around 51 MECU and the Group
employed some 400 staff. Nexplo Industries AB took 100% ownership in the subsidiary companies Nexplo Vihtavuori Oy in Finland and Nexplo Bofors AB in Sweden. Celsius AB owns 60 %
of the shares of the new company while Patria Industries Oyj own 40 %. Through these rearrangements the Group aims to attain a stronger international market position, to offer a larger
product range and to become more competitive by combining resources in marketing & sales and
in research & development (Patria, 1999).
Regarding these new aspects of co-operation Mr. Jorma Eloranta, President and CEO of the
Patria Group stated that: ‘In defence equipment industry, interaction and co-operation, not segregation, are part of the present and future policies. Via a Nordic joint venture we will be able to
improve the competitiveness of Finnish know-how and create new possibilities for exports’. ‘This
appointment is part of Patria Group’s investment into international co-operation. Finland expects
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foreign suppliers to enter into industrial participation programs with Finnish companies when the
Finnish defence forces do major purchases from abroad. The international development is leading
to multinational procurement programs which is also speeding up the co-operation of the industries.’ Further example of specialisation was when in 1999 Patria Vammas which belongs to Patria Engineering Division and manufactures mortars and field guns bought from the Finnish technology giant Nokia the product rights of message terminals equipment and Fire Control Systems
for development of electronics for future weapon systems in 1999 (Patria, 1999). However, the
balance of payments of Patria in 1999 was negative 78 millions FIM.

3. Military bases
3.1. Background
The creation and closure of military bases (or garrison areas as they are referred to in the Finnish context) is essentially based on the decisions by the central civilian and military authorities.
Currently the Ministry of Defence owns 70 600 hectares of land and 17 060 hectares of water.
These include 8 700 buildings and 6 800 dwellings. The Forest and Park Service owns a further
220 000 hectares. In total the defence related areas cover approximately 1% of Finnish territory
(Ministry of Defence, 1999).
The base closure and regional conversion in Finland is essentially linked to the changes in
geopolitical situation of the country. On the one hand, the modernization of defence forces and
restructuring of the economy have created a situation in which there is no longer the need for
equally distributed forces all around the country. In particular changes regard the frontier areas,
both at the north-western and the north-eastern part of the country. In the West the European Union Agreement has abolished many functions of the borders between the Member States. In the
East the Finnish border is the external border of the European Union and is the only border that
the Union has with Russia. On the other, the structural changes in defence forces have meant that
many functions that were previously based on large numbers of troops are now increasingly organized with the help of modern technology.
In the 1980s there was a relatively stable structure to the military bases located at the frontier
zones (Figure 1). During this period there was only up-grading in some functions. However in the
period up to the mid-1990s, five bases were closed of which three were located in eastern Finland
(Joensuu, Lappeenranta, and Kouvola), one in the centre of the country (Kontiolahti) and one in
the North (Sodankylä). All of these localities are small and except for Joensuu have no significant
regional economic importance. In this sense base closures have only effected those localities in
which the military have played an important social and economic role.
The defence development strategy in 1997 described in detail how the role of the Military
Provinces was to be revised. They would bear responsibility in their respective areas for conscription-related matters, mobilization of wartime forces, arrangement and command of local-level defence and for directing and supporting voluntary national defence work. However, the operational
tasks were pruned and the staff reduced. Also the boundaries of the Military Provinces were redrawn in line with the new regional authorities so that each Military Province is either coterminous with one region or includes several regions. The military offices subordinate to the Military
Provinces were closed (European Security and Finnish Defence, 1997). The strategy was implemented in the end of the 1990s. Future issues to be addressed will be rationalization and outsourcing of some services linked to defence forces, mainly in maintenance and repairing activities.
Significant changes were also proposed for the regional reorganization, these had been partly
implemented by 1999. The reason for these changes was the burden on public expenditure and the
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unnecessary large infrastructure. The Western Command's readiness brigade training will be concentrated in Säkylä, where the basic training of forces for international tasks takes place, the
Eastern Command's in Vekaranjärvi and the Northern Command's in Kajaani. The Armoured
Brigade in Parola is already a training centre. The central authorities aim to sell the abandoned
sites, however by 1999 there had been only a few examples of site disposal and these mainly concerned small sites located within densely urbanized areas.

Figure 1. Defence organization and regional councils in Finland

Source: Finnish Defence Forces

The formation of a readiness brigade in the Northern Command area required that the training
for army engineers and signals personnel was transferred from Oulu to Kajaani in 1999 when the
Pohja Brigade was disbanded in Oulu. This case is discussed in more detail later in this chapter.
Training obligations and personnel numbers were also reduced in Sodankylä and Mikkeli. According to the plan the signals training would be transferred from Keuruu to the readiness brigades belonging to the Western and Eastern Commands. A national engineering and protection
training centre will be created in Keuruu when the Engineer School from Kouvola and the NBC
Protection Depot from Vaajakoski are transferred there (European Security and Finnish Defence,
1997).
Regiments serve as the national training centres. In the strategy is presented that the national
field artillery training centre will be in Niinisalo, command and communication in Riihimäki, air
defence in Hyrylä and logistics in Lahti. The national training centre for special forces operations
will be located in Utti and special training in urban combat will be provided in Helsinki. In Utti
was started in autumn 1999 special training course for helicopter pilots. There will be battalion-
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size training centres with the function of producing wartime ground forces in Sodankylä, Mikkeli
and Kontioranta (European Security and Finnish Defence, 1997).
The formation of the Maritime Defence Commands required merging and transfers of forces.
The Archipelago Sea Naval Command, the Turku Coastal Regiment, the Gulf of Finland Naval
Command and the Suomenlinna Coastal Regiment were merged to form the Maritime Defence
Commands which are responsible for maritime defence in their operational areas. The number of
training forts will be further reduced (European Security and Finnish Defence, 1997).
The Uusimaa Brigade will be incorporated into the Maritime Defence Command. Training of
both coastal infantry units and mobile coastal artillery will be concentrated in Tammisaari, which
remains as a Swedish-speaking regiment in Finland. The Hanko Coast Artillery Battalion will be
reduced and incorporated into the Maritime Defence Command in which it is located. The Vaasa
Coast Artillery Battalion was disbanded in 1999 and its training responsibilities were reassigned
to the Uusimaa Brigade which is discussed later in the case study (European Security and Finnish
Defence, 1997).

3.2. Cases of military base closure
There were in the late 1980s and early 1990s closures of garrison areas and military bases
linked to the reorganization of Finnish defence forces. The main reasons for such closures were
financial and also to reflect the decrease in total number of conscripts. The localities affected by
these early base closures were Joensuu, Kouvola, Lappeenranta and Kontiolahti. Most of the activities were relocated to other garrisons. The former sites were used for other purposes, in Kouvola for training and education centre of the University of Helsinki. The decisions regarding the
closure were decided at the central authorities level, with localities having no direct influence on
the issue.
The more recent base closure during the late 1990s was linked to the strategic reorganization
of the defence forces. Again the need to save money was a major factor and whilst this can be
perceived as a problem there can be advantages from the viewpoint of the local authorities. The
military bases have had a significant positive role in local economy in some smaller areas, especially in remote and/or sparsely populated areas. The bases and the people they support have contributed positively into local spending and created income through local taxation. Examples are
provided here of two cases in which there was strong resistance against the closure but which
have resulted in closure and conversion activities.
One case in which base closure was perceived as a problem is that of the Pohja Brigade, located in the Oulu military province in Northern Finland. The town of Oulu has 115 000 inhabitants and due to production and development by the company Nokia it has recently become one of
the most important localities for technology production. There are also several other activities being developed which are related to the technology sector. Despite the local authorities lobbying
against the decision to make the base redundant, the military base was closed in February 1999.
The size of the base was relatively small: in 1987 there were 1 037 military personnel. This had
reduced to 225 at the end on 1998 and by the beginning of 2000 there will be only be some administrative personnel left. The reason for the resistance against the closure was mainly economic. It has been estimated that the direct annual loss from town budget due to tax deficit was
about 25 MECU per annum. Additional to this was the amount of money that the military personnel spent locally. After the closure the property of the defence forces was divided between the
State, the Union for Lung Disease, and the municipality of Oulu. The State had the most remote
areas which included the former motor vehicle garrison, the ULD had four barracks and the town
a field in which was located several storage and repairing buildings. The town was particularly
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interested in redeveloping this site and is currently drawing a detailed plan for the area. In the
plan the area will be cleared and converted to include housing, and possibly a communication and
adult training centre. The estimation is that the design will be finished in 2000 (Oulu Town
Council, 1999).
Another example of base closure is the Vaasa Coast Artillery Battalion. This base is located
in Western Finland, in the Vaasa military province in the town of Vaasa which has 56 000
inhabitants. Vaasa is also an important regional centre. Again there was strong resistance against
the closure, not only because of economic reasons but also due to the symbolic value which the
military had to the town. The loss of employment had a negative impact on the whole area and to
the garrison was attached many imago questions. Especially elderly people were against the closure this was seen in the project organized by the town council which collected ideas for re-use
from the population. The project gathered over 200 ideas which were handed to the local planning
authorities in 1999 after the closure. Both local and regional authorities observed critically the
closure, but the decisions were taken at central authority level. Whilst some of the area remained
in the property of the state some was given to the local authorities. The base was very small, previously employing some 80 workers and this had been reduced to 35. However the location of the
area was more significant incorporating 15 000 square meters in the central part of the town of
Vaasa. This was significant regarding the re-use possibilities. Currently 70% of the area has been
rented out for local entrepreneurs and organizations covering the annual maintenance costs. Four
large wooden barracks which were part of the historical military sites have been evaluated and
restored. In the future the area will most likely be designed for housing and office uses. This redevelopment will take place around the year 2002 (Vaasa town council, 1999).

4. Conclusions
The Finnish case study of regional aspects of conversion illustrates a different scale of European defence industry with small-scale and home market oriented production. The case illustrates
a different scale of European defence industry oriented towards the small-scale and home market.
This study discussed the development and changes in Finnish defence policy in the 1990s regarding defence industries and military bases and the cases of regional conversion. These topics have
not been studied substantially in Finland, partly due to their relative small importance on national
economics and partly due to lack of material regarding the cases. However, Finland is increasingly taking part in defence related issues in European policy, thus an outlook of the Finnish
situation is required.
The traditional neutrality approach of Finnish policy has slowly withered as the country has
increasingly become involved in international defence activities. The defence industry was until
relatively recently part of the Finnish self-containment policy and had no major aims to increase
export orders. However, the radical change of defence equipment production with large-scale
mergers and restructuring are also present in Finland. Patria Industries Group, the largest defence
enterprise in Finland with 1 900 employees and a budget of 177.8 MECU, was established
through mergers in 1996 in order to improve the competitiveness of defence industries. Currently
defence technology is gaining more importance and this has become an area of increasing importance to the Finnish defence strategy. Likewise dual-use, although still small scale, is becoming
more common. For example, the Patria Industries Group now has 38% of its total production oriented towards the civilian sector. The company is state owned, however, the economic result was
negative in 1999.
The closure of military bases is a recent phenomenon in Finland. The geopolitical changes in
the surrounding areas and the rationalization and modernization of the army have contributed to
the base closures in Finland in the late 1990s. However, until now, the issue has only been of lo-
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cal importance. In some cases the closure has had a positive impact on local development through
conversion. The land-use redevelopment for housing, offices, retailing and education, especially
in the areas close to town centres, has shown positive sides of the closure, which had initially
been perceived negatively by the local authorities. In many cases of base closure the regional and
local authorities have tried to influence on the decision regarding the closure but very seldom they
have had any substantial outcomes. Thought there has been some important devolution of power
to regional authorities, the territorial organization of defence still is strongly centralized issue in
Finland as well.
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Defence and regional conversion: the case of Hungary
By Pál Tamás and Zoltan Ferencz

1. Introduction
Hungary as one of the new democracies of Central and Eastern Europe had – also in respect
its defence economy – a turbulent decade behind it. The dissolution of the Warsaw Pact and
elimination of the system of Soviet military bases in Hungary in 1989-91 was not only an integral part, but decisive precondition of the transfomation. Hungary entering into the NATO in
1999 started important military reforms. Reorganization of the defence economy could and
should be interpreted in this general framework.

1.1. Legal acts and Treaties Regulating Defence Issues
a.

§20 of Constitution of the Hungarian Republic [originally issued in 1949, modified after a
few times], contents the basic statements about the defence of the country and its military
forces.
b. Decrete 94/1998. [XII.29] OGY of the Hungarian Parliament describes the basic principles
of national security and defence policy of the country.
c. CX.1993 Law is the Defence Law of the Republic.
d. The XLIII.1996 Law regulates the service for professionals in the defence sectors.
e. The XLIV.1996 Law regulates conditions for the ordinary military service [including the
Defence Forces, the Border Guard. etc.].
f. The XLV.1996 Law describes the legal status of professors, students and management of
military colleges [and other higher educational institutions of the defence sector].
g. Decretes 88/1995 [VII.6.] OGY and 115/1996 [XII.6] OGY of the Hungarian Parlament
offers size and direction of middle- and long-range transformation of the army.
h. Directive 2383/1995 of the Government is the long-term reform concept [finalized for
2005] of the Hungarian Defence Forces.
i. 10.3.1990 Hungarian-Soviet Intergovernmental Treaty about the withdraw of Soviet troups
[Southern Army Group] from Hungary.
j. 17.6.1992 activation of the CFE reducing in 40 months with 510 tanks, 207 artillery and
30 special carriers the capacities of Hungarian Defence Forces.
k. Decrete 112/1995 [XII.2] OGY of the Parliament about transfer of the IFOR troups.
l. Decrete 114/1995 [XII.2] OGY about delegation of Hungarian units to the IFOR troups.
m. Decrete 109/1996 [XII.17] OGY of the Parliament about delegation of Hungarian units
into the SFOR troups.
n. XLIX.1997 Law accepting the Hungarian-US intergovernmental agreement about stationing US troops in Hungary.

1.1.2. Division of roles and responsabilities in the national defence
In peace central organs of control and management of defence activities are the Parliament,
President of the Republic, the Minister, and commanders of other services. Territorial defence
policies would be coordinated by the capital city and county defence committees, local community defence committees and the mayors. Governance with defence forces is the prerogative of
the Parliament, President and the Government. Declaration of Extraordinary situations is mandate of the Parliament and the President of the Republic. In this situation a National Defence
Council is the major body governing the defence sector.
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1.2. Regional, territorial governance
On the community level 75 special defence regulations are listed for the city major and 71
regulations for the city administrators.
Territorial structure of the national defence system.
a. until 1995: 3 military districts – Tata, Kaposvar, Cegled
b. after 1995: national headquarters of the Chief of Staff – Budapest
- headquarters of the Chief of Staff, Army – Szekesfehervar
- headquarters of the Chief of Staff, Air Force – Veszprem

2. Defence Industry
After the uprising of 1956 the Hungarian armed forces were ‘not trusted’ within the WTO,
so they only received obsolete equipment and a generally marginal role in the ovrall Warsaw
Pact Strategy. Following the internal consolidation process of the post-1956 period, the army
kept a relatively low social profile in the country. As a consequence, the Hungarian defence industry became extremely outward-oriented and disattached from the needs of the national
armed forces.
In 1991, when the sector's crisis was already manifest, the state budget still allocated a certain sum for military technical development [under the heading of ‘experimental research’]. Beside the specialised central funds other agencies [principally branch ministeries] financed military related production and development as well. The Ministry of Industry had f.e. from 1991 a
special fund of yearly Ft200-300 mn for military development projects.
In 1993 a special Defence Industry and Defence Technology Development Committee was
set up within the National Technical Development Committee [OMFB – a sort of Ministry of
Technology]. Enterprises could apply to this committee for preferential loans to develop competitive new products. Despite the drave crises in the sector the development of new defence
technology – financed by the OMFB, the Ministry of Defence and Ministry of Industry – was
continuous throughout the 1990s.
The commitment of the concerned state institutions played a cruical role in keeping up military-related R&D in time when the national R&D activities had shrank to an unprecedently low
level. In 1988-1995 it decreased from 2.3 to 0.8% of the GDP. Simultaneously with the diminishing central research budgets, the bulk of companies gave up partly or completely their research activities.
Although military-related R&D never stopped, there was a large gap between development
and actual production. Between 1989-1993 out of 40-50 strictly military related projects, developed at the HTI [the major state-owned military R&D institution], only 3-4 were actually applied at the armed forces. A general concern of defence industry managers is that in several
branches local defence industry produced [produces] much more sophisticated equipment that
those used by the national armed forces.
In 1993 the Military Industrial Office presented 10 companies that were proposed to become
the core of a new military industrial holding [Nitrokemia, TAKI, PVG, Technika, Mechlabor,
AKFV, MIKI, DIGEPAG, Matrafem and FEG]. Part of those companies were ‘real defence’
firms, others were R+D companies, ‘Technika’ was an arms trade company that in the past enjoyed the exlusive monopoly over weapon trade in Hungary.
By the end of 1993 at the Central European Defence, a major military equipment show, organized regularly in Budapest, the Military Industrial Office made public a catalogue of com-
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panies, involved into the military production, which contained 43 private and state owned
firms.
An other list in 1997 presented by a department of the Ministry of Trade and Industry contained 62 companies that were or wanted to be involved in defence-related activity in Hungary.
However, multiplication of firms shows not growth of the sector, but rapid decentralisation or
disintegration of the Hungarian defence industry. There were no significant green-field establishments in the sector.
According to a list published in January 1998, there were 13 major companies in the country
whose military production had a strategic significance:
Dunai Repülögépgyar RT [aerospace], Fegarmy KFT, Gamma Works, Hiradastechnika
Szövetkezet [communication], MATAV [telecom], MFS [ammunition], VT-Mechlabor,
Mechanikai Müvek, Raba [vehicles], Videoton Holding, TKI [communication R&D], AntennaHungaria, MIKI [control eq.].
All together, the government policy concerning defence industry was one, but not only decisive factor that shaped the defence-related sector in Hungary. Company strategies and market
forces were, perhaps here even more important.

3. Conversion
In the optimal case conversion should have taken place at the level of enterprises. This could
have diminished the waste of resources, formerly tied to the military-related activity. Since
genuine conversion took place rather rarely in Hungary, a second best option was regional level
conversion. Regions that formerly were heavily dependent on defence industry (mainly in the
North East of the country) were seriously distorted when the sector collapsed. Practically each
settlement that had significant defence-related production found itself in a crisis in the early
1990's.
Defence industry managers could foresee the forthcoming crisis, since there were many
warning signals about the exhaustion of the WTO system. At the same time the crisis was a bad
surprise for the regional authorities. In some cases, like in Borsod-Abauj-Zemplen county,
where DIGÉP-AG and Eszakmagyarorszagi Vegyimüvek [Northhungarian Chemical Works]
were located or in Sirok, where the MFS worked, neither regional level authorities, nor companies themselves were able to carry out a genuine transformation of their area. The new, competitive, [predominantly] civilian regional economy was able to gradually re-absorb the resources released by the reduced defence sector. This was the case of Szekesfehervar, where
Videoton and Ikarus were based, in Ajka, where a former Videoton branch company and an
aluminium plant worked, or Veszprem, where Bakony Works and several other, military-related
enterprises functioned.
By 1997-1998 the Hungarian defence industry became relatively stabilized. This meant that
a few companies [Videoton, Orion, FEG] were genuinely prospering. Others managed to survive with modest, but relatively stabile future prospects.
In 1997 only 15% of the Hungarian defence industy output was destined for local use, the
rest was exported. Since the Hungarian armed forces practically did not order from local defence industry, even this small amount of internal comsumption was largely made possible
through the participation of foreign companies, like f.e. an off-set deal with the French MATRA Defence. According to another source [Takacs, 1997], the usable productive capacities of
the Hungarian defence related companies could have made possible to cover approximately 2535% of the Hungarian armed forces needs in 1996.
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APPENDICES
Legal Background
1. Act XX of 1949 on the Constitution of the Republic of Hungary includes key provisions
on the defence of Hungary in general and the Defence Forces in particular. They are as follows:
Article 5 states that the State of the Republic of Hungary safeguards the freedom of the people, the sovereignty and territorial integrity of the country, and the national borders registered in
international treaties;
Article 6 (1) states that the Republic of Hungary repudiates war and that it refrains from the
use of force against the independence or territorial integrity of other states. It also refrains from
the threat of the use of force;
Para 1 of Article 8 states that in a state of emergency or in martial law the observation of
fundamental rights may be suspended or their exercise curtailed;
Para 3 of Article 19 regulates the conditions of the declaration of a state of war and the questions of concluding peace, the conditions of the declaration of the state of emergency and the setting up of the National Defence Council as well as those of martial law and the conditions of the
use of the Defence Forces outside or inside the country;
Para 1 of Article 19/A states that if Parliament is prevented from making the decisions concerned, the President of the Republic may declare the state of war, announce state of emergency,
set up the National Defence Council or proclaim martial law;
Article 19/A provides for the composition of the National Defence Council, its duties and
scope of authority;
Article 19/C provides for the powers of the President of the Republic concerning the use of the
Defence Forces upon the declaration of martial law as well as concerning the introduction of extraordinary measures in case Parliament is prevented from taking action;
Article 19/D provides for the passing of a law on the detailed rules applicable during a state of
emergency or martial law, respectively;
Article 19/E authorizes the Government to adopt the necessary measures in the case of unexpected attacks or acts threatening the constitutional order, the security of the lives and property of
citizens, public order and public security;
Article 29 (2) states that the President of the Republic is the commander-in-chief of the Defence Forces;
Point (i) of para 1 of Article 30/A states that the President of the Republic is empowered to
appoint or promote generals;
Point (h) of para 1 of Article 35 states that the Government supervises the operation of the
Defence Forces. Point (i) states that the Government takes the necessary measures to avert the
consequences of emergency situations, also providing that in an emergency situation the Government may pass decrees and measures deviating from the provisions of certain laws;
Para 1 of Article 70/A includes provisions on the Hungarian armed forces (the Hungarian Defence Forces and the Border Guards) and the detailed provisions of their obligations;
Article 70/B defines the conditions under which the Defence Forces may cross the borders of
the state; provides for the application and supervision of the use of the Defence Forces in the case
of martial law, for the party membership of the military and their political activities;
Article 70/H provides for the citizens’ national defence obligations as well as their armed or
non-armed service obligations;
Article 70/E provides for the basic financial and material services obligations of the citizens.
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2. Resolution 27/1993 (23 April) of the Hungarian National Assembly defines the principles
of the national defence of the Republic of Hungary
The resolution addresses the following issues:
I. Principles and objectives of national defence policy
II. Factors threatening the security of the Republic of Hungary
III. Strategy of national defence policy
IV. The system of national defence
V. Composition and functions of the Defence Forces
VI. Foundations of the development of Defence Forces
3. Act CX of 1993 is devoted to the national defence of the Republic of Hungary. The chapters of the law discuss the following topics:
I.
II.

Foundations of national defence
Direction of national defence
1. Central direction: Parliament, Parliament’s National Defence Committee, President of
the Republic, Minister of Defence and Minister of the Interior, ministers in charge of
the various government portfolios, heads of national agencies.
2. Local direction: defence committees at capital city and county levels, local defence
committees, mayors, local organs of military administration.
III. Defence Forces and the rules covering them
IV. Detailed rules referring to the Hungarian Defence Forces
V.
Other agencies participating in national defence
VI. National defence obligations:
- compulsory military service
- compulsory participation in civil defence
- obligation to participate in work related to national defence
- obligation to make contributions in the form of economic and material services
VII. The rights of those fulfilling national defence obligations and those of their relatives
VIII. Obligations to make economic and material services
IX. Detailed rules to be followed in state of emergency, martial law or the situation of danger
X.
The composition, competence and operation of the National Defence Council
XI. Closing (miscellaneous, explanationary and effectiveness related) provisions
4. The legal aspects of the service of the professional staff of the defence forces are covered
by Act XLIII of 1996.
The scope of the law covers the professional staff of the Defence Forces and those of the border guards, the police, the civil defence, the customs police, the penal and law enforcement institutions, the fire brigade of the state and of the municipalities and the civil national security services.
The law includes provisions on the legal aspects of the service of this professional staff and
their status in the field of social insurance, welfare provisions, funeral relief, as well as their
housing conditions.
The law consists of three parts, 26 chapters and 343 articles.
PART ONE has provisions that uniformly cover all the professional staff of the military.
- Chapters I-IV set general rules, principles of the service relationship, the restriction of fundamental citizen’s rights and rules of interest protection and interest representation.
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- Chapters V-VIII include provisions on the establishment, modification, content and termination of service relationship.
- Chapters IX-X include provisions on the acknowledgement of service merits, disciplinary
responsibility and responsibility related to damages.
- Chapter XIV consists of provisions on health and old age pension insurance.
- Chapter XV includes provisions on the settlement of legal disputes. Chapter XVI covers
regulations on personnel registration.
- Chapters XVII-XVIII include provisions on former professional officers who are now retired as well as on welfare and funeral provision.
PART TWO (Chapters XIX-XXIII)
This part includes provisions that are different from those above and only apply to the professional officers of the eight particular military organs.
PART THREE (Chapters XXIV-XXVI)
This part consists of miscellaneous, transitional and closing provisions.
5. Act XLV of 1996 covers the service relationship of soldiers in regular service. Its scope
includes those in regular service under universal conscription in the Defence Forces and the
border guards, namely regular soldiers, reservists and supplementary reservists.
The law includes provisions on the following aspects of the legal status of soldiers in regular
service: basic rights, the restriction of rights, interest representation, the establishment, modification, content, fulfillment and acknowledgement of service relationship, disciplinary responsibility,
responsibility related to damages and the scope for application for legal remedy.
6. Act XLV of 1996 covers aspects of the legal status of the senior officials, faculty members
and students of military and law-enforcement colleges and universities.
This law consists of provisions relating to the service relationship of the persons covered by
the law in a manner similar to the laws described under items 4 and 5 above. It includes the definition of the senior officials, faculty members and students of the said institutions, their legal
status and the rights and duties deriving from their service relationship. The law specifies the
autonomy of the military institutions in accordance with the law on higher education.
7. Resolutions 88/1995 (6 July) and 115/1996 (20 December) of Parliament define the direction of the medium and long term transformation of the Defence Forces and their size.
In defining the requirements to be observed in the process of the transformation of the Defence
Forces Parliament took into consideration three key factors:
- potential dangers threatening the security of the Republic of Hungary,
- Hungary’s economic capabilities,
- Hungary’s intention to accede to NATO.
The medium-term reorganisation is expected to be completed by 1998 and the long-term one
by 2005.
As a result of transformation Hungary should in the future have Defence Forces that are of a
smaller size than today without losing their strength of deterrence and are suitable for integration
into NATO, modern and based partly on voluntary service and partly on conscription.
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The transformation must cover every component of the structure of the Defence Forces (organization, size of personnel, proportion of commissioned and non-commissioned staff, armament, other military equipment, operation, combat-readiness, training and supplies, etc.).
8. Resolution 94/1998. (XII. 29.) OGY of the National Assembly on the Principles of the Security and Defence Policy of the Republic of Hungary
The National Assembly hereby
1. approves the Principles of the Security and Defence Policy of the Republic of Hungary;
2. invites the Government to report to the National Assembly on the implementation of the
tasks relating to security and defence policy at least once a year.
3. This resolution shall enter into force on the day the Article 2 of the Act on the accession of
the Republic of Hungary to the North Atlantic Treaty and the promulgation of the text of
the Agreement enters into force. Simultaneously, Resolution 11/1993.(III.12.) OGY on the
Principles of the Security Policy of the Republic of Hungary and Resolution 27/1993.
(IV.23.) OGY on the National Defence Principles of the Republic of Hungary shall be revoked.
During recent years a fundamental change has taken place in the external security situation of
Hungary, essentially because of the achievements made in the field of Euro-Atlantic integration.
By attaining NATO-membership and the advancement of the process of accession to the European Union, the country has become a part of the institutional framework of the community of
democratic, developed and stable countries of the Euro-Atlantic region. These factors require the
review of the security and defence policy principles of the Republic of Hungary.
1. The Republic of Hungary takes a comprehensive approach to security. Besides the traditional political and military factors it comprises other dimensions of comprehensive security as
well, such as economy and finances, human and minority rights, information, technology, environment and international law. In a world of global challenges, political and economic interdependence and of technological progress, the security of the Euro-Atlantic region has become indivisible.
2. Compared to the period of the bipolar international system, the threat of a global armed
conflict has been reduced to the minimum. At the same time, however, the scope of risks and
sources of danger has significantly increased and grown more complex. Hungary’s security is being influenced primarily by the security trend of the Euro-Atlantic region and the political, social
and economic processes taking place in that part of the world, but the country cannot exempt itself from the sources of global dangers. Its engagement in an alliance system creates greater responsibility and expanded possibilities in the management of these sources of dangers.
The transitory or permanent controversies between countries and groups resulting from differences in social development, economic, financial and social crises, ethnic and religious tensions,
terrorism, organized crime, illicit drug and arms trafficking, demographic tension, mass migration
and intense environmental problems constitute a growing risk. The proliferation of weapons of
mass destruction and their means of delivery and the possibility of attacks on information systems
present an increasing challenge and danger. Besides, tensions between and armed conflicts within
states are ever persisting in Europe. Instability and unpredictability resulting from transformation
and the fragility of democratization are specific sources of danger in our region.
It is a peculiarity of our security environment that new and traditional challenges often surface
simultaneously and amplify each other.
3. The main objectives of the security policy of the Republic of Hungary are:
• to guarantee the independence, sovereign statehood and territorial integrity of the country;
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•

•
•
•
•
•

to create appropriate conditions for enforcing the principles laid down in the Constitution,
to promote the predominance of the rule of law, the unperturbed functioning of democratic institutions and market economy and to contribute to the internal stability of the
country;
to promote the full respect of civil and human rights and the rights of national and ethnic
minorities in the Republic of Hungary;
to create appropriate conditions for the assurance of personal, material and social safety
of people living on the territory of the Republic of Hungary and the preservation of national assets;
to contribute to the implementation of what has been laid down in the North Atlantic
Treaty and to the security of its Allies;
to facilitate the preservation of international peace and the enhancement of the security
and stability of the Euro-Atlantic region, Europe and its neighbourhood;
to contribute to the assurance of appropriate conditions for the international economic,
political, cultural and other relations and co-operation of the Republic of Hungary.

4. The Republic of Hungary wishes to realize the above objectives in accordance with the
Constitution, the norms of international law, with special respect to the principles and obligations
enshrined in the Charter of the United Nations Organization, in the documents of the Organization for Security and Co-operation in Europe and the Council of Europe, in the North Atlantic
Treaty and, furthermore, in compliance with its obligations undertaken in other relevant international documents, regional and bilateral agreements.
5. The Republic of Hungary considers no country an enemy and it treats all actors of the international politics who abide by the principles of international law as its partners. Hungary intends to settle disputes in accordance with international law, taking into account the European
practice.
6. The Republic of Hungary builds its security on two pillars: its national resources on the one
hand, Euro-Atlantic integration and international co-operation, on the other.
7. The Republic of Hungary intends to permanently provide for its security, the prosperity of
its citizens as a member of the democratic community of Euro-Atlantic states.
The Republic of Hungary could maintain its security most effectively as a member of the
North Atlantic Treaty Organisation (herein; the Alliance). As an integral part of the political and
military structure of the Alliance, Hungary assumes all the tasks deriving from the common defence. Hungary considers its constructive participation in the consultative and decision-making
system of the Alliance as the means that allows for its contribution to the enforcement of the
Euro-Atlantic region’s security and stability as well as to the effective assertion of its national interests. Hungary considers transatlantic co-operation a cardinal factor of European security in the
long run as well. In the framework of intra-Alliance co-operation, Hungary supports the development of a European security and defence identity which constitutes a major element of Hungary’s integration policy.
Since its inception, European integration (and the European Union being its most important
frame) has established the economic and political bases of the security of its member states. It is a
realistic goal of the negotiations pending with the European Union for the Republic of Hungary to
become, while watching to its national interests, a full member of the European Union and to take
part in the shaping and implementation of the Union’s common foreign and security policy.
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As a part of its Euro-Atlantic strategy, Hungary strives to achieve full membership in the
Western European Union as well, which it considers an important tool in dealing with regional
challenges of the future.
8. The Republic of Hungary continues to assume an active role in the activities of the United
Nations Organization, the Organization for Security and Co-operation in Europe, the Council of
Europe, the Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development, as well as of international arms control and non-proliferation regimes. These organisations and forms of co-operation
serve as important frameworks of the implementation of the goals of Hungarian security policy in
the field of establishing norms and standards, security and confidence building, conflict prevention and management, as well as the permanent monitoring of the implementation of international
obligations. Hungary attaches great importance to regional and subregional as well as traditional
bilateral forms of co-operation in guaranteeing the security of the Republic of Hungary.
9. International co-operation can only be productive if backed by an effective national participation. For this reason, national efforts will continue to play a very important role in guaranteeing
the country’s security. The active participation, support and generosity of citizens is a factor of
crucial importance in guaranteeing the security of the Republic of Hungary.
Hungarian security policy and its set of institutions shall function in a way to enable it to
timely realize and assess in a continuous and reliable manner the factors threatening the country’s
security. On this basis, it should be able to take the decisions required for the anticipation and
prevention of dangers and to implement the measures arising from them in due time.
10. The Republic of Hungary asserts its security policy goals principally through the foreign,
economic and defence policy.
11. Besides Euro-Atlantic integration, Hungarian foreign policy focuses on its neighbourhood
policy and the welfare of the Hungarian communities living abroad.
Hungary is a stable point of the Eastern Central European region and it takes an initiative role
in extending security in the region; Hungary thrives to maintain good-neighbourly relations with
all countries in our region and to develop regional and subregional co-operation. The enhancement of co-operation between the countries of the region in the fields of economy, culture, human
rights (including minorities) is of utmost importance from the point of good-neighbourly relations.
The Republic of Hungary wishes to build its relations with other countries in the region on the
basis of Euro-Atlantic values, norms and standards of international law and on mutual interests.
It is in its interest in seeing its neighbours themselves become members of the Euro-Atlantic organizations as soon as possible, provided they comply with the criterian of membership. Hungary
lends an active support to their respective endeavours and to the maintenance and reinforcement
of their Euro-Atlantic commitment.
The Republic of Hungary pays distinguished attention to the situation of Hungarians living
abroad and to the assertion of their rights in accordance with the norms and standards of international law. By the same token, Hungary attaches crucial importance to the full implementation of
the rights of national minorities living in the territory of Hungary. Hungary believes that assertion
of the rights of national minorities is a factor contributing to security, while intolerant and aggressive nationalism, endeavours for assimilating national minorities and forced alteration of the
ethnic composition of the population are contrary to these rights.
Human rights and thus the situation of national and ethnic minorities cannot be considered an
exclusively internal affair of any country. In Hungary’s view, the issue of national and ethnic minorities is an organic part of good-neighbourly relations and Euro-Atlantic integration should be
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settled in conformity with the standards of the Organization for Security and Co-operation in
Europe and of the Council of Europe, and on the basis of European practice.
12. The aspirations of the Republic of Hungary in the field of security policy can only be realized on the basis of a sound and advanced market economy. National economy should be able to
provide the economic foundations necessary for the achievement of the security and defence policy objectives of the Republic of Hungary.
The Republic of Hungary intends to pursue an economic policy that observes the requirements
of balance, stability and European integration, purposing a sustainable, society and environment
friendly economic growth, based on permanently improving competitiveness and creating employment and thereby (parallel to the dominance of economic and social cohesion and solidarity)
steadily assures the prosperity of the countries’ citizens and the continuous improvement of living
standards and quality of life.
Preparing the economy for defence is a government duty. In the process of its realization its is
of great importance that the functioning of the market be perturbed to the least extent possible.
13. The Republic of Hungary will further need armed forces providing reliable defence and
contributing to the common security of the Alliance, and the conception permitting the effective
use of such armed forces as a device of its security policy. The defence policy of the Republic of
Hungary is based on the unity and interlacing of alliance, co-operation, prevention and defence.
The Republic of Hungary considers national defence a national affair based on the display by
the citizens of their common responsibility. The national defence system has been built on the
unity of rights and obligations arising from the North Atlantic Treaty, the self-respect and responsibility of citizens consciously accepting the defence requirements of the Alliance, an economy capable of satisfying the material needs of the armed forces and defence, a government
structure prepared for defence, armed forces capable of managing the military tasks of the defence, democratic and civil management and control of the armed forces, a civil defence safeguarding the population and the material assets, as well as on the support from the widest strata
of society.
14. Hungary identifies itself with the principles of collective security and defence of the Alliance. It maintains and develops its ability to repel military attacks in conformity with the principles enshrined in the North Atlantic Treaty. The main task of its armed forces is the defence of
the sovereignty and territorial integrity of Hungary and (pursuant to the North Atlantic Treaty)
contribution to the Alliance’s collective defence. It is further assigned to contribute to other
jointly perceived allied missions, engage in peacekeeping and humanitarian actions carried out
under the auspices of international organizations and in the elimination of major industrial, manmade and natural disasters. In all these fields the Strategic Concept of the Alliance is authoritative in the drafting of which Hungary has been actively participating.
The Republic of Hungary realizes that there is a continuing need to preserve the Alliance’s
credible defence capabilities in order to counter the challenges to security evolving in the EuroAtlantic region. This capability is based on the full scope of defence capacities displayed by the
member countries and on the adequate distribution of these defence capabilities in the territory of
the Alliance. In compliance with its obligations undertaken, and in the interest of common defence, Hungary is ready to make available the required military force and will contribute to the
other missions of the Alliance to the extent of its possibilities.
15. The structure of organization and disposition, the strength, the proportion of internal complement, weaponry and equipment of the armed forces of the Republic of Hungary will be established in agreement with the Alliance, in conformity with the realistically anticipated dangers, the
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defence needs of the country, the obligations undertaken in the Alliance, as well as in conformity
with the material and financial resources. Hungary will assure the harmony between the objectives set, and the armed forces, as well as the resources designated for their operation and development, respectively.
16. The new challenges, risks and dangers have the specific feature of surfacing in a complex
manner and have transboundary effects. Countering these challenges requires close international
co-operation beyond the areas of foreign, economic and defence policy. To that end, the Republic
of Hungary actively participates in both the bilateral and multilateral framework in international
efforts aimed at the prevention and handling of these challenges and risks, with special regard
given to the field of justice, interior affairs, customs, protection of the environment and disaster
relief, as well as to the activities of other bodies.
17. The National Assembly of the Republic of Hungary will ensure the conditions pertaining
to the implementation of tasks arising from this document. The Government of the Republic of
Hungary assumes responsibility for the development of the national security strategy and of the
national military strategy, and for their revision as required, as well as for the implementation of
the tasks arising from them.

Table 1. Dates of headcount in Hungarian army
Officer

Warrant officer

Civil servant

Regular troop

Total

1989

17800

12700

33300

91900

155700

1990

17300

12400

32500

81000

143200

1991

16800

11900

27600

65300

121600

1992

14400

8500

26000

51100

100000

1993

13700

8300

25660

52340

100000

1994

13100

9000

24060

51640

97800

1995

13308

9603

23984

46350

93155

1996

11983

9433

17115

35932

74463

1997

8634

8453

11789

26881

55757

Table 2. Defence industries - Appointed number at R&
& D in Hungary
Year

Total number
head

from this: researchers, developers

in percent
of previous year

head

in percent
of previous year

1990

36,384

86,1

17,550

85.9

1991

29,397

80.8

14,471

82.5

1992

24,192

82.3

12,311

85.1

1993

22,609

90.2

11,818

89.6

1994

22,008

97.3

11,752

99.4

1995

19,585

89.0

10,499

89.3

1996

19,776

101.0

10,408

99.1
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Table 3. Defence expenditures in Hungary (1991-98) (million Forint)
1991

1992

1993

1994

1995

1996

1997

1998

Nominal value

53580

61216

67491

97966

76937

85955

96800

122500

Real value

53580

45345

40645

33413

31838

27745

25300

27102

Inflations index

1

1.23

1.23

1.19

1.28

1.24

1.18

1.134

2.3

2.23

5.12

2.02

1.40

1.33

1.22

1.31

Proportion to GDP without transportation of the mechanized aspects of warfare for the Russian
national debt

-

2.23

2.05

1.72

1.40

1.32

1.22

1.31

Proportion of development/maintenance expenditures (%/%)

12/88

11/89

8/92

9/91

-

-

-

-

Proportion to GDP

Table 4. The main points of the defence budget in Hungary
1989
expenditures
incomes
assistance
defence/total budget (%)

1990

47,8

46,2

1991
54,4

1992
60,8

1993
64,5

1994

1995

1996

1998

76,9

85,9

96,8

122,5

2,6

6,2

7

7

7,6

8,1

11,3

10,5

12,8

14,5

45,2

40

47,4

53,8

56,9

58,4

65,5

75,3

84

108

6,6

5,8

5,8

5,8

5,1

4,1

4,02

4,04

4,02

4,37

Table 5. Main groups of defence expenditures in Hungary (%)
1992

1994

1998

wages

32

35

36

contribution for social insurance

13

14

14

renovates

12

4

2

investment

6

4

15

store

21

20

28

supplies

12

12

-

4

8

5

others

1997

66,5
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Table 6. The proportion of sale in defence industry in Hungary (%)
1986-90
Export to Sovietunion

41,5

Export to socialist states

23,0

Inland

20,0

Export to non-socialist states

15,5

Table 7. Proportion of defence industry by the type of production (%)
1988
Telecommunication

79

Vehicle

6

Ammunition

2

Arms

9

Other

4
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Conclusion: the restructuring is still going on
The 1990s were a decade of substantial forces and armament industry's restructuring in
Europe. The end of the Cold War with the crash of the state socialism in Eastern Europe, turned
over the landscape of security policy in Europe. Nations having been enemies became partners.
This changed the requirements on forces and their armament. The dimension of and different
arrangement with this change is the subject of the six national reports.
In order to handle the changes restructuring of forces and military industries aren't finished.
At the recent NATO summit, on the occasion of its 50th birthday, a new security doctrine was
settled. Main subject was the enlargement of the NATO's functions. In the future, beside the defence of the territory, military missions of crises-intervention should be possible. This based on
an enlargement of the definition of ‘menace’. Meanwhile the connotation of "menace" covers a
broad and fading spectrum of risks. In this context, military intervention is only one mean beside others to fight against those risks.
This new military doctrine is followed by grave changes at the forces. The building of socalled rapid reaction forces changes the traditional structure of armies. The integration of many
East-European forces into the NATO's system will also cause a new order.
Having dashed off the conditions of security policy at least in the middle-run an increase in
demand after military goods is likely. The political need for new weapon systems is clearly defined. According to the restructuring of forces equipment in reaction of the new function of security policy, the priority in Europe is the creation of flexible troop parts, being able to operate
also in far-distance areas. In plans of the military this requires multifarious new procurements,
for example new fighter planes, the fighting strength amelioration of existing planes, the procurement of efficient planes for troop transport, new combat and transport helicopters, new frigates, etc. This claimed requirements lead especially in orders to the aircraft and aerospace
industry and partly to the shipbuilding industry. Because of the increasing complexity of
weapon systems, the electronic industry as a subdeliverer will also profit by this development.
The budget situation of European nations, being neat in the short and middle run will restrict
military expenditures and compel particularly defence budget to legitimate itself. During the
creation of the European monetary union the nations affected had binded themselves to a restrictive budget policy, that avoids new debts and reduces old ones. At the same time most of
the European nations face grave social problems like masses unemployment. Up to this background, further cuts in defence budget can't be excluded or were already fixed in some nations
(France for example) or announced (Germany for example). A reduction of procurement projects and also a diminishing of the forces often aren't avoidable.
Although there exists a broad political harmony by the leading NATO nations concerning
the new security doctrine, the question arises how much substance the new strategy has. Is she
really able to manage the challenge in security policy after the end of system confrontation?
The ability to solve problems of the new military doctrine isn't sure. The enlargement of the
NATO towards Eastern Europe can, in case of unfavourable constellations, lead to new instability in Eastern Europe and especially to a new front-position against Russia. Additionally the
new NATO strategy doesn't apply to the roots of the urgent security problems in the different
regions, which mostly have economic, ecological or cultural/ethnic sources. The danger exists
therefore, that by a wrong allocation of limited resources in military projects, resources are
missing for civil prevention, combat and solutions of conflicts.
Furthermore the restructuring in the military industry causes grave insecurities concerning
the perspective of the single companies engaged in this sector. Principally – although some
years delayed – a process of concentration had taken place in the European military industry,
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similar to the process in the USA. A structure had been developed, that is dominated by a few
firms. Therefore analyses of the Commission of the European Union, which see a grave advantage for the USA in this field, doesn't hold true. Meanwhile, national champions exist in all nations, which dominate as system companies (final producers of complex weapon systems, for
example aeroplanes, ships or tanks) the national market at least in the mentioned sectors. Although the main difference between the European nations and the USA is the size of the market. The US market is undivided whereas in Europe it is divided in different national markets,
being small compared with the USA.
Governmental efforts to create in Europe a unified military market and to start a European
defence policy hadn't been successful. Still the military markets have national structures. Although European co-operations are increasing, but instead of being regulated by politics, the cooperations are caused by profit calculations of the affected companies.
The process of European harmonization in the military industry – regulated by politics or
predominated by private companies – will cause in any case grave rationalizing potentials,
which will ameliorate the companies position in global competition but at the same time it will
lead to broad staff losses all over Europe and in every single country.
Summarizing this it is likely, that in many regions further changes in military industry's
structure and forces restructuring will create new problems and challenges for regions. To manage this expected change in structures it will be helpful to evaluate the experiences of other regions with these kinds of restructuring and let them influence political regional strategies.
Therefore the further studies should handle the following questions:
• What further changes in the military industry/at the military plants are to be expected in the
future ?
• What has been the impact resulting from the internal conversion of companies in different
regions ?
• What have been the experiences of conversion of military sites and property in different regions ?
• Which additional means were used in order to compensate the economic consequences of
military industry's/ forces decrease in the region ?

Glasgow, 18 November 1999.
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